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iAbstract
For over two thousand years, Qufu – the hometown of Confucius – has 
maintained numerous heritage sites where ancient Chinese elites revered Confucius 
and studied Confucianism. The sites, known as sacred places, have been exerting 
significant impact on Chinese culture and society. However, since the early 1930s, 
many of these sites in non-protected areas have been forgotten and even transformed 
in such a way that their original heritage meanings have dissipated. Following 
President Xi Jinping’s visit to Qufu on 26 November 2013, Qufu has been attracting 
unprecedented attention in both mass media and the academia, contributing to China’s 
ongoing Confucian revival in the post-Mao era. 
Against this background, the thesis aims to explore Confucian discourses deeply 
rooted in traditions of Chinese studies to inform heritage researchers and practioners 
today of sacred heritage-making process theoretically and practically. The study has 
investigated how a widely known sacred place – Liangguan was produced, preserved, 
interpreted and transmitted as heritage by examining historical texts associated with 
Qufu. The primary concern in my research is how the floating signifier of sacredness 
is variously fixed in terms of the Confucian Classics. It presents the Confucian 
Classics as a prominent heritage feature embedded in related continuously maintained 
a historic place for more than 2500 years. It argues that we should differentiate clearly 
a place or space as heritage from a thing that is either physical or intangible. The deep 
cultural significance of conserving, repairing, renovating and presenting historic sites 
in Qufu are traditionally meant to transmit and refresh the classical texts. The classical 
exegesis allows the space itself, along with its documentation, to be turned into a 
readable historic site which subsequently gives way to the cosmological, moral, ritual 
and cultural political levels of the heritage understandings. The findings of this case 
study eventually lead to three place-based heritage conclusions. First, the Confucian 
elites designate the Classics as a built-in feature of heritage sites. Local worthies live 
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and relive the historic site by engaging an interpretation of the Confucian Classics 
with the place or space. Second, place names are a vital part of the sacred heritage 
because they can solicit deep interpretations of the related historical events. It is of 
great necessity to reinterpret the associated scriptures of place names for our real 
understanding of inherent Confucian values and heritage meanings. Third, sacred 
heritage is described by elite visitors as a historic place for reliving unbroken 
traditions and experiencing memories of the past. The spirit of Confucian sites can 
only be sensed and understood by expounding scriptures of the Classics and 
reactivated by interacting with Confucius’ descendants. Ultimately, it is suggested 
that we’d better redefine above three issues for producing the sacred heritage in 
relation to its representation, values and uses in present context of Confucian revival. 
Only in this way can numerous sites in Qufu be entrusted the sacred characters again 
to impart all functions and presentations of the long Chinese past, credible culture and 
Confucian ethics.
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Notes to Readers
 The criteria of choosing various sources and texts for this thesis is based on 
Bakhtin's polyphony theory, dialogue theory, carnival theory, and the related 
heteroglossia theory.
 The translations from Chinese sources and adaptations of English translations are all 
mine if not otherwise pointed out．
 The Chinese transliteration of pinyin is used with simplified Chinese characters 
aside throughout this work.
 In consideration of scholars unfamiliar with the ancient Chinese librianian corpus 
and quotation system, the writer just keeps and translates the citation format of 
original texts for maintaining the authenticity.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
 The past which continues to animate Chinese life in so many striking, 
unexpected or subtle ways, seems to inhabit the people rather than the 
bricks and stones. The Chinese past is both spiritually active and 
physically invisible.1
--- Pierre Ryckmans (1935-2014), a China Scholar
In Western cities, those very old and stone-lined architectural sites or monuments 
are usually identified, valued and preserved as cultural heritage. In contrast, people 
can seldom find such built heritage in the Chinese cultural city of Qufu but may 
unexpectedly spot the places which claim to be sacred heritage in ordinary residential 
quarters. 
1 Ryckmans, (1986).
2Figure 1: Empty Liangguan heritage site with archaeological evidence in soils
Source: Qufu Cultural Heritage and Tourism Bureau, 2013
Liangguan (两观, see Figure 1), located to the east of the Temple of Confucius 
(孔庙), is one of such typical heritage sites in Qufu. It is on a vacant archaeological 
land actually marked with an inscribed stone tablet against the urban landscape of 
modern architecture. And it also refers to an open square (see Figure 2) surrounded by 
very ordinary Qufu residential areas. No eye-catching Confucian relics or monuments 
from the past could be found there. It is here, however, that local residents often recall 
and discuss a recorded controversial lawsuit which ended with Confucius putting a 
scholar to death (孔子诛少正卯, see section 4.2.3). And this place is often said to be 
of sacred significance to guarantee the transmission of traditional Chinese culture. In 
various gazetteers, it was usually referred to as a sacred land (shengji, 圣迹) mainly 
because it was recorded by one of the antiquarian Confucian Classics – the Spring and 
Autumn Annals (《春秋》). The local people now vaguely remember this place as a 
sacred site only by its name – Liangguan. The first time when I arrived at the 
Liangguan square, Zhao Hongyu2 – a resident who lived nearby – introduced me to 
the archaeological site (see Figure 1) north to the public open square (see Figure 2). 
He told me that Liangguan was originally two watchtowers in one of the eleven 
ancient city gates in the capital of Lu State (鲁国, 1100-249 BC), an ancient city 
constructed based upon the ritual meanings recorded in the Rites of Zhou (《周礼》, 
an ancient classic book appeared in the middle of the 2nd century BC). At this place, 
Mr. Zhao commented and described the Lu State cityscape where Liangguan site was 
embedded by recalling the ancient texts from the Mencius (《孟子》, an ancient book 
of the late 4th century BC). Mr. Zhao also said that, during the past few decades, the 
Qufu locals preferred to bury their beloved deceased family members beside the site – 
2 Mr. Zhao is a retired government secretary (63 years old, 2013) from the Tiger and Lion Community enclosed in 
the ancient Lu State of Qufu. 
See my fieldwork notes from 28 April to 2 May 2013 (Qufu).
3on the mounded ancient city walls. And the area covered with green bush shown in 
Figure 1 was one of such modern-day tombs. Mr. Zhao explained that the local people 
believe firmly that their beloved deceased could share the glories of the sacred place 
which would not be urbanized.
Figure 2: Present replicate memorial stone set at the Liangguan square
Source: photography by Zongjie Wu3
Obviously, Chinese and western people have quite different approaches and 
perspectives to accessing cultural values and forms of heritage. I can hardly apply 
popular international heritage criteria to test the material authenticity on this widely 
known historic site – Liangguan in Qufu. The physical elimination of place material 
remains and the locals’ lingering memories of the very historic place prompted me to 
rethink a proper definition of sacred heritage. I then probe into Liangguan in respect 
of an empty place where the cultural properties of heritage were actually designated 
for over 2500 years. 
3 The photo was taken on 23 July 2013.
41.1 Aims and Objectives
Fieldwork and data collection for this research were conducted in Qufu – “the 
home of Confucianism” (Jiang, Bell & Fan, 2012, p. 18). I chose Qufu for the case 
study of heritage because the city had a political privilege to guarantee the 
maintenance and transmission of the Chinese culture embedded within its historic 
places. For over two thousand years, numerous heritage places recorded in the 
Confucian Classics had usual “power” to awaken a sacred sense. However, many of 
them are long forgotten since the 1930s or just preserved as heritage assets following 
western physicality standards. So the atmosphere of sacredness cannot be felt 
anymore. Liangguan was thus chosen to be historically examined for the Chinese 
study of sacred heritage making. The primary concern for this research is how the 
floating signifier of sacredness is variously fixed in terms of Confucian Classics; and 
how such sacredness of Qufu relating to the Chinese scriptures was experienced by 
visitors to Liangguan. In this thesis, my investigation of Liangguan thus aims to seek 
answers for three fundamental questions:  
1. How did ancient Confucian elites understand the cultural significance of a 
sacred heritage site? How has the physicality of the site been maintained for 
over two thousand years?
2. What was Liangguan heritage in terms of its innate and inheritable value and 
meanings? In what ways did the ancient textsconstitute the sacred heritage?
3. In what ways did the ancient Confucian elites interact with the Confucian 
heritage sites? How was the floating signifier of sacredness in regard to 
Classics variously fixed?
Firstly, this thesis makes efforts to provide international heritage scholars with an 
alternative concept for their understanding sacred heritage. It denotes the term of 
wenxian (文献) in the Analects which “holds totally different meanings from that of 
5today” (Yang, 1980, p. 26). Wen (文) referred to literature such as historical texts 
(including the Confucian Classics) and xian (献) meant local moral worthies. And 
both wen and xian of Qufu were reconsidered as the vital symbolic attributes of 
Confucian sites, causing a sense of sacredness and liveliness. The situation in 
Liangguan is to be investigated to illustrate a connected relationship between the 
meanings of wenxian and prevalent heritage issues. It will be helpful to our 
understanding of how the cultural meanings were embedded in the Confucian Classics 
and evolved into certain inseparable part of the heritage sites. Meanwhile, I will try to 
demonstrate how the Qufu locals managed and retained Liangguan as a sacred 
heritage site. 
Secondly, this thesis intends to illustrate textual features and meanings as the 
innate heritage significance in a place where no material relics can be identified as the 
authentic heritage. Ancient elites granted significance to a vacant site in terms of its 
ethics embedded in the Confucian Classics instead of the physical evidences. This 
thesis will examine various architectural names describing the Liangguan site for 
expressing its inherent cultural significance, ritual and cosmological meanings. It 
argues that transmission of sacred and inheritable meanings were processed in the 
interpretations of ancient canonical texts and the reciprocal interactions among the 
texts, the site and the visitor. It will also seek to address how the ancient educated 
elites generated the political and moral meanings from the site by referring to 
canonical texts – the Spring and Autumn Annals（《春秋》）. 
Thirdly, this thesis concentrates on elite visitors’ heritage experiences by putting 
classic texts, place and visitor into interpretive interactions. This touristic experience 
is counted as a contrast to as well as an illumination of today’s heritage tourism. 
Heritage tourism is treated as a passive process of negotiating professional scientific 
knowledge which has excluded cultural information around the architectures. It will 
argue that intellectual visitors made sense of Confucian places accompanied by 
exegesis of the Confucian Classics. Their presences on Confucian sites constantly 
6refreshed their Confucian knowledge. It will show how the educated visitors acted on 
their intuitions and created daily traveling accounts to ground themselves in the site-
based Confucian Classics. They treated the site as an intellectualized space where 
they could not only have heart-to-heart dialogues with ancient sages, but also assert 
their worldview through the interaction with the site and the related scripts. 
1.2 Significance of the Research
The significance of this research is threefold. First, it will contribute to our 
understanding of heritage as a place rather than a thing either physical or intangible. 
The meanings of heritage were an exploratory topic in the “Critical Heritage Studies” 
(e.g. Deacon, 2004; Vecco, 2010; Ashley & Bouakaze-Khan, 2013; Winter, 2013). 
Smith (2006, p.11), a well-known heritage critic, has termed the international heritage 
criteria, policies, guidelines and principles from the UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 
IFLA and ICOMAS4 as the “Authorized Heritage Discourse” (hereafter AHD). AHD 
refers to the built heritage whose material fabrics or physical evidences could be 
visually observed, well displayed and aesthetically appreciated (Smith, 2006, pp. 4-5). 
Heritage in this perspective is narrowly defined as tangible remains that are to be 
threatened with possibilities of deterioration, damage and total disappearance. And 
AHD is politically powerful over control of cultural assets because such authorized 
discourse “continually legitimizes the experiences and worldviews of dominant 
narratives about nation, class, culture and ethnicity” (Smith, 2006, p. 299). So AHD 
has excluded the cultural issues such as the agency, identity, intangibility, complexity 
and diversity of the past in local heritage performance settings. Smith also argued that 
the AHD which “constitute(s) the idea of heritage in such a way as to exclude certain 
social actors and interests from actively engaging with heritage” (ibid, p.44). 
4 UNESCO is short for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. ICOMOS is short 
for the International Council of Monuments and Sites. IFLA is short for the International Federation of Landscape 
Architects. They are the professional associations that work for the conservation and protection of cultural heritage 
places around the world.
7Lowenthal pointed out that the current craze for the tangible heritage represents the 
Euro-centric stewardship of the material roots, identity and belonging. In his own 
words, “the language of heritage that suffuses the world is mainly Western” 
(Lowenthal, 1998, p.5). In recent decades, Chinese heritage researchers sought 
alternative subaltern perceptions and local heritage practices to critically deconstruct 
homogenous ideas in the AHD (Smith & Waterton, 2012; Wu, 2012/2014; Zhang, 
2016). In this context, the thesis proposes to comprehend the undermined Confucian 
thoughts and the Chinese perception of sacred heritage. The discussions of sacred 
heritage as place intend to contribute to non-European ways of perceiving heritage. 
Second, the research is intended to look into local discourses rooted in Chinese 
traditions to inform the contemporary heritage practices. Since the early 1900s, the 
Chinese have been suffering from an identity crisis trying to distance themselves from 
the “colonial culture” that “otherised” China during the twentieth century (Guo, 2003, 
pp.109-132). But the international charters are unavoidably taken for granted as the 
normal and standard heritage discourses (Wu, 2014, p.851). Today principles for 
conserving/protecting heritage in China were limited in materiality. They focused on 
the physicality and tangibility of built remains or antique objects, which are thought to 
possess the high aesthetic as well as the Euro-centric values (Byrne, 2014). In Qufu, 
many living heritages (including the local inhabitants) at sacred places were removed 
to build ancient-style buildings in the name of heritage restoration. This situation 
indicated the Chinese government had legitimated western experts as spoken persons 
for the lengthy Chinese past. And the native Qufu people, local party leaders, 
government officials, stakeholders and ordinary inhabitants have been encountering 
conflicts in dealing with the uses of Qufu’s sacred places (e.g. Han, 2006; Liu, 2008; 
Ma, 2012; Gu, 2013). In recent years, an increasing number of the overseas Chinese 
scholars started to identify the contested Chinese heritage discourses that resonated 
with the AHD (e.g. Li, 2014; Zhu, 2015; Zhang, 2016). And Chinese local scholars 
started to re-discover the lost Chinese identities in the representation of the Confucian 
8heritage (e.g. Yu, 2008; 2010a; 2010b; Peng, 2008a; 2008b; 2011; Wu & Hou, 2012; 
Guo, 2013; Wu, 2012/2014). Notably, the involvement of indigenous discourses is 
important to deal with the present managerial dilemma or challenges in Qufu (Qin & 
Wu, 2013; Qin, Wu & Feng, 2014).
Third, the research will bridge the gaps between the study of heritage and the 
study of the Confucian Classics – the most important traditional scholarship in China. 
Heritage studies are related to the study of the past and actually have no definite 
boundaries. But unfortunately, AHD has promoted certain sets of “western elite 
cultural values as being universally applicable” (Smith, 2006, p.11). In Qufu, sacred 
sites were not studied as the past but represented as archaeological knowledge (the 
standard AHD). Since the 1930s, the archaeology offered a new scientific framework 
for preserving physicality of local sites (Wang, 1984). Meanings of Confucian sites 
were thus restricted in self-referential archaeological terms5. Claimed to be value-free, 
the archaeological discourses were very difficult to be questioned and challenged. 
Archaeological knowledge has caused the exclusion of Chinese thoughts which can 
be illustrated in the Confucian Classics. Starting from the 1930s, Japanese experts 
from University of Tokyo equated the material conditions with the cultural heritage 
meanings of the Qufu sacred sites. They initiated for the first time the archaeological 
work and intensively relied upon digging up legacies left from Confucius’ time. The 
material heritage was highly valued as the central aspects of what the ancient Lu State 
meant. The rich cultural meanings of Liangguan were transformed to a series of 
archaeological facts, for instance the evacuation of South-eastern Gate (南东门, nan 
dong men) for the verification of the ancient city. Their archaeological reports 
5 Local heritage practitioners let me know there are at least three rounds of archaeological excavations on the site 
of Liangguan. Ancient utensils and jades are excavated from many surrounding ancient tombs. The archaeological 
works have produced many reports, e.g. The Historical Traces in Ancient Lu State (1951, Japanese) 《曲阜鲁城
遗迹》(日文); The Qufu Ancient Lu State《曲阜鲁国故城》（1977-1987）; “the South Eastern Gate Excavation 
Report in Ancient Lu State (2012)” “2012 年度鲁故城南东门遗址考古发掘工作完工报告”.
See my fieldwork notes from 9 December, 2012 to 25 August, 2013 in Qufu.
9excluded these textual meanings of the Spring and Autumn Annals or simply treated 
its scripture as footnotes of historical facts6. The canonical text from the Spring and 
Autumn Annals was used as the proof for the existence of excavated material remains. 
My academic interest in the study of classical scripture is to re-activate Confucian 
meanings that have almost been replaced by archaeological knowledge. 
1.3 Literature Review
       This section is provided to evaluate, offer and compare the existing scholarship 
and sources most relevant to the current project. It draws on three theoretical thoughts 
of place for insights into the organization of innate structure for thesis writing. This 
combination of post-modern theories suggests a connection between eastern ways of 
knowing about the heritage and western ones.
First, the thesis accepts Tuan’s idea of making place from the perspective of 
language to examine the Confucian perceptions of the heritage site. Tuan Yifu’s (e.g. 
1975; 1977) outstanding academic contribution is to view a physical place from a 
linguistic perspective. Tuan called our attention to the cultural meanings of an 
experienced and robust place from the angle of language. In his article – “language 
and the making of place” (Tuan, 1991), the concept of place is in nature made via the 
people’s uses of certain language with meaning-making devices. Essential in Tuan’s 
arguments are his reflective insights. He critically rethinks the long-term scientific 
conceptualization of place in western scientific academia which might have over-
simplified its humanistic significance. His explicit recognition of language from the 
past is to morally emphasize on the impact of historical written or oral texts on the 
making of anything, including the place. Tuan said, “to strengthen our sense of self, 
the past needs to be rescued and made accessible” (Tuan, 1977, p.187). In this vein, it 
is scarcely possible to think of the Confucian place-making without taking account of 
6 See Appendix C: The Qufu Ancient Lu State(Archeological report, 1977-1987)《曲阜鲁国故城》（1977-
1987）, p. 213.
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language. So association of the historical discourses about Liangguan site is 
unavoidable. I am to employ Tuan’s linguistic perspective into the historical texts 
bounded by the Confucian context in Qufu. If Liangguan’s heritage identity could be 
reconstructed, its historical and cultural meanings should be made accessible through 
interpretation and re-interpretation of its associated languages. From this perspective, 
the large numbers of historical records relevant to Liangguan, including the cultural 
discourses produced at different historical periods, are of particular interests to this 
study. They were treated as the basic language articulating the historical meanings of 
Liangguan. 
Second, this thesis adopts the idea of “spatial history” to express both the innate 
value and cultural meanings of Liangguan. “Spatial history”, understood as the past of 
present sitting in a place, marks an important academic development in convergence 
of the historical and geographical studies (e.g. Ross, 1988; Ethington, 2007). This 
approach challenged the past notions of history in full acknowledgement of the 
importance of the geographical location (Gregory & Geddes, 2014). The past cannot 
just be presented in temporal-restricted narratives, rather, it can lie in historical sites 
where researchers look at the past in layers of texts accumulated on a place (Carter & 
Maloof, 1989). The way to present the “spatial history” of a place is known as “deep 
map”, or “a space in which a near limitless range and quantity of sources can be 
included, interrogated, manipulated, archived, analysed, and read” (Ridge, Lafreniere 
& Nesbit, 2013, p. 184). For Pearson and Shanks (1998, p. 65), deep mapping extends 
to “everything you might ever want to say about a place”. And such a way of 
presenting spatial histories “create(s) radically new understandings and interpretations 
of our past” (Richardson, 2011, p.211). The past is not addressed as hard facts but the 
fragmented textual landscape open to creative interpretations. As pointed out by 
Bodenhamer (2013, p. 6), “for humanists, the goal (of our historical investigation) is 
not proof but meaning.” From the Chinese perspective, Bol (2011, p.297) also made it 
clear that there are “a few China historians who stressed the fundamental importance 
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of spatial analysis to understanding of China’s history.” Indeed, spatial analysis of the 
place engages a profound understanding of Chinese history. The intricately complex 
interrelationship between the past, heritage and place embedded in layered histories of 
Liangguan is a good case in point. It is imperative to examine the layers of historical 
discourses that could operate in and through heritage discussions into the re-making 
of sacred cultural meanings and values of the site. 
Third, this thesis uses the “spirit of place” to describe the cultural experience of 
ancient Chinese elites who understood and knew well the Confucian texts in relation 
to places. “Spirit of place”, a kind of phenomenological feeling or a sense of place, 
could be understood as a spatial experience for particular qualities of a heritage site. 
And it makes up the essential identity of a person, a town, a city, a village, a building, 
a house or any kind of landscape (e.g. Schulz, 1980; Gamham, 1985). Such a sense of 
place embodies “meaning, value, emotion and mysterious feeling” (ICOMOS Canada, 
2008, p.2), which has actually been reflected in the heritage preservation documents. 
The intangible quality of a sacred site in Qufu was then discovered by the reading of 
the Confucian Classics and experiencing the actual life while visiting the sites. Schulz 
(1980) pointed out that various elements working together could produce the “spirit of 
place” such as people, text, architecture and landscape. Also the architecture, objects, 
activities, animals and other invisible information like memory, value, language and 
emotion are all attached to the place to reinforce this feeling. This provided me with a 
very good perspective to approach the travelogue and traveling notes of ancient 
visitors who visited Liangguan. Their writings resonated with the ancient classical 
texts. As Smith (2006, p.2) said, “the idea of heritage” is “an act of communication 
and meaning making – indeed as an experience”. In the Liangguan case, what was 
expressed in the scriptures was thus constantly re-activated and identified for making 
sense of the site when people visited Liangguan. The decisive role that Liangguan 
played lay in cultural interpretation and transmission of the ancient canonical texts. 
The cultural spirits endowed on Liangguan are thus treated in the thesis as part of the 
12
educated elites’ interpretations of the Confucian Classics. 
1.4 Clarification of Key Terms
        The research aims to illustrate that the Chinese understanding of sacred heritage 
is comprehensible via the western ideas and theories. This thesis will offer a sufficient 
Chinese study on historical records of Qufu. And relevant historical terms concerning 
this study are quite valuable as they contribute to our understanding of true values of 
the situated place as heritage. So this section is to bring eight classic terms upon the 
table where all my arguments and interpretations will be based upon. 
        Daotong (道统) – the “orthodox lineage of the Confucian Dao” was articulated 
as the ancient’s comprehension of transmittable Truth and Grand course in a form of 
the doctrinal lineage. Personal relationship in the doctrinal lineage is the agency, 
social network and power for sacred heritage-making. Since the Northern Song 
Dynasty, Confucian scholars were privileged as the masters or sages of Confucianism 
if they claimed as the ones who received and faithfully transmitted the ancient Dao – 
the Confucian Way. (Wilson, 1994, p. 4-5; Wilson, 1996, p.561) And the sages were 
once elaborated to play the role as cultural creators (Chan, 2012, p.106). More than 
that, the living spaces or working traces of those genealogists (Confucius was also one 
of them) who were nominated as the Dao transmitters were often honoured, marked, 
preserved, developed and visited as sacred heritage sites in Qufu.
        Datong (大同) indicates an ecological environment when the Grand course (Dao, 
道) prevails, which is brought out by sacred heritage-making on sites. Confucius was 
unable to see the practices of the Grand course and the sage-kings before the three 
dynasties, yet as long as he had books to record them, he could be able to talk more 
about them. Moreover, the commentary interpreted that the age of Datong actually 
existed even before Three Dynasties when China was ruled by five legendary 
emperors (referring to Huang Di 黄帝, Zhuan Xu 颛顼, Di Ku 帝喾,Yao 尧 and Shun 
舜). When the Datong had collapsed, each only regarded his own parents orhis own 
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sons, and the conflicts had to be solved by force and wars. It was against this situation 
that the Emperor Yu, kings Tang, Wen, Wu and Cheng and the Duke of Zhou arose to 
create the rules of propriety.
        Sandai (三代) refers to Three Dynasties of antiquity which Confucius admired 
greatly. This is the timespan when the pristine historical texts were produced and the 
sacred heritage meanings could be traced back to. It was revealed as “the palimpsest 
of memorial traces” (Khirfan, 2010) in the three states – Qi, Song and Lu where 
Confucius either visited or lived. However, even in Confucius’ time (551-479 BC), 
place itself played a role in both preserving and encountering the past by its function 
to show sage-kings’ decrees dating back to the Three Dynasties (2100-256 BC). This 
period was when the Less Prosperity society (known as Xiaokang 小康) emerged. At 
that time, the rulers were chosen on the basis of their merits and abilities rather than 
inheriting a hereditary aristocracy. This was the beginning that the world was in the 
possession of private families. 
         Confucian elites (儒者) stand for those educated persons who are keen to read the 
Confucian Classics, make intellectural inquries, carefully learn about things in their 
daily life and study diligently. They often served the government through passing the 
Civil Service Entrance Examination. Interestingly, the ancient Confucian elites loved 
and approached the heritage sites in Qufu by reading them as constitutive part of the 
Confucian Classics. So the Confucian sites can be genuinely read as the innate values7 
in regard with cultural expressions in the historical texts. For the Confucian elites, it is 
thus very helpful to interpret place names and its subtexts in detail in search for a 
cultural net of classical heritage meanings. In this way they can have a deep dialogue 
with their teacher Confucius and feel his spiritual presence. And the Confucian elites 
7 This conceptualization of heritage can usually be identified and analyzed in UNESCO or ICOMOS documents 
concerning the appeals, decisions, recommendations and charters of the World Heritage Site. As Smith (2006, 
p.229) has pointed out that current heritage discourse “takes its cue from the grand narratives of Western national 
and elite class experiences, and reinforces ideas of innate cultural value tied to time depth, monumentality, expert 
knowledge and aesthetics.”
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play a special role in defining and constructing cultural heritage different from other 
visitors and the rest of society.
        Xiangxian (乡贤) refers to the erudite locals who are usually the educated elders 
or officials in a clan family. The antiquity pursued by Confucius was morally and 
ethically embodied in the local worthies – the erudite elders of a certain community. 
The local worthies live and relive the historic site by engaging interpretations of the 
Confucian Classics with the heritage place. They also served as the honourable 
director for the communities as well as the chief host for the visitors to Qufu. This 
thesis specifically talked about the work that xiangxian had done in the 4.2 section. 
       Guji (古迹) is normally translated as the heritage site. Gu referred to antiquity 
and ji implied the traces. In uses of the word “antique” or “antiquity” in my thesis, I 
follow Michael Nylan – a sinologist who studied closely on Confucian canonical 
scriptures. In her book – the Five “Confucian” Classics, Nylan uses both “antique” 
and “antiquity” in the writing, because these two words contain a special implication 
relating to the Chinese word “gu” (古). When referring to Chinese canonical texts, 
Nylan uses the word “antique” in various situations with an association of Chinese 
canonical texts. For Confucius, gu further indicated an ideal of good society and 
governance before him. So in this thesis, antiquity was reconsidered as the repository 
of important human values. 
          The Confucian Classics (儒学经典) refers to the Thirteen Classics that the 
Confucian elites or the erudite locals usually read and study. They consist of the Book 
of Changes (《易》)、the Book of History (《书》)、the Book of Poetry (《诗》)、
the Book of Zhou Rites (《周礼》)、the Book of Etiquette (《仪礼》)、the Book of 
Rites (《礼记》)、the Zuo Comments on Spring and Autumn Annals (《春秋左传》)、
the Gong Yang Comments on Spring and Autumn Annals (《春秋公羊传》)、the Gu 
Liang Comments on Spring and Autumn Annals (《春秋谷梁传》)、the Analects 
(《论语》)、the Book of Filial Piety (《孝经》)、the Erya as Chinese Character 
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Book (《尔雅》)、the Mencius (《孟子》). They were developed from the Five 
Classics which were said compiled by Confucius. Some of the Confucian Classics are 
quoted to eradicate usage accessment but steer the heritage meanings in this thesis. 
And among them, the Spring and Autumn Annals (《春秋》) and the Analects (《论
语》) actually accounted for most of the Confucian heritage place meanings in Qufu. 
        Lu Gucheng (鲁故城) refers to the enclosed ancient Lu State palace which is 
located in present Qufu. The Lu Palace constructed strictly following the primordial 
text was the urban space where Confucius once worked. Known as the imperial royal 
residence, the Lu State palace contains numerous heritage sites (古迹, guji). It is the 
spatial background of Chinese study for this project. Lu State palace was constructed 
by the son of Duke Zhou who wrote the book – the Rites of Zhou. And it was treated 
as a primordial Palace model in the ancient China. It should be regarded as the 
pioneering work of ritual urbanscape long before the Forbidden City in Beijing (the 
capital of China). All royal palaces were thus constructed in succeeding dynasties 
following this original urban structure. 
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
This research clarifies heritage meanings particularly of one sacred site named 
Liangguan in Qufu. It examines the roles of place and ancient texts in creating and 
supporting the cultural significance and meanings of sacred heritage narratives. It is 
essentially a place-specific heritage research on the Chinese studies and might touch 
upon too many topics. As narrowly as possible, the main body of my discussions was 
thus divided into three aspects from the perspective of place. The key contents focus 
upon: 1) Confucian ideas in heritage perception, 2) innate values and cultural 
meanings of Liangguan space, and 3) uses of the heritage site. Generally speaking, the 
logic of chapter arrangements can be detected from five chapters. And the scope of 
Liangguan heritage study is to be seen in three major chapters (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Overall structure and three aspects of heritage explored by the thesis
Chapter 1 presents overall aims of this research by introducing and elaborating its 
research questions. And it illustrates significance of the research through reviewing 
previous heritage literature. Besides, this chapter draws upon the theories of place and 
space studies to form an analytical framework for the data analysis in the following 
chapters. 
Chapter 2 examines Confucian ideas of the heritage site. It sets an alternative 
framework for understanding the Confucian heritage transmission in the city of Qufu. 
It explores Qufu as the site of wenxian (文献) which was contended by an ancient 
Confucian official. It explains Chinese significance of the traditional Classic reading 
and its relation to the designation of Liangguan site as the heritage. It shows the way 
of the traditional heritage practices by piling up the earth and erecting inscribed stones 
for the maintenance of the sacred heritage sites. 
Chapter 3 explores three cultural expressions of Liangguan space in terms of its 
historical root as the building. It indicates that the exterior side of a building reflected 
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cultural political ideas derived from certain ancient beliefs. It deals with cosmological 
ideas embedded in the exegesis of Liangguan fire event recorded in the Spring and 
Autumn Annals. These ideas were constantly consulted and discussed as the heritage 
for the ruling of imperial governments. 
Chapter 4 demonstrates that the Confucian texts well benefit the making of 
geographical locale into heritage by visitor’s on-site experiences, granting the space a 
sense of sacredness. It presents a case focusing on Confucius’ act of interacting with 
the past for the mediation of Liangguan place. It further analyzes an ancient travelling 
essay by Yang Huan to investigate how the past embedded in the Confucian texts 
would be re-activated. Its argument is that the heritage experience for the ancient 
elites is to have a heart-to-heart talk with the ancient sages on the sites.
Chapter 5 highlights the main arguments of the thesis. It restates the importance 
of interpreting the Confucian Classics which obviously benefit our understanding of 
Confucian sacred sites. And the concluding remarks are demonstrated to show my 
academic endeavor to bridge studies of Confucian Classics with the critical heritage 
research. 
The thesis brings together traditional study of Chinese classics and the modern 
heritage research in order to shed light on our understanding of the long lost Chinese 
heritage practices which can serve as a reflection on today’s authorized heritage 
discourse. This process of sacred heritage making is critically presented on the basis 
of historical texts and their interpretations. It is quite a big challenge for me to present 
the Chinese study in English about the traditional exegisis of Confucian scripture with 
a purpose to engage international scholars at heritage sectors for better understanding 
of the lost Confucian traditions. 
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Chapter 2
Confucian Ideas of the Heritage Site
Confucius’ homeland is the place where virtue, governance, and 
education originated; where the Confucian Classics and persons of 
virtue reside. It is inscribed with Confucius’ ideal of pursuits. 
孔子所居之地，道德政教之所出，文献之所在，其志之也。1
---Preface of Queli Gazetteer (《阙里志》序, 1368-1644)
The above quotation is cited from the Queli Gazetteer to highlight the inherent 
characteristics of the Confucian heritage place in Confucius’ homeland. Queli (阙里), 
literally meaning “inside the watchtower”, was an ancient name that Confucius’ 
descendants gave to the original dwelling site of Confucius in west of the ancient Lu 
State (today’s Qufu). The Queli Gazetteer was compiled officially during the Ming 
Dynasty (1368-1644) by the local magistrate and revised by the Kong family elites 
inhabited in Qufu – the recognized moral offspring of Confucius. It was said that 
Queli had never been described in a gazetteer before when the town was constantly 
repaired and the Temple of Confucius restored. This Queli Gazetteer thus first 
illustrated a broad scope of the historical landscapes including the rivers and creeks, 
cemeteries, temples and parks in Qufu. Meanwhile, the ancient locals recognized and 
preserved a number of mostly everyday physical remnants of the Confucian traces as 
the heritage sites which could be large or small: for example, a pavilion, a hall, a tree, 
a wall, a well or a neighbourhood. Among them, the Liangguan site was identified 
and categorized as one of the Confucian heritage places (guji, 古迹).
The quoted preface from the Queli Local Gazetteer well expresses the cultural 
1 Kong, Z.Y. 孔贞业(Author from Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644), Chapter Eight. 
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significance and unparalleled meanings for addressing the Qufu historic places as 
“inscribed with Confucius’ ideal of pursuits”. It explicitly states that the Confucian 
values posited as morality, politics and education are rooted in the intrinsic homeland 
of Confucius. Using words of wenxian (文献), it also defines the historic landscape of 
Qufu in form of Confucian values transmitted in ancient texts. Quoting this comment 
is to open my mind to view the Confucian heritage from a geographical and cultural 
perspective in terms of wenxian site.
The first section of this chapter directly explores a Confucian idea accounted as 
“the site of wenxian” (文献之地), specifically to investigate the meanings of wenxian 
and its intimate relationship with the site. Using the case of Liangguan, the second 
section explores the relationship of Classical scripture (jing, 经) and their related 
places, indicating the significance for designating the Confucian Classics as a built-in 
feature of the place. The third section explores how the local gazetteers 
conceptualized the place as the heritage site and kept recording it for over a thousand 
years. The fourth section shows how the ancient Chinese continuously piled the earth 
and erected a stone tablet for marking and managing the site. This was regarded as an 
indigenous heritage practice that has led to the sustainable and ecological ways for 
preserving and maintaining the sacred site. 
2.1 The Site of Wenxian
As stated above, what claimed Qufu – the native town of Confucius – was a place 
“where the Confucian Classics and persons of virtue reside (文献所出)”. In ancient 
China, both the transmitted texts and persons of virtue were known as wenxian (文献). 
So how to understand “wenxian” is crucially important to make sense of the nature of 
this site. The two Chinese characters of wen and xian first appeared in the Analects 
(《论语》), where Confucius was said to intentionally visit two ancient states for 
conducting ritual (li, 礼) study (Ni, 1990; Zhang & Yao, 2005). Confucius said, 
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As for the rites of the Xia Dynasty, I can speak of them, but there is little 
remaining in the state of Qi to document them. As for the rites of the 
Shang Dynasty, I can speak of them, but there is little remaining in the 
state of Song to document them. This is because there is not much in the 
way of culture or moral worthies left in either state. If there were 
something there, then I would be able to document them.2
夏礼，吾能言之，杞不足徵也。殷礼，吾能言之，宋不足徵也。文
献不足故也。足，则吾能徵之矣。
This quotation stands for a Confucian way to make sense of Chinese heritage as 
the site of wenxian. The phrase wenxian is translated by Slingerland into two separate 
terms in accordance with the ancient elites’ interpretations. Though meanings of what 
Confucius says here about wenxian are straightforward, there is a need to explain its 
cultural background. The Analects is about the compiled records in a conversational 
context where Confucius commented or elicited responses from his disciples, known 
as “a dynamic process of teaching” (Slingerland, 2003, vii). This saying was about 
how Confucius once made his disciples realize that the real cultures of both states – 
Qi and Song – lay in their mutual callings between the hard textual evidences (wen, 
文) and the living worthies (xian, 献). The mentioned states of Qi (杞) and Song (宋) 
were around 300 miles away from Confucius’ living place – State of Lu (鲁). Both 
states held the innate cultural forms shaped by kings of the Xia and Shang Dynasties 
who were Confucius’ ancestors. The Shang kings were the ones who “wielded the 
greatest power of all over the Shang people” (Slingerland, 2003, p. xvii). The two 
states were carved out of the Shang people’s ancestral lands. There should be some 
kinds of ancestry heritage left by the Shang predecessors who would love to transmit 
to the next generation. To ordinary Chinese people, the rules of propriety or ritual (li, 
礼) were claimed to be the “inherent natural expression” (Clark, 2006, p.114) of the 
2 Slingerland, E. (2003), p. 20.
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Chinese culture since Confucius’ time. Confucius hence pre-supposed the states of 
both Qi and Song as the sites of wenxian, where he once attempted to learn about and 
document both Qi and Song’s rules of propriety for transmitting the most significant 
cultural heritage. For the background of above Confucius’ observation, Slingerland 
(2003, p.20) presented a comment: 
Qi was a minor state in which the remnants of the Xia royal line were 
enfeoffed after their defeat by the Shang, and Song was the state where 
the remnants of the Shang were enfeoffed after their defeat by the Zhou. 
Neither of these states was successful in preserving their cultural 
traditions. 
From the interpretation, it was obvious that in the time of Confucius, the cultures 
of Qi and Song places were already transformed to that of the Zhou Dynasty regime. 
The Qi was actually the place where the first Chinese dynasty, the Xia (夏朝), dwelt, 
and the Song following the Qi was the occupied place from the second dynasty, the 
Shang (商朝). The Shang Dynasty (1600-1046 BC) succeeded the Xia Dynasty 
(2200-1800 BC) and followed by the Zhou Dynasty (1046-256 BC). Slingerland held 
that the Qi and Song places and their kings held the “nonhuman god who gradually 
came to be viewed as the first human ancestor of the Shang people, and therefore – by 
virtue of seniority – the most powerful of the ancestor spirits” (Slingerland, 2003, 
p.xvi). This historical background showed how place identity of sacredness emerged 
because the Song was regarded as inhabited place of the Shang’s ancestors. The 
people of the Shang were believed to possess the spiritual line from the heavenly god 
and foster a kind of Chinese culture, i.e. the rules of propriety. However, the Zhou 
invaded the Song area and borrowed heavily from the virtues of the defeated seniority. 
Consequently, places of the Qi and Song had lost their own cultural status for 
preserving the wenxian from the Xia and Shang dynasties. That meant the cultural 
transmission – a vital trait of heritage – lost its being at both Qi and Song regions. 
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To the ordinary Chinese, the sacredness of plain sites in China arose actually 
because of their associations with the “anthropomorphic figure – someone who can be 
communicated with, angered, or pleased – rather than a physical place” (Slingerland, 
2003, p. xviii). The sage-kings such as Yao, Shun, Yu (尧、舜、禹) and the Shang 
kings were leading legendary figures for shaping the cultural habits and mentality of 
Chinese people. “Yu was credited with taming the floods of the Yellow River, thereby 
making what we now think of as north-central China habitable for the Chinese people.” 
(Slingerland, 2003, p. xvi) And it was from the Shang Dynasty (1600-1046 BC) that 
the Chinese people began to have the first written records for preserving their cultural 
traces in form of so-called “oracle bones” (甲骨文). And for the lengthy Chinese 
history, the loyal court and government offices maintained to encourage production of 
books with cultural interpretations for these legendary figures. Yu, together with 
precedent sage-kings, lived around the regions of Qi and Song, which were thus 
regarded as sacred sites. Confucius believed their rules of propriety could be verified 
from the wenxian transmitted from Xia and Shang Dynasties. Both the living worthies 
and the written records could be mutually relocated to transmit their ancient culture. 
Zhang Shi (张栻, 1133-1180) – a Confucian scholar – explained that the wenxian 
could be separately interpreted. 
Wen refers to the compendium of literature; Xian means the moral 
worthies3.
‘文’谓典章，‘献’谓故老之贤者。
Without mutual verification of wen and xian, the Qi state and Song state actually 
were not worth searching for. It was said that, Confucius had once identified the Qi 
and Song historical texts (wen) well and could speak of well both for the Xia and 
Shang Dynasties. However as Confucius claimed, there was no moral worthies (xian) 
left in these states that he could not verify documents of their cultures. For Confucius, 
3 Huang, K. 皇侃(Author from Northern and Southern dynasties, 420-589). (1980), p. 25. 
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textural traces (wen) in this perspective should be left by the loyal dukes or officials in 
the governance of the Xia or Shang Dynasties. However moral depositions of rulers 
and ministers from the states of Qi or Song were not fit to examine the historical 
documents of their traditional culture. On this point, Nylan (2001, p. 23) noted that, 
“the surviving Shang descendants found that they could support themselves by 
teaching their superior knowledge of classical learning, music, and ritual to members 
of the Zhou court.” Thus in making this comment, Confucius did not really have the 
Qi or Song places in mind, but was instead using examples of Qi and Song regions to 
express his opinion for the State of Lu (鲁国) where he could find the mutual 
verification of the historical texts and the living worthies.
The State of Lu was the hometown of Confucius – an independent state in the 
Western Zhou Dynasty (1046-771 BC). It was in the State of Lu where the essence of 
the primordial Zhou culture was prevalent and could still be found. So the transmitted 
texts in Qufu were actually not so much dead things as a sanitized vision of the moral 
past. On the contrary, they could actuallybe verified by the living local elites who 
were accounted as part of the wen. As Yu (2008, p.2) commented, “Confucius did 
value the living heritage preservation and remission, and emphasize the biological or 
spiritual transmission of Chinese culture”. And Yu’s interpretation indicates that the 
antiquity pursued by Confucius was alive in the State of Lu and morally embodied in 
the local worthies (xian), the erudite elders of a certain community. In this perspective, 
what Confucius himself or the dukes from the Lu State could be regarded as a kind of 
xian during the Western Zhou Dynasty (1046-256 BC). They were the best agencies 
for expressing and reliving cultural heritage of the ancient knowledge, ethics and 
culture. This tradition of transmitting heritage could be identified in the Kong Family 
clan (孔氏家族) in Qufu. And as Yu (ibid) noted, “Chinese rulers of different periods 
used to grant lofty titles to Confucius’ direct-line descendants.” Since the year of 1055, 
the later generations of Confucius’ direct-line descendants from Qufu were officially 
nominated as Dukes of Fulfilling the Sage (yansheng gong, 衍圣公) (Agnew, 2009). 
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The lofty titles conferred upon Confucius’ descendants then indicated that Chinese 
imperial governments promoted the living heritage embodied in the blood-line of the 
Kong Family clan. This kind of political system and arrangement implied that the 
ancient Chinese passed on their heritage meanings with both the historical evidences 
and the living traces of people. Hence the human transmission of antique culture was 
a normal social process in which local inhabitants were part of transmitted culture. In 
the case of Qufu, the local worthies (xian), known as the Dukes of Fulfilling the Sage, 
were regarded as legitimate transmitters and representatives of orthodox Confucian 
values. They had not only studied the Confucian canonical texts but also lived them 
out in their homeland – a historical space where Confucius’ footprints could be 
identified. At this level, Confucian heritage was therefore knowable in the interaction 
among the local worthies, historical texts and the places. 
As will be discussed in more specific details below, wen was treated and 
described by the Chinese ancient literati as the “patterns” of Heaven, Earth, and Man 
(Kern, 2001, p. 43), revealing the “spirit of place” (Silva, 2015). This spirit could be 
broadly explored as the touchstone of xin (心), “a combination of consciousness, a 
way of thinking, an attitude of mind, a sense of morality, an aesthetic sense and many 
other things” (Guo, 2003, p. 13). It was laid down in its first place by the sage-kings 
and actually transmitted in the spatial patterns of the heritage sites. The Explaining 
Graphs and Analyzing Characters (《说文解字》) described theoriginal wen as the 
“criss-cross pattern (错画也)” (Xu & Duan, 2017). Wen was denoted as “fabrics 
standing for natural imagery (象交也)” (ibid). Duan Yucai commented, 
Cang Jie – the historian of the legendary emperor Huang Di – had 
created the kinds of graphs and characters to distinguish the moral 
traces of human behaviors from the wild animals which scratched the 
earth. This is the root of wen. (Xu & Duan, 2017)
黄帝之史仓颉，见鸟兽蹏迒之迹，知分理之可相别异也。初造书契，
依类象形，故谓之文。
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This quoted interpretation implied that the wen was more than the written 
scripture but a revealing of the natural wisdom pattern printed in the space. Wen was 
recorded through language by Cang Jie (仓颉) – the antiquarian historian who created 
the images of both natural fabrics and the humanistic traces. Wen also imaged the 
heavenly traces of animals (the beasts and birds) and human activities that shared the 
same glory from the Heaven and the Earth. Wen was treated by the ancient Chinese as 
the original source of the Chinese characters. Kern commented the concept of wen as 
“in its basic openness which allows it to absorb different meanings according to 
different circumstances” (Kern, 2001, p.44). In other words, there should also be 
something fundamental to define wen as a cultural fabric of something not just written 
texts. As Kern argued that wen was “heavily laden with cosmological meaning and 
related to a great variety of changing and accumulating cultural practices” (ibid). 
Therefore, the term wen can “refer to a person’s literary or philosophical excellence 
only when the written word is elevated to be the privileged medium and expression of 
individual perfection” (ibid). The moral worthies (xian), such as Confucius and the 
legendary sage-kings, would observe wen and behave accordingly on certain places. 
As mentioned, Confucius favoured the wenxian of Zhou culture. And then wen about 
dukes of Zhou’s behaviour was highly expressed like,
Honour is the love from wen; loyalty is the concrete form of wen; trust 
is the literary character of wen; righteousness is the constitution of wen; 
wisdom is wen’s inception; brevity is wen’s figure; teaching is how the 
wen could be imparted; filial piety is the essence of wen; favour is wen’s 
benefit; modesty is wen’s material. (Ji, 2011, p. 656)
夫敬，文之慕也；忠，文之实也；信，文之采也；仁，文之爱也；
义，文之制也；智，文之兴也；勇，文之帅也；教，文之施也；孝，
文之本也；惠，文之慈也；让，文之材也。
These virtues reflecting different aspects of wen were embodied in the behaviors 
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of the Kings and the moral persons. Heritage was seen as the footprints of wen left by 
kings or worthies in their actions. And in regard to the city of Qufu, wen most likely 
referred to a set of cultural practices that were once performed by Confucius and his 
disciples, virtuous Lu Dukes and their later followers. As Taylor had said, Confucius 
was someone who knew the Way of Heaven, and “had the ability to hear the Way of 
Heaven and manifest it to the world” (Taylor, 2004, p.7). Confucius thought that he 
had the Heaven-appointed mission to transmit the wen of Zhou culture. With this 
determination, Confucius said he dared to be life-threatened if the Heaven did want 
the culture to be destroyed. The Analects recorded, 
Confucius was surrounded in Kuang. He said, Now that King Wen is 
gone, is not culture (wen) now invested here in me? If Heaven intended 
this culture to perish, it would not have given it to those of us who live 
after King Wen’s death. Since Heaven did not intend that this culture 
should perish, what can the people of Kuang do to me? 4
子畏于匡,曰:“文王既没,文不在兹乎?天之将丧斯文也,后死者不
得与于斯文也;天之未丧斯文也,匡人其如予何?”
This story told that Confucius was once on exile and unfortunately imprisoned at 
Kuang (another foreign state) for over five days. But so long as wen of King Wen, 
seen from his talk, was to be inherited, Confucius claimed his belief that he would be 
eventually safe and sound. That was to say, Confucius did not fear the dying situation 
in Kuang place – an unfamiliar state. This story turned out unexpectedly that Yan Hui 
(颜回) – Confucius best loved disciple who had fallen behind on his exile journey was 
finally reunited with Confucius in the Kuang state. Confucius was rescued and all his 
teachings abroad went well later. Behind this mysterious Confucian storyline was a 
religious worldview as the Zhou cultural pattern was destined to be inherited by 
Confucius – a sage of Virtue. As Slingerland stated, 
4 Slingerland. (2003). p.87. 
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Only someone who is selfless and sincere will receive Virtue from 
Heaven, and political order is properly brought about only through the 
charismatic, non-coercive power of Virtue — the need to exert force 
viewed as evidence that a ruler does not truly enjoy Heaven’s favor. 
(Slingerland, 2003, p.xviii)
Confucius claimed that the wen of King Wen was passed to him. In some way, 
Confucius thus enjoyed the Heaven’s favour to transmit the Zhou culture. Confucius 
thought he could fulfil the mission not just because he had the virtue but also he lived 
in the state where wen was well preserved. By the time of Confucius’ birth in 551 
B.C., the Zhou Empire had collapsed, but in the State of Lu, where the culture created 
by the Duke of Zhou (周公) was still practiced. The city of Qufu was recognized by 
the ancient Chinese with a very popular saying that “the Zhou Ritual and Culture is 
found in State of Lu” (周礼尽在鲁). In the Analects, Confucius thus regarded himself 
as a cultural transmitter for the Zhou culture. Without Confucius, the rule of propriety 
of Zhou might be disconnected from the Heavenly favour. In the Analects, Confucius 
said, 
Zhou gazes down upon the two dynasties that preceded it. How brilliant 
in culture it is. I follow the Zhou5. 
子曰: 周监于二代，郁郁乎文哉，吾从周.  
For his whole life, Confucius did not compose the texts himself, but he insisted 
to compile and edit ancient texts connected to the Zhou culture. Confucius addressed 
himself as, 
a transmitter and not a maker, believing in and loving the ancients6. 
述而不作，信而好古，窃比于我老彭。
5 Yang, 1980, p.28.
6 Xu, 1997, p.94.
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In sum, Confucius believed that only by combining historical traces of wen and 
living actions of xian could he transmit what was said about Zhou culture. With 
regard to Zhou culture, Legge claimed that the State of Lu “possessed the classic 
documents (wen), and with regard to worthiness (xian), it possessed the Master 
(Confucius)” (Legge, 1967, p.368). As stated already, Confucius gave up heritage 
expectations for the Xia and Ying culture but found out his ideals in his own home-
place Qufu for Zhou cultural transmission (1046-256 BC). This place model of 
transmitting the culture of China was realized in the State of Lu. And the beliefs in 
culture and political agendas to continue it were enforced for the legitimacy of the 
continued Chinese dynasties until the early 1900s. Therefore, the State of Lu – Qufu, 
tracing its ancestry back to the Zhou Dynasty, is a real place where both wen and xian 
emerged and preserved. It is only here that Confucius has transmitted the Zhou culture 
both in form of historical texts (wen) and living patterns embodied in the worthies 
(xian).
2.2 Situated Classics as Place
         As shown in the first section, the site of wenxian indicates the historical property 
of the State of Lu where the sage-kings once shared the invisible weave of culture and 
place. Qufu – the capital of the Lu State – contained the cultural texture of the 
ancient’s blueprints for civilization, partially carved on the place. And local worthies 
relived the space by reading and interpreting the Confucian Classics. The spirit of 
Confucian sites in Qufu could thus be interpreted and sensed by reading the Thirteen 
Confucian Classics. In most of the time from 136 BC to 1905, the Thirteen Confucian 
Classics formed the authorative curriculum for the candidates who sat for the 
government civil service examinations. The Confucian scholar-gentry of literati were 
attracted towards the recorded places. The Spring and Autumn Annals associated with 
Liangguan was said to be modestly edited by Confucius and was counted as one of 
the canonical Confucian Classics. The Spring and Autumn Annals was profoundly 
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related to the dwelling places of Lu dukes in the city of Qufu. It recorded the major 
events that occurred in the Lu State ministry during each year from the year of 722 
BC to 481 BC. The recounts of happenings such as accessions, marriages, deaths, and 
funerals of the Lu State rulers were pertaining to the Confucian ideologies. And those 
battle foughts, sacrificial rituals, and celestial phenomena writings were considered 
very important to reveal the Confucian wisdom adopted by the later governments. It 
has now formed a tradition in the city of Qufu that the local Chinese preserved the 
Confucian significance derived from the Confucian Classics in terms of their place 
names7. The place names created and conveyed a space of wen embedded in the 
historic landscapes of Qufu. Situated in the Confucian Classics, the historical 
environment of Qufu therefore could consistently appropriate the past of the Lu State 
to respond to the constant social and political changes in Chinese imperial governance 
after Confucius. 
To distinguish Confucian Classics (jing, 经) with the ordinary Chinese writings 
(texts) is very much important for recognizing the outstanding universal values8 of the 
Classics and its innate relationship of particularity with the place. On the one hand, 
jing reveals cosmological values and principles that can be generally applied to the 
Chinese traditional life generations after generations. On the other hand in terms of 
meanings, jing is deeply rooted in the particularity of place and time. So I will explore 
the two aspects of jing to understand the interconnected relationship of place and 
canonical texts. 
First, Nylan argues that, the Confucian Classics preserve “a distinctive Chinese 
identity” by “speaking of a Confucian classicism that constitutes a worldview, a social 
7 Until today, all the newly built roads from outer landscape of the Lu State sites and relics in Qufu are continued 
to be named after the teachings and activities from Confucius too. These names can be spotted in the Confucian 
Classic – the Analects which is a collection of Confucius’ sayings, deeds and ideas.
8 Outstanding universal values are viewed as one of the selecting criteria for the heritage designated by UNESCO. 
It is said that international properties of any natural or cultural significance must all display outstanding universal 
values as the basis of nomination or considerations as heritage.
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ethic, a political ideology, a scholarly tradition, and a way of life in a China bound by 
tradition to its neighbors” (Nylan, 2001, p. 5). In Chinese, jing (i.e. the Confucian 
Classics) can be literally referred to the cannon of the sacred scriptures. These texts 
are said to be passed by Confucius, dating back to the remote antiquity of legendary 
ancestors of the Chinese world. Originally, the Chinese term jing referred to the 
cultural fabric of the handy cloth. It was literally the leading thread or warp. The 
Explaining Graphs and Analyzing Characters – an ancient Chinese lexicon – 
explained that “Jing means knitting and refers to the vertical thread.”9 (经: 织，纵丝
也) Jing was referred to as a warp thread in a piece of cloth. And an exegete – Duan 
Yucai (段玉裁, 1735-1815) – explained that this prerequisite of jing as the warp could 
be combined with wei (i.e. horizontal thread, 纬) to form the weaved tapestry (纬: 织, 
衡丝也) 10. As Duan further explained, 
In weaved cotton cloth, the vertical thread is named Jing while the 
horizontal thread is named Wei. Without the vertical loom of Jing, the 
cloth weaving could not end up in the tapestry pattern. Hence, the Three 
Cardinal Guides and the Five Constant Virtues, together with the Six 
Classics and Arts, could be treated the common and ever-lasting social 
‘vertical thread’ under Heaven11.
织之纵丝，谓之经。必先有经而后有纬。是故，三纲五常、六艺谓
之天地之常经。
This explanation indicated that Confucian Classics as textual carriers were used 
for expressing Confucian guidelines and values. Jing was shown as an unchanging 
time warp. The warp served as “fixed framework for the entire length of a waving” 
(Nylan, 2001, p. 11). Wei (纬) “were apocryphal writings that filled in the warp of the 
Five Classics with political predictions, cosmological speculations and punning sound 
9 Xu, S. 许慎 & Duan, Y.C. 段玉裁 (Author from Qing Period, 1644 - 1912) . (1981), p.644.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
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glosses” (Nylan, 2001, p. 12). In Nylan’s interpretation, the Three Cardinal Guides 
(sangang, 三纲) meant three fundamental bonds in terms of the social relations. They 
dealt with relationships between father and son, lord and retainer, and husband and 
wife. The Five Constant Virtues (wuchang, 五常) referred to social virtues as the 
benevolence, the righteousness, the propriety, the knowledge and the sincerity. And 
the Three Cardinal Guides and the Five Constant Virtues were regarded as the 
prerequisite spiritual elements of vast cultured places under the Heaven. They were 
said to be combined as a cosmological principle for Chinese social order. As shown 
above, the mentioned fundamental Confucian values or ethics were put equivalent to 
the Six Classics and Arts (liuyi, 六艺), which were claimed as the “frameworks of the 
Chinese past” (Nylan, 2001, p.308). That was to say the Six Classics were the texts 
that “weave together the constant principles underlying the socio-cosmic fabric” 
(Nylan, 2001, p. 12). In the Craving Heart of Chinese Literature (《文心雕龙》), the 
author Liu Xie (刘勰, 465-520) claimed that this jing contained the capacity to 
literally travel through the temporal and spatial tunnel and generated educational 
significance, saying, 
Jing is an unbroken truth and the supreme teaching.12
经也者，恒久之至道，不刊之鸿教也。 
With regard to this, Taylor (1998, p.91) said, “warp provides continuity to a 
piece of cloth, a work designated as a classic provides continuity across time and 
space. There is an element of structure that the warp provides to the cloth that may be 
more difficult to translate into the term classic.” So Liu entailed that the existence of 
Jing could cut through layers of historical changes over the time. Jing was assumed 
unchanging over the passing time and continued to foreshorten the past. And from the 
perspective of the situated Classics, wei was what was attached to jing for the making 
12 Liu, X. 刘勰(Author from Northern and Southern dynasties, 420-589), Chapter One. 
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of a whole cultural and written landscape. Hence the jing and wei metaphor as a 
canonical cultural fabric referred to an ordered social world retained in the Confucian 
Classics. In an article, “an Access to Understand the Dual Identity of the Spring and 
Autumn Annals”, Guo argued that “jing was an analytic conceptual tool, appearing 
constantly valid and enduringly stable. It shows a property of stillness or cycling 
feature from the point of temporality.” (Guo, 2015, p.137) In other words, the 
Confucian Classics, including the Spring and Autumn Annals, contained not only the 
apparent historical facts from the remote past but also the human virtues such as the 
benevolence, the righteousness, the propriety, the knowledge and the sincerity. These 
moral values could surpass the political and social changes and thus were stable. 
Since the Han Dynasty (202 BC-220), Confucius was once religiously deemed as 
the sage-king. Taylor (1998, p. 91) introduced the entangled relationship between the 
Confucian Classics and Confucius from a religious perspective: 
They (the Confucian Classics) in fact represent the records of the sages. 
The sage, as we have determined, is a religious figure. He is the figure 
who hears the ways of Heaven and manifests them for humankind. The 
Confucian ching (jing) are the records of the sages hearing the Way of 
Heaven, and quite literally become the manifestation of what is heard of 
Heaven's Way for humankind. As such, their authority is the authority of 
the sages. 
So Han emperors paid highest tribute to Confucius and had dismissed all the 
hundred schools and eventually revered only Confucian texts as dominant doctrines. 
Indraccolo (2017, p. 303) suggested, the teachings of the ancient sage kings as well as 
Confucius were supposedly transmitted in a more or less oblique way and were 
preserved in Confucian Classics. It was Confucius who could predict “fundamental 
patterns of natural process” (Bol, 2008, p. 46). Using the Confucian Classics, Bol 
stated that “the way the sage-kings had done this was applicable to later periods as 
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well” (Bol, 2008, p. 47). It meant that the sage-kings’ cultural heritage as the 
Confucian Classics could be applicable to all ages through the social or political 
changes of many dynasties. This idea was also described by Indraccolo (2017, p. 302) 
who pointed out that “a concomitant progressive instrumentalization and ideological 
exploitation of the Classics to support certain government politics or particular 
initiatives seems to be only a later development in the interaction among political 
structures, official state ideology, and textual authority.” So the cultural significance 
and values betokened from the sage Confucius were embedded in the jing which was 
“long been regarded as the authoritative texts in the Confucian tradition, to be read 
before all others in the canon” (Gardner, 2003, p. 1). The Chinese literati thus have 
long practiced the exegesis continuously to keep the role of jing as the sacred texts for 
their political pursuits. And so long as tradition of Classic exegesis continued in China, 
the places would exert significant impact and political implication to the interpretation 
and inheritance of what were said about the Confucian values in the Classics.
From the perspective of particularity, the Confucian values as rudimentary parts 
of the Chinese heritage constituted an innate aspect of the local people’s identity and 
their sacred sense of the Qufu city. A Qing Dynasty historian – Zhang Xuecheng (章
学诚, 1738-1801) laid out the particularity of Classics, claiming that the earliest Six 
Classics were the assured histories (六经皆史也). To bridge jing and the historical 
site, Zhang enlightened the ancient concept of heritage place that the canonical texts 
of the Confucian values were not empty thoughts but were inherent in the particular 
time and places. As Ivanhoe (2010, p.6) well explained, 
One can only see and appreciate the significance of the classics — and 
through them the moral Way — when one reads these works as histories 
reflecting a particular — very special — time and place.
In Zhang’s opinion, moral as they are, the Confucian Classics were the works 
that could only be understood when being positioned at a very particular time and 
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place. The Analects therefore not only set forth the philosophical and political beliefs 
of Confucius, but also needed to be earnestly read as local texts, recording Confucius’ 
life respecting both his doing and speaking in certain places. Ivanhoe (2010, p.6) 
commented that Zhang actually proposed the Confucian Classics as “books about the 
dao (道)”. Zhang noted that “the classics simply are records of different government 
officials pursuing their jobs during a time when all was as it should be.” (ibid) In the 
Classics, what the ancient historians did was just to set the recordings of a person’s 
speech and action – an ultimate judge of a man’s virtue. And the profound meanings 
of classical scripture were hidden in what had happened in the place of certain times. 
So the contemporary task of studying the Classics needs to bring them back to the 
place.  
In case of the Spring and Autumn Annals where Liangguan was recorded, the 
ancient Chinese cherished the significance of this sacred land and admitted the city of 
Lu State site being a very important part of the textual tradition of interpreting the jing. 
In the Spring and Autumn Annals, historical writings actually followed the rhetoric 
pattern of “what occurred to some sites in the city…” (Yu, 2010b, p.9). As mentioned 
before, the city just referred to the capital of the Lu State – Qufu where most of its 
royal sites (the city gates, the ponds, the pavilions, etc.) were recorded. Considering 
the Liangguan entry, we find that the text described the Lu palace gate fire event in 
the year of 508 BC as: 
It was the year two, in the spring, during the King’s first month. In the 
summer, during the fifth month, on the ren chen day, the Royal Gate as 
well as the twin watchtowers were destroyed by fire. (Miller, 2015, 
p.249)
定公二年, 春王正月: 夏五月壬辰, 雉门及两观灾。
From its appearance, this terse sentence seems to record a factual disaster without 
the mentioned profound meanings. Even allowing for the place Liangguan attributed 
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to jing, the above entry seems to offer little in the way of providing any significant 
moral or political guidance. The text shows an ordinary fire to a palace gate and its 
twin watchtowers (referring to Liangguan). However, the commentary book – the 
Gongyang Commentary expanded upon this every laconic entry, providing the 
background and interpretation of the place to make sense of the sage’s application of 
this classical norm to the aspects of political life. The Gongyang explained that why 
the twin watchtowers were described at the last because it was a comparably less 
significant building compared to the loyal gate. This concern for weighing the ritual 
significance of the twin watchtowers revealed the Confucian ritual emphasis on the 
superiority and inferiority. It also implied the time-honored value for keeping records 
of fire disaster. It read,
Why does the record say that the Royal Gate “as well as” the twin 
watchtowers were destroyed by fire? Because the twin watchtowers 
should be considered as relatively insignificant. Well then, why doesn’t 
the record say, “the Royal Gate was destroyed by fire, as well as the 
twin watchtowers”? Because it was primarily the twin watchtowers that 
suffered the fire damage. If, as it seems, the fire started at the twin 
watchtowers, then why does the record mention them last? Because the 
record cannot first list something relatively insignificant, insert the 
phrase “as well as,” and then list something relatively significant. Why 
is this recorded? To make note of a disaster. (Miller, 2015, p.249)
The above commentary was based upon the interpretation of the place which was 
shown in Figure 4. The main gate in the middle was called Zhimen (稚门). Two 
watchtowers (Liangguan) sitting on its sides were marked in the red circles. The 
political order of zunbei (尊卑, social states of superior and inferior) was described in 
the arrangements of gates and twin watchtowers. Just as the Gongyang Commentary 
from the Han Dynasty (206 BC-220) had noted: “this structure was embraced by the 
Heaven-mandated kings in the Zhou Dynasty. The loyal gate as the main architecture 
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was much more prominent than the attached twin watchtowers. So the loyal gate is 
the significant building and twin watchtowers are its ornaments.” (Wang & Tang, 
2007, p. 506) 
Figure 4: The location of Liangguan in front of ancient royal palace gate
Source: The Emperor Appointed Commentaries on Book of Zhou Rites13
In Figure 4, the royal palace was recognized to be located in the Lu State during 
Confucius time (551-479 BC). The first two gates were regarded as the outer court 
(外朝). The outer court was used by ancient officials for discussing the state affairs 
together. While the three gates after the Liangguan were the dwelling spaces of the Lu 
Dukes which are addressed as the inner court (内朝). Notably, this palace was 
structured as part of the ritual and political space in the traditional Chinese 
constitution. In ancient China, the ritual space of Zhou culture was actually justified 
by the moral mandate of the Heaven. The divine rights of kings were believed to be 
conferred by Heaven’s mandate which guaranteed their royal and political legitimacy 
13 Xiao, M. 萧默. (1999), p. 163.
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(Jiang, 2004). So the record of fire in the Spring and Autumn Annals was believed to 
hold the political implications from Heaven. Xu Yan (徐彦) – the exegete from the 
Tang Dynasty (618-907) explained: “at that time, the powers of Dukes had surpassed 
the Heaven-mandated Kings for a long time. To establish the twin watchtowers were 
the divine rights of Heaven-mandated Kings and so the Heaven judged the unjust 
Dukes and befell the fires to their watchtowers. This catastrophe was spread to the 
main gate which indicated the Heaven would depose, dethrone and restrict the powers 
of the Dukes.” (He, Xu & Diao, 2014, p. 1059)  In this way, the ancient Confucian 
doctrine (jing, 经) would not merely appear as philosophical and ethical teachings of a 
number of thoughts (Makeham, 2005, p. 1) but was particularly comprehended in the 
place. In other words, Liangguan itself contained the Heavenly information that 
conveyed a holy sense of intrinsic cultural values that fixated Confucian cosmological 
thinking in a certain place. Yu (2010b, p.9) claimed that “the material artefacts of the 
Confucian heritage (from the Zhou culture) will change but the core information from 
Confucius’ legacy will remain the same on the site”. The Confucian scholars and 
literati therefore used to interpret this canonical text and sought for the key Confucian 
information as a kind of political consultation. Since the Han Dynasty (202-220 BC), 
the Spring and Autumn Annals, including this recorded fire event, was officially taken 
as the political program or as the legal rules serving the ruling house of the imperial 
government until the corruption of Qing Dynasty (1644-1912).
2.3 Representing Place as Heritage
In 249 BC, the State of Lu was invaded and annexed by the State of Chu (楚国). 
Liangguan together with the royal palace no longer functioned as the state political 
institution. Then when did the palace turn into a place of memory? And how would 
the ancient Chinese conceptualize Liangguan as a heritage site? I do not have enough 
historical records to make this inquiry exactly answerable. The earliest extant book I 
could find is the Yuanhe Provincial Gazetteers (《元和郡县志》, 806-820) which 
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firstly recorded Liangguan’s geographical location and designated its heritage. This 
recorded place was associated with the Spring and Autumn Annals and noted in 
association with Confucius. Many other historical books indirectly mentioned this 
place too. And at least four subsequent imperial Chinese dynasties purposefully 
conceptualized the place as a heritage site. The Liangguan site was recorded in 
Chinese historical gazetteers to transmit the political implication by referring to the 
jing – the Spring and Autumn Annals. Then, Liangguan had been remembered and 
then constantly updated in the local records as a place name of heritage for over two 
thousand years. 
         The Universal Geography of the Taiping Era (《太平寰宇记》, 976-983) 
recorded, 
The Liangguan Tower is located about fifty foot steps away from the 
county. 
Zuo’s Commentaries on the Spring and Autumn Annals wrote: in the 
second year of Duke Ding, Zhi Gate and the affiliated Liangguan were 
on fire. 
Du made the note, saying: Liangguan refers to Que.14
两观台，在县东五十步。
《左传》：定公二年，雉门及两观灾。
杜注云：阙也。
The National Gazetteers of Ming Period (《明一统志》, 1408-1466) said, 
Liangguan Tower is located in the ancient Lu State within the Qufu 
County. 
It refers to the Que of ancient Lu State.15
14 Wang, W. C. 王文楚 et al.(eds.) & Le, S. 乐史(Author from Song Period, 960-1127), p. 439.
15 Li, X. 李贤(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Twenty-three.
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两观台，在曲阜县鲁城内，本鲁阙。
The General National Gazetteers of Qing Period (《大清一统志》, 1644-1912) 
recorded,
Liangguan refers to the site in the South East direction of the Qufu 
county. The Spring and Autumn Annals wrote, in the second year of 
Duke Ding, Zhi Gate and Liangguan were on fire. 
Note: Liangguan refers to Que.16
在曲阜县东南。
《春秋》：定公二年，雉门及两观灾。
注：两观，阙也。
The Universal Geography of the Taiping Era recorded the place by referring to 
the Zuo’s Commentaries on the Spring and Autumn Annals (《左传》, 403-386 BC, 
hereafter the Zuo), a commentary book that was said to be originally composed by 
Zuo Qiuming (左丘明, 556-451 BC) – a contemporary of Confucius. It was 
recognized as historical narratives which described and illuminated in detail the major 
events recorded in the chronicle Spring and Autumn Annals. The Zuo did not provide 
any story about the Liangguan entry. But it was quoted by the ancient gazetteer as the 
source book of the chronicle because it was regarded as the most authoritative book 
among three commentary books. The Zuo was composed at a time closest to 
Confucius. While the General National Gazetteers of Qing Period (《大清一统
志》,1644-1912) recorded three aspects of information about the site: 1) its 
geographical location in its contemporary Qufu city; 2) a direct quote from the Spring 
and Autumn Annals; 3) a further note on the architectural name Que. The National 
Gazetteers of Ming Period (《明一统志》, 1408-1466) did not explicitly refer to the 
scripture. It recorded that the site of Liangguan resided in the ancient city of Lu State 
and at that time it was the administrative county of Qufu. The mention of Lu State 
16 Mu, Z.Z. 穆彰阿(Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Chapter One Hundred and Sixty-six.
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implied a time when the fire event of Liangguanoccurred. In some way, three national 
gazetteers conveyed a sense of political significance on the Confucian heritage site by 
pointing out the records in the Annals. Queen argued the importance of the Spring and 
Autumn Annals in the Chinese culture that, “the imperial government, drawn from the 
scriptural traditions of antiquity, defined Chinese political culture for thousands of 
years.” (Queen, 1996, p. 1) 
Obviously in terms of the heritage, the physicality and materiality of the original 
architectural meanings on the place of Liangguan did not matter. What was cared to 
the ancient was whether this site was recorded in the Spring and Autumn Annals. The 
recording of the Liangguan’s location was treated very important for acknowledging 
how ancient scholars would read the place as part of the Confucian Classics. These 
gazetteer recordings would be regarded as the regular arts of the regional governance, 
where the validity of ruling powers could be admitted in the cultural manners. As 
mentioned before, the kings or emperors were believed to be chosen by Heaven, and 
their principles of ruling the place were embedded in what Confucius had intended to 
transmit in the Confucian Classics. The geographical information and its association 
with the Spring and Autumns Annals were decisive to designate the Confucian 
heritage. 
In the national gazetteers, Liangguan was recorded as a part of the administrative 
spatial governance. But the Provincial Gazetteer of Shandong (《山东通志》) listed 
the site of Liangguan in the Chapter “Supreme Sage’s Traces” (至圣遗迹) by saying,
Liangguan Tower is watchtowers outside of Zhi gate from the Lu State. 
It is forty feet in circumstance and 6.66 in height. The distance of the 
two symbolic towers was 100 feet apart.
Zuo Commentaries said that, Zhi Gate was a southern gate of the palace, 
and Liangguan referred to the affiliated watchtowers.17
17 Yue, J. 岳濬(Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Section Six in Chapter Eleven.
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两观台，在鲁城雉门之外。周围各四十步，高二丈，东西相去一百
步。
《左传》注：雉门，公宫之南门。两观，阙也。
The Supreme Sage referred to Confucius. But Liangguan itself and the fire event 
were not directly related to Confucius himself in the first place. Then why did the 
Shandong province assign the place to Confucius? It could be conceived that both the 
fire and the site were made significant because it was recorded and interpreted by 
Confucius in the Spring and Autumn Annals. So the book itself was the authorized 
source of heritage meanings of the site. This cited Provincial Gazetteer of Shandong 
was compiled for the cultural heritage information in the area under its administration. 
As shown above, this place was noted as the watchtowers from the Confucius time in 
the Zuo Commentaries on Spring and Autumn Annals. This provincial gazetteer 
highlighted that the site’s location was recorded in the Spring and Autumn Annals. 
The Provincial Gazetteerof Shandong provided a note from the Zuo Commentaries. 
And this commentary Classics turned out to be an important criterion for interpreting 
the heritage following textural tradition of antiquity. Additional information recorded 
by the Provincial Gazetteer of Shandong, which was not mentioned by other 
gazetteers, was the description of the physical status of the place. To the time under 
the reign of Yongzheng (雍正, 1678-1735), the site was said to be turned into forty 
feet in circumstance and 6.66 in height. The distance of the two symbolic towers was 
100 feet apart. The architectural remained no longer existed, but the increased high 
mounds indicated the ancient Chinese were constantly managing the site. Apart from 
this provincial record, more local-level gazetteers for Qufu in different periods 
recorded the place by attributing the Spring and Autumn Annals for recognizing its 
cultural significance. Therefore, the Liangguan term was situated as part of the Spring 
and Autumn Annals. The location made the term valuable in terms of the place as the 
transmitted heritage because of its association with the classical virtues that Confucius 
once promoted. For this, Nylan commented that Classical virtues were place-based, 
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“to be effective, must always be rooted in the past” (Nylan, 2001, p. 245).
What emerged foremost in above four local records on Liangguan was closely 
relevant to the interactive senses of place, antiquity and heritage. The three national 
records compiled by different Chinese regimes generally referred to “a compendium 
of information about an administrative unit” (Bol, 2001, p. 37). The records covered a 
period of about one thousand year. This indicated that the place of Liangguan as the 
situated Classics was valued by the imperial system of government of different 
periods. At the time when they recorded the place, Liangguan had becamean empty 
place but was authorized as the site of national heritage. The focus of the recording 
was mostly on its geographical location in reference to the whim of the Qufu without 
mentioning the material remains. Meanwhile, they explicitly pointed out the source of 
related jing scripture to indicate the significance of the site. The records also noted 
that Liangguan was the que (阙) – an implication to show its further ritual meanings, 
which would be discussed in Chapter 2. 
2.4 Managing Historic Space
The previous sections showed that the term Liangguan did not merely refer to an 
architectural building from the Confucius’ time. But it indicated the natural as well as 
cultural place where Confucius imparted his heavenly value expressed in the Spring 
and Autumn Annals. The ancient would not renovate this place but kept recording it in 
the local gazetteers for indicating its political and cultural values. But how could the 
place have been physically managed? Possible answers can be found in the Universal 
Geography of the Taiping Era (《太平寰宇记》, 976-983) which is the earliest 
gazetteer document I can find about Liangguan heritage. 
The Universal Geography of the Taiping Era was a 10th-century geographical 
treatise composed by the Chinese scholar Yue Shi (乐史, 930-1007). Wilkinson has 
introduced that “comprising 200 scrolls (or volumes), this book – the Universal 
Geography of the Taiping Era – has entries for nearly all areas of China at the time of 
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its publication, complete with place-names and their etymologies” (Wilkinson, 2013, 
p. 738). The book mentioned the place-name of Liangguan with the description of its 
material remains. It described,
The height of two separate watchtowers is about 3 meters. 18
两观台,各髙一丈。
The depiction indicated the physical shape of Liangguan. Originally, Liangguan 
was the double watchtowers standing in front of the palace or the city gate. It used to 
hold a splendid facade of the high figure. This record was produced about one 
thousand years after Confucius, when the royal building was deteriorating and no 
longer the same as the original one. Nevertheless, the site was then maintained as 
what described above in the three-meter mounds. In this vein, the ancient Chinese 
followed the memorial practices to mark the Confucian space by the mounds and 
remembered its significance by recording the place. Similarly about one hundred 
years later, another local book – Autobiography of an Eastern Neighborhood (《东家
杂记》) – also had a detailed drawing of the same place and said, 
The site of Liangguan at a distance of forty feet in circumference is 3.33 
metersin height. 
周回各四十步，高一丈一尺，东西相去一百步。19
To compare the descriptions in two texts, there was a slight change and increase 
of the Liangguan’s mound height. The Autobiography of an Eastern Neighborhood 
was a gazetteer compiled around the year of 1134 and was the first book that recorded 
the Confucian heritage by descendants of Confucius. The record from the Universal 
Geography of the Taiping Era was more than a hundred years older than this piece. 
But above mentioned Liangguan mound in the Autobiography became much higher. It 
18 Wang, W. C. 王文楚 et al.(eds.) & Le, S. 乐史 (Author from Song Period, 960-1127), p. 439.
19 Wang, Y. W. 王云五 (ed.) & Kong, C. 孔传 (Author from Song Period, 960-1127), p.32.
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actually indicated that the earth of what Liangguan building remained described in the 
Universal Geography of the Taiping Era had already been physically maintained as 
part of a renewed site in the Autobiography of an Eastern Neighborhood. So the later 
site witnessed a higher mound in the scale. This showed that the ancient probably kept 
piling earth on the site and made it visible. It also meant that the ancient Chinese in 
fact managed the heritage site in a way that would keep it untouched as ecologically 
as possible. Such earth piling process was what referred to as the marking of historical 
space. With three-meter mounds, the ancient Chinese allowed the later generation to 
get an indicative clue of what Liangguan was about and then they could resonate with 
the Confucian past. 
Identical marking situation can be found in the Provincial Gazetteer of Shandong 
(《山东通志》) during the reign of the Emperor Yong Zheng (雍正，1678-1735). 
This geographical dictionary designated Liangguan as the heritage site and wrote, 
The Liangguan Tower at a distance of forty feet in circumference is 6.66 
meters in height.
两观台，周围各四十步，高二丈。20
From this record, the same site seems untouched of both the scale and the 
distance. To common sense, the material remains would gradually dissolve and even 
disappear during the progress of the changing time. But one of the notable changes 
above was that the mound was higher. This phenomenon could then be interpreted as 
a kind of sustainable site management skills by ancient Chinese who simply added the 
natural earth to conserve the valued Confucian place. Ever since the year of 57 BC, 
increasing prestigious titles of nobility were bestowed to Confucius. By Yongzheng 
period (1678-1735), Confucius had already been conferred by former imperial 
authorities to the “Classic Teacher, Accomplished, Illustrious, and Perfect Sage (大成
至圣先师)” (Rainey, 2010, p. 152). Then the height of Liangguan mound had 
20 Yue, J. 岳濬(Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Chapter Eleven.
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obviously increased than that in the previous records. In other words, the more 
prestigious the Confucius’ title was, the higher mounds the ancient would grant for his 
related places as the sacred sites. Therefore, the Liangguan as a space turned to be a 
culturally maintained mound and this heritage site was continuously managed with 
the great respect to Confucius for two thousands of years. 
Another way to manage the heritage site is to erect inscribed stones. As what 
Kang Youwei (康有为, 1858-1927), a Confucian reformist, once said, 
Since the Han Dynasty (202 BC-220), the bright emperors, ministers or 
scholar-gentry governors ordered to erect the inscribed stone tablets for 
marking the places, where the previous sages and elites used to act and 
left the historical traces…People paid tribute to Confucius and his 
followers on the sites, and wrote poems to praise them. Thus the 
Confucian heritage is transmitted eternally. 21
自汉以来，明王哲相良守令贤士大夫…伐石刻文以纪其行事，及夫
先圣先贤之遗物与其经行过往之遗迹，咏歌赞叹，大书深刻，传之
无穷。
In Kang’s opinion, to mark the heritage sites with stones tablets was not an 
innovative practice. It was an official way to conserve the “spirit of place” since the 
Han Dynasty (202 BC-220). So he called the attentions of the Chinese to observe the 
long cultural tradition of managing Confucian heritage by marking the sacred sites. In 
the year of 1916, Kang Youwei came to Qufu and paid his awesome tributes to the 
Temple of Confucius after years of political exiles aboard (Angle, 2002). He insisted 
on using Confucian ideals for solving the contemporary problems in line with western 
intervention of modernity and knowledge (Tay, 2010). As suggested by Kang, the 
ancient erected the tablet stones as epigraphic evidences for demonstrating Confucian 
meanings. The way of erecting the inscribed stones was regarded as a simple heritage 
21 Kang, Y. W. 康有为(序). (1915), p.1.
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practice to re-animate the Confucian past. With the historical records, Kang believed 
Confucian heritage was continuously inherited within this marked sites. Kang wrote 
the preface for a book – the Historical Investigation on Qufu’s Inscribed Stones (《曲
阜碑碣考》) – to remind the present people of the generations’ efforts in preserving 
holy spirits of Qufu places. The book which was completed in the year of 1915 was a 
detailed introduction to hundreds of thousands of tablet stones set in the city of Qufu. 
I find that two gazetteers from the Ming period (1368-1644)22 recorded the Liangguan 
site by mentioning a stone inscribed with three characters – liang guan tai.
In the Qufu County Gazetteer during the reign of the Emperor Qian Long (1711-
1799), the official record said,
 There is a stone inscribed words – Liangguan.23
今有碑题曰，两观。
The stone often guided the visitors to the place and reactivated their memories of 
the associated scripture. Apart from the mounds, as Qin, Wu and Feng (2014) claimed, 
such a stone landmark not only showed their efforts to maintain the place but more 
importantly reiterated their aspirations to make the past heard again in the present. In 
the 1950s, Lu Qiansan – the associate president from the Qufu Normal University – 
recorded, 
Liangguan tower…remained as a mound. On it, we see a tablet stone 
inscribed with three characters liang guan tai. (Lu, 1952, p.41) 
两观台……现在只是一个土堆。上有石碑，书“两观台”三字。
This shows that modern people in Qufu also erect the ancient tablet for marking 
the site. And a photo that was taken in the year of 1912 shows the modern physical 
22 They refer to the Shandong Provincial Gazetteer 《（嘉靖）山东通志》and the Yanzhou Prefecture 
Gazetteer 《（万历）兖州府志》.
23 Pan, X. 潘相(Author from Qing Period, 1644 – 1912), Chapter Forty-nine.
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appearance of the mound and the tablet stone (see Figure 5).
Figure 5: Liangguan heritage site marked with a tablet stone (1912)
Source: the General Review of Qufu Scenic Traces24
Compared with the picture (see Figure 2) in the Introduction chapter, this shows 
a sense of primitive antique with less human interference. In Figure 5, a shallow shape 
of mound is discernible. The relatively flat base still supports a stone with traditional 
Chinese characters – liang guan tai. In the remote, some trees stand against the site. 
The ancient did not renovate the building no matter how significant it was. Instead, 
they would devote constantly to pile the earth or erect a stone to inhibit the spirit of 
place. However, the mound showed in the picture is no longer the height as described 
in the Qufu County Gazetteer several hundreds of years ago. Such situation suggested 
the sudden social changes in the early 1900s when Chinese intellectuals once placed 
“science and democracy in opposition to traditional Chinese morality and cultural 
tradition” (Guo, 2004, p. 88). Most important of all, the tradition of learning the 
Classics was disconnected later. This period witnessed that Confucius’ lofty titles 
24 Dai, C. Q. 戴春泉(ed.) & Zhu X. F. 朱希方(photo). (1919), p.16.
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began to be questioned and challenged. So no distinct high mound can be identified in 
the picture. During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), when Confucius was seen as 
the cause of social failures in China, the site was intruded and the stone suffered the 
loss, too. When referring to the same place in Figure 5, local Qufu residents nearby 
remembered well the exact location of an ancient stone which was “near an electric 
box in present residential apartment area”25. While I visited Liangguan in the year of 
2013, the locals told me that the actual stone tablet erected in Figure 2 was not the 
original one. The old tablet stone was removed during the Cultural Revolution. They 
recalled that the original ancient tablet was used as the construction material for the 
new housing nearby. Instead of adding earth to mark the place, the locals chose to 
plant trees on the site then. Since urban expansion during the 1990s, local inhabitants 
in the historical area of the city were thus relocated and moved to today’s Liangguan 
square area where modern residential departments and houses were built. Today’s 
Liangguan landscape is in a sharp contrast to the traditional one which has already 
been turned into a flat cement floor. The nearby residents have no awareness of 
retaining its primitive status with mounds any more. Only when the idea of heritage 
emerged did Qufu people find the place again and mark the space with a new stone 
tablet. Though the place is physically identified, the “spirit of place” once buried 
under the mounds can no longer be felt and also experienced. Nobody can tell its 
association with the scripture in the Spring and Autumn Annals.
2.5 Summary
This chapter in general presents the Confucian perspective of what a heritage site 
means, using the case of Liangguan. It starts a discussion of heritage with the premise 
that the nature and Confucian meanings of sacred sites in Qufu are epistemologically 
different from western buildings. Though no architectural heritage could be identified 
25 See interview transcripts of six erudite Qufu locals from Lion and Tiger Community Painting and Calligraphy 
Club, 14 December 2013. 
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at Liangguan place, it did not necessarily mean that the ancient Chinese did not 
designate heritage meanings in this empty place. I have attempted to use the ancient 
Chinese term of wenxian to re-think through Confucian perception of a heritage site. 
The site of wenxian poises a particular spatial mode of thinking about the mutual 
calling between historical records (wen, 文) and the people who lived out the heritage 
(xian, 献). In this perspective, the location of Confucian places can be viewed as a 
heritage serving for cultural transmission and innovation regardless of whether the 
material legacies still remained or not. I have also explored how the Confucian 
Classics have acted as a source of Confucian values as well as meanings through 
which the site can be further reconstructed as well as communicated as the heritage. 
Next I will move on to look at in details the inheritable values and meanings of this 
site, a scriptural interpretation of the naming, function and architectural space of 
Liangguan. 
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Chapter 3
Reading the Meanings of Heritage from Associated Texts
To establish Liangguan was to declare the six ancient decrees and 
regulations, and their books were hung on the xiangwei.1
言所以立两观者，欲表明六典旧章之法，谓悬书于象魏。
--- The Literary Essays of Six Officials《六臣注文选》
In Chapter 2, I argued that the significance of Liangguan as heritage did not lie in 
the physical architecture but in its associated texts which manifested themselves in 
particular Confucian thoughts. The way of naming the place and its textually mediated 
meanings contained the Confucian ideals of governance. In spite of that, for thousands 
of years, it remained to be a place of two mounds with no authentic relics discernible. 
In this chapter, I will thus further investigate the naming of Liangguan to explore the 
innate values and cultural meanings of the heritage place. I follow the scholars who 
treat place “as a text with subtexts” (Tuan, 1991, p. 685; Olsson, 1979; Pred, 1988). 
Many scholars today see place as a named event, or discursive construction and as the 
“simultaneity of stories” (Massey, 2005, p. 9). In this way, I can read heritage 
meanings of a place name and its stories from its associated texts. So many more 
Confucian scriptures, including the related interpretations, commentaries, the local 
gazetteers and other ancient archives, will be examined in detail. 
Regarding the texts on which my interpretation will be based, the entry of records 
about Liangguan heritage in the Shandong Provincial Gazetteer (《（雍正）山东通
志》)2 provided three sources of texts related to the site: 1) the geographical location 
of the place; 2) a direct quotation from the chapter of Taizai in the Rites of Zhou; and 
3) a quotation from the ancient dictionary Guang Ya to explain the name of xiangwei. 
The whole records of the entry present as follows: 
Liangguan is located at the Eastern-southern side of the county. The 
1 Xiao, T. 萧统(Author from Northern and Southern dynasties, 420-589), Chapter Three. 
2 The Shandong Provincial Gazetteer was compiled between the year of 1678 and 1735.
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Rites of Zhou﹒Taizai Officer: In the first month of the year, a set of legal 
rules were posted up on the xiangwei (author’s note: referring to 
Liangguan). The Guang Ya: Que is named as xiangwei.
两观，在县东南里许。《周官．太宰》：以正月悬治法于象魏。
《广雅》曰：阙谓之象魏。3
This record clearly gave three different and exotic ancient names to the same 
place. As Zhang Qia (张洽, 1106-1237) explained, “Liangguan, que and xiangwei 
referred to the same architectural building with different names.”4 This statement 
indicates that interpretations of the three architectural names are necessary to explore 
the innate values and cultural meanings of a heritage place. A comprehensive account 
of the heritage meanings of Liangguan should thus include the exegesis of the source 
texts relating to these three names. As shown above, the Rites of Zhou quoted by the 
Shandong Provincial Gazetteer displayed a Confucian canonical text about the 
organization of antique bureaucracy, specifically about the six offices or ministries5 
and the descriptions of their responsibilities. This book was regarded as the theoretic 
foundation and the earliest reference for people to see how the ancient Chinese 
organized the imperial bureaucracy (Nylan, 2001, p. 182). The Rites of Zhou was 
widely quoted as the primary source to provide the heritage meanings of Liangguan. 
The gazetteer assigned the term of xiangwei (象魏) as the equivalent of Liangguan. 
This term was also recorded in the Rites of Zhou. And xiangwei was further explained 
by the name of que (阙) in the Guang Ya – an ancient lexicon. The two books were 
constantly cited in ancient geo-history books as the source of meanings for our 
understanding of Liangguan as a heritage place. 
Regarding the above three sources of text analysis, the ways of how to record the 
location have been discussed in the Chapter 2 (see section 2.4). As for the other two 
aspects, the interpretations of xiangwei and que together with the afore-mentioned 
3 Yue, J. 岳濬(Author from Qing Dynasty, 1644-1912), Chapter Nine.
4 Zhang, Q. 张洽(Author from Southern Song Period, 1127-1279), Chapter Ten.
5 The Rites of Zhou is also known as the Officers of Zhou. The cannon was divided into six chapters, representing 
six ministries of government, namely Offices of Heaven (天官) on general administration; Offices of Earth (地官) 
on population, territory, and agriculture; Offices of Spring (春官) on education as well as rites and ceremonies; 
Offices of Summer (夏官) on military; Office of Autumn (秋官) on justice and Office of Winter (冬官) on works 
and production. (Nylan, 2001, p.183)
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piece of the Annals’ fire scripture can be regarded as the integrative construction of 
heritage meanings of the site. A detailed exegesis of them can provide a window to 
see how place was constructed by the ancient language. As we see from the quotation, 
there are only fourteen Chinese characters to describe Liangguan, mostly in various 
names referring to the buildings. So how can I work out heritage meanings with such 
a short and concise piece of source text? In ancient archives, the Chinese characters or 
the place names can solicit the related historical events and the ancient political 
theories and rituals. They existed as the heritage corpus where each character had rich 
connotations hidden behind. So I have to examine the subtexts of the names carefully, 
to recount the tale of historical events, and finally to understand the implications for 
governance and how the role of texts is played in the construction of heritage. The 
task of this chapter is therefore to explore detailed exegesis of the three items of texts, 
namely architectural terms of xiangwei, guan and que, and the piece of scripture about 
its fire recorded in the Annals.
The first section of this chapter deals with the major architectural features of que. 
The physicality of this building was named and interpreted in some way parallel to the 
ideals of government. In this sense, the architecture should be read as heritage texts 
expressing the ideas of governance. The spatiality and names of architecture contain 
many symbolic ideas for regulating the officials who should be responsible for good 
governance. The second section examines the cultural traits of the guan as a space of 
governance by interpreting the hexagram of guan (观卦) as recorded in the Book of 
Changes. The third section explores the function of the xiangwei, which was used to 
declare and publicize sage-kings’ laws, orders and regulations claiming to be inspired 
by Heaven. And the fourth section presents exegeses of the piece of scripture about 
the Liangguan fire recorded in the Annals. This section concerns cultural governance 
with cosmic thinking to match human affairs with the universe. So the whole chapter 
presents an interpretation of “the way of making place in different situations” (Tuan, 
1991, p. 684), from the naming of objects, to the activities occurred thereby, and to 
the impact of the texts. This constitutes the principle purpose of this chapter. 
3.1 Symbolic Expression of the Architectural Features
There is an essential link between the physicality of spatial phenomenon and the 
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ideological articulation of governance. To understand the Liangguan in terms of the 
governance, I approach its symbolic expressions by firstly looking at how it was 
named. As Frake (1996, p. 235) suggested, “Places come into being out of spaces by 
being named”. Liangguan referred to the que in architectural sense or two buildings 
on both sides of a palace gate. Such a tangible pattern of architecture was used 
exclusively in the buildings for the privileged dukes or kings in Confucius’ time. The 
Explaining Textures and Analyzing Characters (《说文解字》) defined the que (the 
watchtower gate) as, 
Que gate refers to the guan. The Commentaries on the Palace says: the 
guan is called the que ... Two towers stand side by side with an open 
space in the middle. They are thus named as Liangguan – the Double 
Watchtowers.6
阙门，观也。《释宫》曰:观谓之阙…则中央阙然，左右为观，曰
两观。
The space in between was the road that led to the inner court of a royal palace. It 
was named as “que” because this character had the connotation of “gap” (缺) in the 
phonetic sense. Gui Fu (桂馥, 1736-1809), a Confucian scholar, explained that when 
the ancient officials came to this place, they reflected upon their faults. They were 
prompted to consider whether there was something important being ignored. That was 
why it was called que7. This structure could thus be illustrated with the photography 
depicting a que built in the year of 147 A.D., the most ancient que architecture we can 
see today. 
6 Duan, Y. C. 段玉裁 (Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Chapter Twelve.
7 Gui, F. 桂馥 (Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Chapter Thirty Seven. 
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Figure 6: The que in front of the ancient Wu family shrine in Jiaxiang8
Source: Anonymous photographic image online. 
 Figure 6 is about an ancient que architecture excavated in Jiaxiang. Jiaxiang (嘉
祥) is a city not far from and to the west of today’s Qufu. And this que was recorded 
in the historical book of Song Dynasty (960-1127), and after many times of floods, it 
was buried under the ground. It was excavated by archaeologists in 1962. The photo 
was taken at the time of excavation. This que was found to be located in front of the 
family shrine and cemetery. Its height was 4.3 meters. The space of the que between 
the two towers was of a length of 6.15 meters. The whole architecture comprised a 
base, body, eave and the head. There were images and words engraved on its body. In 
addition, there were two stone tigers sitting in the front (Jiang & Wu, 2014, p. 8). 
Impressed by the que’s scale, people who entered the space of this family shrine could 
probably obtain a ceremonial sense of solemnity in the occasion of ritual performance. 
“As many ceremonies and events took place in palaces, ancestral shrines, or other 
ritual buildings, descriptions of the rites and activities often made reference to 
architectural locations and layout.” (Feng, 2012, p.16) Modern scholars comment that 
the style of this que could be traced back to the Qin Dynasty (221-207 BC) and it was 
only the craftsmen from Han Dynasty (202 BC-220) who had the artistic capacity to 
8 Anonymous. (2013). 
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make this work. Hui Shiqi (惠士奇,1671-1741), a classics exegesis scholar from the 
Qing Dynasty, explained that to the time of the Qin Dynasty, a screen wall called the 
fusi (罘罳) was set up in front of the que space. 
The screen wall – the fusi – was set ahead of the que during Qin and 
Han period (221 BC-220). Today’s watchtower was called the guan in 
the ancient time. The guan was also called the que. The fusi was named 
as the pin, the screen wall.9
秦汉阙外有罘罳。今之楼古之观也。观谓之阙。罘罳谓之屏。
The ritual function of the fusi was the same as the que. The ancient officials made 
use of the fusi to regulate their bodies and to reflect upon their activities in accordance 
with rules of propriety. Fu meant once again; si was to think. To name the guan as the 
fusi worked to render invisible ritual meanings visible. As Feng (2012, p. 44) explains, 
the fusi was a screen wall set outside the gate of the palace hall, where the officials 
waited to meet their king. When officials were about to enter, they stood beside the 
fusi to think over state affairs again and again. This indicated the reflective function of 
the que space. 
However, the overall pattern of the que presented in the Figure 6 should be very 
different from the one described by Confucius in the Annals. First, the que in Jiaxiang 
was set up in front of a family temple while Liangguan in Qufu was designed to 
express ritual status of the Lu State, standing in the middle of the royal palace. The Lu 
State in the history was permitted to use the king’s standard of the palace construction. 
It manifested itself with grander scope, majesty and magnitude. Second, Liangguan in 
Qufu was affiliated to the main gate of Zhimen and people could climb up the tower 
to look really far into the distance. The que from Jiaxiang apparently had no such 
function. Third, the fire occurring to Liangguan described in the Annals indicated it 
was made of woods but the que in Jiaxiang was made in stones. So both the physical 
appearance and the architectural features of Liangguan need to be further explored 
from other excavated archaeological sources. They might bear more historical traces 
to indicate the heritage meanings of Liangguan. There is an unearthed rilievo from the 
Palace walls of Han Period (202 BC-220), indicating a structural feature of Liangguan 
9 Hui, S.Q. 惠士奇(Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Chapter One.
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from Confucius’ time. It is a brick image excavated by archaeologists from the Dayi 
County, An’ren Town in Chengdu City, Sichuan Province.
Figure 7: A Liangguan tower in front of the palace gate10
Source: Anonymous photographic image online. 
The image of the que showed in Figure 7 is perhaps closer to the one recorded in 
the Annals. The brick was identified to be carved in the period of Han Dynasty (202 
BC-220). From the picture, we can see two magnificent towers which are attached to 
the main gate in the middle. The whole structure rendered itself with dignity and 
grandeur. Probably, the ancient regarded the main gate of the que as the footstep for 
ascending to the central authority. The cultural features of the que in terms of viewing 
(guan) could be manifested as heritage from two aspects. On one side, it was an object 
of watching as what Du Yu (杜预, 222-285) described: “the que looks magnificent 
and could let people view11”. On the other side, it was a place where people could 
climb on it to look far into the distance12. The meanings of the guan were embodied 
with with both the viewing and being viewed. 
10 Anonymous. (2013). 
11 Du, Y. 杜预 (Author from Jin Period, 265-420), Chapter Fifty-four. 
12 Anonymous (Author from Han Period, 202 BC-220), Chapter Seven.
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Such a cultural connotation of the architecture could be re-iterated in its viewed 
decoration and symbols too. Cui Bao (崔豹, 265-420), a Confucian official from the 
Jin Period, explained the ritual façade and outlook of the que (阙) in the 
Commentaries of the Past (《古今注》) that, 
The upper part was the red-blackish walls; underneath was decorated 
with the carved paintings. It depicted the clouds with the fairs and a 
group of beasts or monsters. They were showed to the four cardinal 
directions. The sculptures of the Green Dragon, the White Tiger, the 
Red Bird and the Auspicious Tortoise were juxtaposed.13
其上丹壁，其下皆畫，云气仙灵，竒禽怪獸，以示四方。蒼龙，白
虎，玄武，朱雀，並畫其形。
This text offers to visualize symbolic meanings of the que, creating “the dynamic 
representation of space” (Bodenhamer, 2010, p. 29). For the ancient, the engraved 
four giant beasts symbolized auspicious spirits. The decorative arts as a visual form of 
the heritage values were the Green Dragon, the White Tiger, the Red Bird and the 
Auspicious Tortoise. They stood on the walls to guard the place and called on the 
people from four cardinal directions. As Ma Gao (马缟, not sure-936) explained that 
these depictions on the towers were used to “call on thousands of people”14 (昭示万
民). They could be regarded as constitutive artistic values of Liangguan. These four 
animals were to be viewed and regarded as a sign to light up the four quarters under 
Heaven. Four directions referred to the east, the south, the west and the north, whose 
center was on the location of Liangguan. The four animals bore the implications for 
safeguarding the majesty of the palace. And with these symbols, the loyal palace was 
said to be allocated with the heavenly power and the spirit to rule the state. And the 
Paintings about the Loyal Palaces (《三辅黄图》) described that, 
The Green Dragon, the White Tiger, the Red Bird, and the Auspicious 
Turtle (the Turtle Head and Snake Body) were four spiritual animals. 
They were used to position the four directions. The kings obtained 
13 Cui, B. 崔豹(Author from Jin Period, 265-420), Middle Section.
14 Ma, G. 马缟(Author from Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms Period, 907-960), Chapter First.
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meanings from these animals to construct their palaces.15
苍龙、白虎、朱雀、玄武，天之四灵，以正四方。王者制宫阙殿阁
取法焉。
And the four auspicious animals described above are also discernible in Figure 8, 
a delicately carved image produced in Han Dynasty (202 BC-220). It is another visual 
representation of the Liangguan’s space. This picture of the que (in Figure 8) presents 
a grand scenario where the people were performing the ceremonies and music, or 
discussing the state affairs in the palace hall. It was a vivid depiction of the fulfillment 
on the rule of propriety and music. Meanwhile in both Figure 7 and Figure 8, an 
image of the auspicious bird (two phoenixes) was shown, dancing above the roof.
Figure 8: The rubbing of pictorial stones about Liangguan from Han Dynasty16
Source: Collection of the Metropolitan Museum in New York
Phoenix was an imagined image of bird, recorded in the earliest canonical books, 
such as the Book of Poetry (1100-700 BC) and the Book of Documents (1100-300 BC). 
It was regarded as a mythological creature dressed in five colors, with “the beak of 
15 Anonymous (Author from Han Period, 202 BC-220) 佚名, Chapter Three.
16 Anonymous. (2013).
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a rooster, the face of a swallow, the forehead of a fowl, the neck of a snake, the breast 
of a goose, the back of a tortoise, the hindquarters of a stag and the tail of a fish”17. 
The phoenix in ancient China would appear only when the world was well governed. 
And when the states were in peace and harmony, full of benevolence, the phoenix 
would arrive at the royal hall, joining the ceremonial activities with the officials. The 
image depicted in Figure 8 represents such situation of fulfilling an ideal society. And 
it was said that the King Cheng of Zhou (周成王) once danced with a lute along with 
the phoenix18 when the world was in great peace under his good governance. Such a 
promising scene can be observed in Figure 8. This picture offers us another way of 
understanding the imbued value of Liangguan as the heritage space of an ideal world. 
For Confucius, he even lamented before dying that “the phoenix has not appeared, the 
Yellow River has not produced its chart – it is all over for me, is it not?” (Slingerland, 
2003, p. 89) Both the phoenix and the chart (tu, 图, referring to the images shown in 
the Book of Changes) were auspicious omens in the ancient China to indicate that a 
sage king had brought the benevolence, the peace, and the prosperity to the world. 
Slingerland (2003, p. 89) commented, “Confucius is here lamenting the fact that no 
sagely king was going to arise to employ him and order the world by putting the 
Confucian Way into practice.” As described by the Book of Documents, the phoenixes 
once appeared during the reign of the sage king – Shun (舜) (Song & Liang, 2015, p. 
124). The phoenix appeared and arrived at the palace hall, representing the success of 
Shun’s governance. 
The reading of material and visual facets of Liangguan space from its associated 
texts is not merely a technical issue to decode the secrets of architectural craft and art. 
It is a descriptive and narrative process of revealing heritage meanings of governance 
derived from Liangguan. As Li Hua (李华, 715-766), a scholar of Tang Dynasty, once 
explained that “between the carpenter’s weight strings and marking lines is something 
close to the government order and enlightenment”19. The textual construction of 
Liangguan and the site itself proclaimed its heritage and symbolized the values, the 
ideas, the policies, the moral status and the regulations of the antique state. 
17 Fenghuang entry. (2018).
18 Peng, D. Y. 彭大翼(Author from Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644). Chapter 211.
19 Re-quoted from Feng, J. R. (2012). p.1. 
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3.2 Cosmological Meanings of Guan
The previous section has explored spatiality of Liangguan in its ancient context 
by looking at symbolic meanings of the materiality and the term “que” that named it. 
I now move to the more fundamental term – guan (观) used by Confucius himself to 
name the place. I see my exegesis of “guan” as an inquiry into the worldview of good 
governance embodied in the place. Guan was the keyword by which the ancient once 
assigned the cultural meanings and function to Liangguan architecture. To situate this 
word within its own historical context will re-create a cosmological sense of place for 
Liangguan. 
The character guan literally means “look” and “gaze”. In the West, the semantic 
meanings of “look” can be interpreted as to look at something in the exhibition or 
scientifically observe something. In respect of “gaze”, it is the act of both seeing and 
being seen. This refers to how people would modify their behaviors under the belief 
that they are constantly being watched by others. With such an idea, Walker and 
Chaplin (1997, p. 97) elaborate that, “the eye, for them, refers to the viewer gazing 
upon the world, while the gaze refers to the fact that we are all subject to the gazes of 
others.” And meanings of “gaze” in terms of being viewed are positively elaborated 
by the ancient Chinese to the level of mass education. So the guan represented a mode 
of governance through the culture and education, rather than by using law and 
punishment. This idea could be examined and understood in the exegesis of the guan 
hexagram in the Book of Changes (《易经》). And apart from the idea of spatial 
governance, I will elaborate that the guan hexagram provided a philosophical base for 
constructing the educational meanings of Liangguan space.
In the Book of Changes, there were two parts that constitute the image of the 
guan hexagram . The upper part of the hexagram symbolized the Wind and the 
lower part the Earth (巽上坤下), which gave an image of the relationship between the 
ruler and the ruled. The whole hexagram thus showed the Wind moving above the 
Earth: this constituted a primitive process of viewing (the guan) inspired by the 
natural phenomenon, indicating a mode of transformative education. Wang Bi (王弼, 
226-249), a Confucian exegete, explained that “as far as the sovereign of Dao (道) is 
concerned, there is nothing in it more worth viewing than the ancestral temple 
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sacrifice” (Wang & Lynn, 1994, p. 260). In interpretations of the guan hexagram, a 
context of the ritual performance as “the ancestral temple sacrifice” was set to fulfill 
the educational function assigned by the character of the guan. Wang Bi thus further 
explained that “here, the subject of viewing is rendered in all its dignity and grandeur, 
so those below who do the viewing are morally transformed” (ibid). That was to say 
that the ritual performer would lead and allow viewers to submit in the serious context 
of worshipping to construct their personal and moral meanings and eventually being 
converted. This image and the whole process of viewing could be interpreted to 
express the principles of universal humanities and people’s moral conversion in a 
ritual-based society. To view and to be viewed for transformation was both 
educational and pedagogical. “In the same way, the former kings made tours of 
inspection everywhere and established their teachings in conformity with their 
viewing of the people.” (Wang & Lynn, 1994, p. 261) If the king wanted to know how 
he had ruled the states, he would have to inspect life circumstances of the people. 
During the inspection, the king was the subject of viewing meanwhile his own 
behaviors were to be viewed. The way of governing through education and pedagogy 
with the self being viewed was the core political mechanism in imperial China. For 
ancient emperors, it was believed that common people would be morally and ethically 
transformed by viewing moral exemplars’ actions and speech. In the Book of Changes, 
Confucius hence interpreted the transformative power of the guan in its relation with 
numinous Dao. 
Viewing the numinous Dao of Heaven, one finds that the four seasons 
never deviate, and so the sage establishes his teaching on the basis of 
this numinous Dao, and all under Heaven submit to him. (Wang & Lynn, 
1994, p.260.)
观天之神道而四时不忒。圣人以神道设教，而天下服矣。
Confucius as well as the ancient elites believed that to govern through the guan 
can submit the common folk without using the threats of laws and punishments. This 
ideal of governing the state was derived from the observation of the numinous course 
of Heaven. Heaven acts without saying, and fulfills with no action. Heaven performs 
and four seasons never deviate. The natural phenomena enlightened the sage to avoid 
using the threats of criminal punishments (the forceful means of intervening on the 
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common people’s misdeeds) in order to make the common folks behave well. And the 
sage thus set himself as a moral and ethical exemplar showing to the people, and the 
people were unconsciously convinced to follow him by viewing. The sage used the 
guan mechanism as the means to arouse the common people to the moral and ethicial 
conversion. Xiao Tong (萧统, 501-531), a literary scholar, thus explained:
The way the Dao of guan works is to eschew the threat of criminal 
punishments to make people behave and instead to use Viewing as the 
means to arouse them to moral transformation. Anything numinous is 
without the concrete form of existence, so we do not see Heaven making 
the four seasons behave, and yet the four seasons never deviate. In the 
same way, we do not see the sage making the common folk behave, and 
yet the common folk submit their own accord to him. (Wang & Lynn, 
1994, p. 260-261) 
观之为道，不以刑制使物，而以观感化物者也，神则无形者也。不
见天之使四时，而四時不忒。不见圣人使百姓，而百姓自服也。
Instead of using laws to govern people, the sage could effectively convert people 
on the right path by allowing them to observe the moral exemplars who were believed 
to act and speak in accordance with the Heaven. And this process was related to “the 
cultivation of human bodies” (xiushen, 修身) which was always esteemed as “the 
foreground of managing the country” (Hsu & Wu, 2015, p.121). This guan idea was 
thus somewhat expressing as “a particular, historically constituted, way of perceiving 
and experiencing the world” (Bender, 1999, p.31). Therefore, the guan mechanism 
could be interpreted as a powerful transformative learning process which indicated “a 
comprehensive and complex description of how learners construe, validate, and 
reformulate the meaning of their experience” (Cranton, 1994, p.22). So it could be 
claimed that an ancient idea of the guan provided a cosmological vision of social 
governance through education. Following Xiao Tong’s words, appropriate ways to 
approach the numinous Heaven and to be morally transformed were to observe the 
natural and continuous courses. And from the perspective of governance, such guan 
offered the king a route to the Dao of Heaven and there was no need to trouble the 
rulers by forcefully making something to teach. And good governance thus avoided 
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the threats of the criminal punishments. In the Book of Changes, there could be found 
one interesting pedagogy-centered slogan for “converting the ordinary by observing” 
(Wang & Lynn, 1994, p.261). This morally transformative feeling derived from the 
guan hexagram was like the Wind moving above the Earth. Confucius said, “the 
Virtue of a gentleman is like the wind, and the Virtue of a petty person is like the 
grass – when the wind moves over the grass, the grass is sure to bend.” (Slingerland, 
2003, p. 134) And in Confucius’ time, Liangguan was thus designed as a ritual and 
educational place where sage-kings’ decrees of ruling were suspended to be viewed. 
The opening space in the middle of Liangguan was connected to the hall where the 
court handled the state affairs and held grand ceremonies. Together with the viewed 
decrees, Liangguan as an unit of the architecture sitting at the political center of the 
state thus constantly reminded the dukes or the rulers, and reiterated their beliefs that 
governing the state had to follow the principle of the guan by setting themselves as 
the moral exemplar for people to follow instead of using the power of punishments to 
discipline people. 
3.3 The Place for Declaring Decrees
The previous section has showed the Confucian idea of governance in terms of 
transforming people by education. Then, the next question is what kind of educational 
contents, namely the king’s manner of governance, was shown to the people. This 
investigation will be done through the exegesis of the xiangwei – another term to 
address the Liangguan architecture. In ancient documents, the xiangwei played the 
important role in issuing the documents of governance from the ancient kings. The 
name implied a cosmological vision of the guan as discussed above, because official 
documents were seen as Heaven’s image. As the Explaining the Name (《释名》) 
said, 
The reason to call it wei is because it looks magnificent. And the reason 
to call it xiang is because it shows us the image.20
谓之魏，以其巍巍也。谓之象，谓以其有象也。
Declaring the decrees and orders was comparable to showing the image in the 
20 Chen, X. D. 陈祥道(Author from Song Period, 960-1279), Chapter Thirty Seven.
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sense that the documents from the kings could be hung up on the Liangguan for the 
people to watch. This is exactly like Heaven shows itself the course of how the sun, 
moon, stars and the four seasons run. A Confucian scholar Wang Zhaoyu (王昭禹) 
from the Northern Song Period (960-1127) explained the reason why the building was 
named with the character of xiang (象): “the sage suspends the law to the mass is like 
Heaven showing us its image. That is why it is called xiang.”21 Heaven does not speak 
but shows people the natural course and rules. The sage-kings created the laws and 
rules by looking at the images of Heaven. Wang Bi thus added, “as for the images, the 
sages had the means to perceive the mysteries of the world, and drawing comparisons 
to them with analogous things, made images out of those things that seemed 
appropriate.” (Wang & Lynn, 1994, p. 68) The administrative function of Liangguan 
could thus be interpreted with its alternative name xiangwei. According to the Rites of 
Zhou, Liangguan in front of the Zhimen was described as the place where they would 
suspend their official declarations. On the first day in the first month of the year, the 
updated decrees were issued to four levels of administration, namely the royal domain, 
the regional states, the lordly domains and the inherited regions (邦、国、都、鄙). 
And the written forms of decrees were hung on the xiangwei for the public to read. 
After ten days, it would be collected and stored in the ancestry temple. Ten days were 
thought to be good enough for all people to be informed. Since Liangguan was also 
named “que” (却) which literally meant “cleaning”. It indicated that the que could 
clean people’s doubts and confusion. With this idea, the scripture from the Rites of 
Zhou claimed,
On the first day in the first month, the updated decrees are issued to the 
royal domain, the regional states, the lordly domains and the inherited 
regions. And the image of governance is suspended on the xiangwei for 
the thousands of people to view. After ten days, it should be collected. 
(Yang, 2004, p.26)
正月之吉,始和布治于邦国都鄙。悬治象之法于象魏,使万民观治象。
挟日而敛之。
This scripture was repeated in the Rites of Zhou in its descriptions of the works 
21Wang, Z.Y. 王昭禹 (Author from the Northern Song Dynasty, 960-1127). Chapter Two.
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and functions of six offices. Therefore Hui Shiqi (惠士奇, 1671-1741), the exegesis 
scholar, further explained the meanings of the xiangwei with six images, 
Xiangwei means the image of administration, image of education, image 
of state, image of justice, and image of construction. Heaven shows its 
image and the sage can imitate it (for the governance).22
象魏者，治象、教象、政象、刑象、事象。所谓天垂象，圣人象之
者也。
To understand why it was named with six images, I have to comprehend the six 
official posts of ancient ministers described in the Rites of Zhou. The images meant 
the loyal decrees declared by the heads of the six ministries in the Zhou court. They 
represented the six units of the bureaucracy, i.e. the governance, the education, the 
state, the justice, the rule of propriety and the construction. And each of the five 
offices independently declared their rules or regulations. Only the ministry of rules of 
propriety was not included in the above quote. In the Book of Changes, Wang Bi (王
弼, 226-249) explained in “the clarifying the image” that these images were the means 
to express symbolic ideas while the words (i.e. the decrees) were the means to explain 
the images (Wang & Lynn, 1994, p. 31). The words were generated by the image thus 
one could ponder on the words and so observed what the images were. That was why 
the decrees issued by the six offices were called the images (xiang). According to the 
Rites of Zhou, such a mode of thinking was used as a common administrative act that 
each office proclaimed their decrees on the xiangwei every year. 
The administrative practice on the xiangwei reflected the ancient belief that the 
state should be governed by the transformative power of educating the mass instead of 
using the full force of law and punishment. In the book Transformative Teaching for 
Thousands of Years (《千秋教化》), it says that “with the time passing by, the 
architectural structure of the xiangwei changed but the name was used to symbolize 
the imperial court.” (Xing, Liu & Li, 2007, p.1) To post images (the decrees) on the 
xiangwei was regarded as important educational practices for governing the nation. 
An ancient philosopher – Li Gong (李塨, 1659-1733) granted and equated an 
22 Hui, S.Q. 惠士奇(Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Chapter One.
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educational function of the xiangwei with the meaning of guan by saying “the place of 
guan was to hang the law and regulations and to let people view its image. It was also 
named the xiangwei. The people under Heaven were all welcome to observe.”23 To 
some extent, the controversial historical event about the execution of Shao Zhengmao 
itself was not whether Confucius put Shao Zhengmao to death or not. But probably in 
an ancient context, Confucius intentionally put the legal case of Shao Zhengmao on 
Liangguan to fulfill the educational function of the xiangwei for the public to observe. 
To further explain educational meanings of Liangguan, Zhen Xuan (郑玄, 127-200) 
also made a commentary,
Guan is named because it bears the function of education. Image 
renders itself for people to view. It is also named as que.24
观者，以其有教，象可观望，又谓之阙。
As stated in the previous section, the guan hexagram in the Book of Changes 
connoted the moral conversion by the action of viewing. To use “guan” to name the 
place indicates that something attached to the place could be viewed, thus granting the 
place as an educational space. So here Zheng Xuan explicitly claimed that the place 
held the function of education. The commentary of the Rites of Zhou further pointed 
out that such a mode of education was equivalent to the legislative practices because,
The way to suspend law on the building means the law being primarily 
hung for viewing, instead of regulating people at a later stage. This is 
why “suspending (laws) for viewing” is called law.25
悬法示人，曰宪法后人，因谓宪为法。
This indicated a very important philosophy of the law underpinning all rounds of 
the legal practices in ancient China. The law was not used in its first place for any 
execution but for the people to learn. To make a law was not intended in the 
bureaucracy of the antique states to discipline or punish people, but for them to view 
and transform. The law was actually implemented by being hung on the xiangwei 
building for the mass to learn. This idea could be seen in the explanation by a Han 
23 Li, G. 李塨(Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Chapter Two.
24 Zhen, X. 郑玄(Author from Han Period, 202 BC-220), Chapter Two.
25 Ding, D.丁度(Author from Song Period, 960-1279), Chapter Seven.
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Chinese polymath, Zhang Hen (张衡, 78-139), who said to the emperor about the 
reason to establish Liangguan in the capital city that, 
The purpose to establish Liangguan was to declare the six ancient 
decrees and regulations. It could be said that the books were hung on 
the xiangwei.26
言所以立两观者，欲表明六典旧章之法，谓悬书于象魏。
The function of Liangguan was shown to be equivalent to the xiangwei. The six 
books of decrees contained the primitive Chinese legislative information about the six 
offices in the antique bureaucracy of Zhou court. They used to be exhibited in front of 
the xiangwei, where people were morally informed and even enlightened by viewing 
them. So the xiangwei should be regarded as the place where the antique law was 
truly practiced. Thus the watchtowers in the name of xiangwei should be accounted as 
parts of the heritage, and the place for performing the state constitution which can be 
transmitted to the later generations. In the historical book, the History Book of Later 
Tang27 (《旧唐书》), it was recorded how the judicial judge (大理寺卿), Liu Meng 
(刘蒙), presented a memorial to Emperor Tang Xuanzong (唐宣宗, 810-859), 
advising how important it was to implement the law by suspending and showing them 
to the ordinary people. The text said, 
The ancient suspended the laws to show the people. This legal practice 
was committed to make the ordinary to know the goodness and get away 
from the evilness. The purpose of hanging up the law was to avoid the 
harsh punishment.28
古者悬法示人，欲使人从善遠罪，至于不犯，以致刑措。
The legislative enactment in the past was addressed as “suspending the law” (悬
26 Xiao, T. 萧统(Author from Northern and Southern dynasties, 420-589), Chapter Three: the Essays about the 
Eastern Capital.
The six decrees referred the six principles of bureaucrats inscribed in the Rites of Zhou. They were:一曰治典，以
经邦国，以治官府，以纪万民；二曰教典，以安邦国，以教官府，以扰万民；三曰礼典，以和邦国，以统
百官，以谐万民；四曰政典，以平邦国，以正百官，以均万民；五曰刑典，以诘邦国，以刑百官，以纠万
民；六曰事典，以富邦国，以任百官，以生万民。
27 It is a historical record of 200 chapters about the emperors’ biographies, geographical and administrative issues 
of the Tang Dynasty (618-907). 
28 Liu, X. 刘昫(Author from Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, 907-960), Chapter Eighteen.
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法). This act guided the people to voluntarily observe the legal practices of law, and 
its purpose was to both inform and teach. It indicated that the ultimate principle on the 
ancient practices of legal suits was the pursuit of virtue. Such moral integrity of 
showing and viewing the laws and regulations constituted the working foundation of 
governance. To illustrate this idea further, the Regulatory Code of the Nation (《国朝
典彙》) from the Ming period (1368-1644) also showed in the Chapter of Criminal 
Law (刑法), 
The punishment was used only as the last resort in the time of antique. 
To declare the law on the xiangwei was to inform the people, so that 
they would not commit the crime.29
古人用刑，盖不得已，悬法象魏，使人知而不犯。
The judicial practices by suspending the law for viewing were sustained for over 
thousands of years. This tradition was discontinued when the political system in China 
was modernized during the late 1900s. Today the Western term of constitution is 
semantically translated into Chinese with two separate characters of xian (宪, hang on 
for viewing) and fa (法, law), implicating a trace of antiquity. Fortunately, in the use 
of the word “constitution”, its ancient meanings are still alive partly because the place 
of Liangguan exists in cities of China. And there is some physical or visual space to 
suspend the national laws. It is very important to realize that antique meanings of the 
xiangwei are able to enlighten the contemporary legal and bureaucratic practices. This 
significance should be considered as one of innate values on the Liangguan heritage 
site. 
3.4 Confucius’ Canonical Implications for Liangguan
In previous chapters, I have constantly mentioned that Liangguan at Qufu was 
remembered as the heritage site mainly because it was associated with Confucius’ 
record of a fire event in the Spring and Autumn Annals. So this canonical scripture 
should be considered as the constitutive element of this heritage. To make sense of the 
text is also crucial to understand the cultural significance and meanings of the place. 
29 Xu, X. J. 徐学聚(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter 108.
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The fire of Liangguan was described as “the Royal Gate as well as the twin 
watchtowers were destroyed by fire.” (Miller, 2015, p.249) With such a precise 
scripture, Nylan (2001, p. 265) noted that Confucius had cloaked his profound 
implications in the text “whose very brevity facilitated later exegetes in their attempts 
to read into it their own concepts of moral order.” The brevity and subtlety of the 
scripture offered a space for later exegetes to interpret “concepts of moral order” 
differently. So this section aims to show the commentaries about the fire made by the 
Confucian exegetes for the purpose of understanding why such a canonical text made 
a great impact on the historical formation of Liangguan as heritage.
In Chapter 2, the section of “situated Classics as place” (see section 2.2) has 
presented the Gongyang Commentary on the Liangguan fire from the perspective of 
ritual facet of the architecture. It has showed that Zhimen was the king’s architecture 
which was superior than the Liangguan, an affiliated unit. Zhimen was thus recorded 
ahead of Liangguan in fire description though the actual fire started from Liangguan 
and then spread to Zhimen. This way of phrasing represented Confucius’ discourse of 
honoring the kings by subtle phrasing (尊王发微) (Lei, 2011). Apart from that, on the 
point of ritual practices, more commentators applied the occurrence of this anomaly to 
the logic of cosmological ideas, namely to Heaven. The fire was said to be caused by 
the commands of Heaven. Many commentators believed that “Heaven, which has 
taken on the anthropomorphic quality of a ‘humane heart’, purposely manifests its 
disapproval.” (Queen, 1996, p.217) Such mutual interactions between Heaven and 
humanity can be elaborated in two aspects in the following. 
First, Confucius recorded this fire to reproach that Duke Ding (鲁定公, 556-495 
BC) overstepped the rule of propriety. In the Annals, a fire event was not commonly 
recorded. Is this fire an exception? On the first reading, the fire record seemed merely 
a factual statement which gave us a sense of presenting undeniable truth or fact. And 
it looked devoid of any deep significance. The Annals simply recorded that two 
buildings caught on fire during the reign of Duke Ding in the Lu State. The text did 
not provide any background information as to why the architecture was built, what 
functions it served or significant consequences occurred after the fire. However, the 
ancient exegetes believed that simple ways that Confucius recorded it in the Annals 
were concerned with a serious political issue of overstepping the rules of propriety. 
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Xu Yan (徐彦), a Confucian scholar in the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period
30 (907-979), explained,
The dukes had for a long time overstepped on the rules of propriety. 
They set up the Liangguan buildings which should be constructed only 
by the King. Because of this, Heaven detested the situation of ritual 
overstepping. Thus, a fire befell the Liangguan architecture. And the 
Zhimen was caught by the fire too. This indicated that Heaven also 
loathed the Zhimen whose construction obviously overstepped on the 
rules of propriety too. (He, Xu & Diao, 2014, p.1059)
诸侯僭天子久矣。设两观皆天子之礼。然则两观既为天子之礼，天
恶其僭，故灾之。则知雉门与之同灾者，亦僭，明矣。
Confucius’ way of subtle discoursing reminded people that the dukes of Lu had 
long been overstepping the rituals by practicing the rule of propriety in the kingly 
standards. Actually in a wider social context, the time when Confucius wrote the 
Annals witnessed the general collapse of the political order. The Eastern Zhou Empire 
before Confucius31 was originally ruled by a king (a man of supreme virtues) who was 
privileged with the highest standards on the construction and material decorations of 
the royal palaces. And the political setting of Zhou Dynasty was said to be regulated 
fundamentally by the rule of propriety, where a number of city-states, including Qi, 
Jin, and Lu etc. should pay respect to and honor the Zhou kings by monitoring their 
moral and ritual behaviors. Liangguan was a symbol of the Zhou kings’ dignity, and 
other constituent dukes were not allowed to build such architecture in their city-state 
palaces. However, the authority of the Zhou King was undermined and weakened at 
that time. The dukes from the Lu city-state built both the kingly standard Zhimen and 
Liangguan. Heaven detested their ignorance of the ritual context. The disaster of fire 
thus befell the Liangguan buildings to warn the disordered Lu State. Sun Jue (孙觉, 
1028-1090), a Confucian scholar, noted and commented that theheavenly fire of the 
30 The Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period (五代十国, 907-979) is known as the last prolonged period of 
the multiple political division when political upheavals occurred on a region state level. And since 907 A.D., many 
warlords crowned themselves as the emperor after the fall of the Tang dynasty.
31 The Zhou Dynasty was a ritually centralized regime consisting of constituent states, lasting initially from 1046 
until 256 BC. It was divided into two periods as the Western Zhou for first 300 years and the Eastern Zhou for 
another 500 years. Confucius lived in the Eastern Zhou period. And this period was marked by the scrabble for 
hegemony by many small states.
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Lu State occurred when Lu dukes overstepped rules of propriety. He claimed that “the 
Zhimen and Liangguan were constructions only for the king. Although the kingly 
standard was once allowed to be used in the Lu State, the dukes of Lu were not 
supposed to continue to squander its privilegeafter the King Chen (成王, 1042-1006 
BC)”32. In addition, Sun mentioned that they even adopted magnificent kingly 
standards to build the roads, gates and palaces. So “Confucius reproached this 
situation and used the case of Heaven’s fire to indicate their overstepping of rule of 
propriety.”33 Ban Gu (班固, 32-92), a historian from the Han Dynasty (202 BC-220), 
pointed out that Confucius’ record indicated a larger social context when the whole 
Zhou royal authority actually started to decline, as more and more dukes defied the 
king’s court by overstepping rules of propriety. When the Chu State (楚国) invaded 
the Zhou domain, the leaders of about forty states had virtually “abandoned all their 
pretense of fealty to the Zhou ruler as liege-lord” (Nylan, 2001, p.263). So Heaven 
caused the fire disaster to warn the city-states. As Ban Gu further described, 
The States of Song, Wei and Chen submitted themselves to the State of 
Chu. They had virtually abandoned their pretense of fealty to the Zhou 
ruler. After three years, when the Zhou King Jing (周景王) died, the 
states turned into chaos and fight in wars. So the situation made Heaven 
abominated. The disastrous fires took place in these four states, which 
indicated an accusation that they did not rescue the Zhou King but 
submitted to the State of Chu. And solater the State of Lu suffered the 
Liangguan fire.34
The reason for Confucius to record such fire was rooted in his concerns of ritual 
collapse in an ordered society. Commentators gave various kinds of cosmological 
interpretations of the disastrous fire, because the cosmological principles and ritual 
practices were supposed to be combined in ruling the state. But since the later Zhou 
period, the city-states began to corrupt, and the political elites desperately scrambled 
for wealth and power and eventually disobeyed the rules of propriety. As Nylan (2001, 
p. 262) commented, “the approximately two and a half centuries covered by the 
32 Sun, J. 孙觉(Author from Song Period, 960-1279), Chapter Twelve. 
33 Ibid.
34 Ban, G. 班固(Author from Han Period, 202 BC –220), Chapter Twenty Seven, First Section.
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Chunqiu (the Annals) witnessed the collapse of a political order that had evolved from 
the early Zhou state in the eleventh century BC”. Thus, the chief purpose for 
Confucius to compile the Annals was “to criticize”, “to ridicule”, “to mock”, “to 
reproach”, and “to satirize” the rulers and let them to reflect upon the chaotic social 
situation in a negative way. In the case of Liangguan, Confucius made no apparent 
attempt to forge critiques or pronounce judgments on its fire. But the commentators 
can read the will of Heaven into the Annals. They discussed the significance of the 
Annals which had “so struck terror into the hearts of rebellious subjects” (Nylan, 2001, 
p. 264). In this way the record of fire event “can construct order, not only within their 
own confines, but also in the context of the larger historical world” (Nylan, 2001, p. 
265).
Second, the Gongyang commented that Confucius recorded this fire from the 
perspective of cosmology because he used the word zai (灾, disaster). In Confucius’ 
time, the Chinese character zai had the implication of a fire sent down by Heaven 
rather than the ordinary fires caused by humans. The Explaining Textures and 
Analyzing Characters defined zai as “the fire from Heaven (天火曰灾)”35. The 
Gongyang Commentary thus recorded: “Why is this recorded? To make note of a 
disaster (sent down by Heaven)” (Miller, 2015, p.249). Confucius’ choice of the word 
zai was interpreted by the Confucian scholars of later generations to explore the 
relationship between Heaven and humanity. Xu Jian (徐坚, 660-729), a literary 
scholar, quoted from a book entitled the Success of Spring and Autumn Annals to 
illustrate Confucian texts as the works for exploring the relationship between Heaven 
and humanities36. It said, 
Confucius compiled the Spring and Autumn Annals in order to reveal 
the subtle relationship between Heaven and humanity. It recorded the 
anomalies and odd phenomena.37
孔子作《春秋》，陈天人之际，记异考符。
The canonical status of the Spring and Autumn Annals lay not in its presentation 
of facts but in the dynamic relationship between Heaven and the human beings. Two 
35 Xu, S. 许慎(Author from Han Period, 202 BC–220), Chapter Ten, First Section. 
36 Xu, J. 徐坚(Author from Tang Period, 618–907), Chapter Twenty One of Literature Part.
37 Ibid.
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Confucian exegetes from the Han Dynasty (202 BC-220), Dong Zhongshu (董仲舒) 
and Liu Xiang (刘向), claimed that the cause of the fire indicated that Heaven 
intended to expel the people who overstepped the rules of propriety. Dong Zhongshu 
was the first to attribute the anomalies and natural disasters to Heaven’s will38. He 
explained that at that time it was not possible to restore order out of chaos, as Jishi (季
氏, a privileged aristocrat indukes’ family from Confucius’ time) expelled Duke Zhao 
(昭公) who should be in office to govern the Lu State then. This caused Duke Zhao to 
suffer and pass away outside the Lu State. More than that, “after Duke Ding (定公) 
acceded to the throne, he did not execute Jishi but was tempted to indulge in the 
women and then expelled Confucius into exile.”39 It was also mentioned that after 
Jishi expelled Duke Zhao, the Lu State was defeated by the Chu State eventually. This 
indicated that when the humanity was deadly corrupt, the calamity like a fire would 
not be prevented at all along the course consistent with Heaven. Then, the insight of 
Confucius was related to the cosmic restraints. For the rulers, Heaven was thus truly 
worthy of awe. Hence, Xu Jian raised up the essential Chinese concept of Dao (道) to 
explain the fire in the Annals. The anomalies and odd phenomena could be interpreted 
in the realm of mutual interactions between Heaven and humanity. Bol brought the 
meanings of Dao to the mechanism of the ancient Chinese imperial rulership. He 
explained, “the Dao is the means to correct men’s minds and behaviour and the Way 
is thus the true basis for governing.” (Bol, 2001, p. 50) The Dao, also referring to the 
cosmic order, was articulated by Zhang Xuecheng (章学诚, 1738-1801) who intended 
to interpret the political life in respect of the corrupted governing. Zhang Xuecheng 
commented, 
The Book of Changes leads people to understand social affairs from the 
Dao of Heaven. The Spring and Autumn Annals reveals the Dao of 
Heaven by talking about the humanity.40
《易》以天道而切人事，《春秋》以人事而协天道。
The first one showed the Dao of Heaven as the imagery hexagrams while the 
38 Dong, Z. S. 董仲舒(Author from Han Period, BC 202-220), Chapter One.
39 Ibid.
40 Zhang, X.C. 章学诚(Author from Qing Period, 1644-1912), Inner Part 1.
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second one used the historical events to illuminate the Dao of Heaven. This fire entry 
in the Annals substantially influenced the later generations of rulers in their judgments 
of the relationship between the natural disasters and their politics of governance. The 
Book of Song recorded the fire disaster of Wuchang city in the year of 223 A.D. with 
an interpretation by referencing the Liangguan entry in the Annals. The disaster was 
regarded as the punishment by Heaven to warn the ruler who had actually stepped 
over the rule of propriety. It recorded, 
Sun Liang in the Wu State, in January of the first year Jianxing (223 
A.D.), the Duan Gate in the city of Wuchang caught on fire. When Sun 
ordered to renovate the gate, the inner palace was inflamed. 
Comments: The Annals: The Zhi Gate in the Lu State with Liangguan 
was caught on fire. Dong Zhongshu thought the burning was the 
intention of Heaven, and indicated that Duke Ding needed to execute the 
Jishi. It could be said that to burn the majestic buildings indicated the 
intention to expel the people who overstepped the rules. In the reign of 
the Hanwu King, the temple in Liaodong was also caught on fire. Dong 
gave the same interpretation. The present fire should be seen as the 
same. The gate was used as a place where the loyal decrees were 
declared. The hall was a place where the state affairs were discussed. 
When Zhuge que was in charge of the state affairs, he acted in an 
arrogant manner. When Sunjun was in charge of the military affairs, 
his insidious acts were exposed at last. Wuchang was the city where Sun 
acceded his throne, and the fire from Heaven indicated that he needed 
to execute both Zhuge que and Sunjun. 
吴孙亮建兴元年十二月，武昌端门灾；改作端门，又灾内殿。
案：《春秋》鲁雉门及两观灾，董仲舒以为天意，欲使定公诛季氏，
若曰去其高显而奢僣者也。汉武帝世，辽东高庙灾，其说又同。今
此与二事颇类也。且门者，号令所出；殿者，听政之所。是时诸葛
恪秉政，而矜慢放肆；孙峻总禁旅，而险害终著。武昌，孙氏尊号
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所始，天戒若曰：宜除其贵要之首者。41
In the above quote, the three heavenly fires on the royal palaces indicated the 
traditional Chinese belief that the Dao of Heaven connected to the human affairs by 
showing omens, anomalies and natural disasters. In books of Chinese history, there 
were actually numerous records of such cosmological readings on the natural disasters 
and omens, such as the flood, the eclipses, the earthquake or the fires. The imperial 
emperors would often take these readings to reflect their policies of governance and 
would even respond by granting an amnesty. To indicate common characteristics of 
the three fires, Jinfang (京房, 77-37 BC), a scripture exegete, thus had a comment by 
referencing the prologue in the Book of Changes: “if the rulers did not follow the Dao, 
Heaven would set odd fire to their palaces. (君不思道，厥妖火烧宫)”42 Jiang (2012, 
p.1) suggested that the kind of interaction between Heaven and humanity “had 
profound influence on the Han Period and even the political life across the whole 
ancient Chinese history. Also, it had great impact on Chinese mode of thinking.” The 
exegesis on the Annals’ entry of fire constantly offered to refresh the Chinese rulers 
that “allowed for the complex and interrelated processes of political, social, and 
cultural reproduction” (Nylan, 2001, p. 2). The fire entry was thus referencedat many 
historical books in different dynasties under the categories of “five elements/phases”43 
(五行志) and “disasters” (灾异). Their descriptions linked the natural phenomena 
(especially, the disastrous ones) to the operation and movements of the will of Hevean. 
Dong Zhongshu (董仲舒, 179-104), a Han Confucian official, “believed that the 
Confucian scriptures were critical to understanding the cosmos and emulating its 
patterns of value.” (Queen, 1996, p. 206) The exploration of the mutual interaction 
between Heaven and humanity should be held in awe and veneration. If the king could 
not self-realize the Dao, more and more strange and natural catastrophes could terrify 
the society. Such cosmological readings of the Liangguan fire thus influenced the 
formation of ancient politics in later generations and “helped establish a Heaven-
cantered mode of political criticism, providing opportunities for officials to censure 
41 Shen, Y. 沈约 (Author from Northern and Southern dynasties, 420-589), Chapter Thirty Two, Twenty Two 
Section. 
42 Ibid.
43 Five elements (五行) refer to the five natural phenomena in relations to those of wood, fire, earth, metal, and 
water.
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the emperor through their interpretation of omens” (Arbuckle & Queen, 2010, p. 229). 
And this cosmological idea persisted as a traditional form of the political dialogues 
between the emperor and his officials. 
In sum, the scripture of the Annals should be considered as constitutive elements 
of Liangguan heritage not merely because it has a canonical status, but it has cast 
persistent influence on the formation of Chinese politics for two thousand years and 
the cosmological modes of thinking on the Chinese rulership. There are at least two 
kinds of cultural significance on the Annals’ scripture. First, the canonical scripture 
can be used to reconstruct the social order by decoding the recording of the subtle 
phrasing from Confucius. Virtually every word in the Annals, according to the 
commentators, is packed deliberately with the moral and ethical significance in terms 
of rituals. Chao argued the exegesis of the scripture was to “let the sage’s (Confucius) 
followers realize the significance of how to teach the society by praising the 
righteousness and distinguishing the wrongness” (Yao, 2000, p.8). Second, the plain 
records of facts can be filled with voices of Confucius’ moral judgments. No matter 
the scripture of fire event is interpreted as the superstitious fear or associated with the 
Dao, when encountering the disasters, this fire text is counted as an omen to guide the 
positive adjustments of governance. The kings would reflect upon their governmental 
activities and compensated with benevolent deeds such as announcing the immediate 
amnesty for prisoners. So with values phrased by Confucius, the Annals may have 
seemed far more important as the history than a heritage to continuously guide the 
moral actions. 
3.5 Summary
The research question proposed in this chapter is the cultural meanings of the 
heritage site, specifically its innate value and cultural significance. The question is 
explored by interpreting different ways of making place, from the naming of objects, 
to the description of activities, and to the broad impact of the texts. Three terms that 
named the architecture of Liangguan are used as the keywords to dig into Classic texts 
and its subtexts. I have analyzed and presented them as the “language of spatiality” in 
search for political meanings of the heritage site. Four groups of texts are interpreted 
and presented in the form of narrative analysis on the place. The first focuses on the 
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word “que” (阙), treating the architectural features as the text to be read for their 
symbolic meanings to the governance. The second group is related to the word “guan” 
(观) and its hexagram in the Book of Changes with the interest in the cosmological 
and educational meanings of the place. The third is organized around the concept of 
xiangwei (象魏) to show the Confucian view of the benevolent governance. Finally, 
the canonical scripture that made the place a site of remembering was interpreted. The 
fire record was utilized by the ancient elites to alert the emperor when the natural 
disasters occurred. So in sum, Liangguan has been remembered as a heritage site for 
the past two thousand years, because its names and the related scriptures bear the 
values of guiding the benevolent rulership. That’s why the Qufu County Gazetteer 
(《曲阜县志》) once designated the highest values of Liangguan as a place of the 
rules of propriety and music44 that could be found and transmitted from the Lu State45. 
Next, I will move on to investigate how the heritage site was experienced by the 
ancient elites as visitors.
44 The rules of propriety and music are often perceived as “the two most important tools for the enlightened ruler 
with which to govern the populace” (Cook, 1995, p. 14).
45 Kong, Y. C. 孔胤淳(Author from Qing Period, 1644–1912), Chapter One.
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Chapter 4
Heritage Experience as On-Site Interaction 
Enter the sacred space to embrace learning.1
优入圣域，是学也。
Liu Zihui (刘子翚, 1101-1147), a Confucian Scholar
The chapter aims to examine how the alleged “spirit of place” can be inclusively 
embraced by the elite visitors through their interpretive engagement of the learnt 
scriptures on the Confucian heritage space. In previous chapters, I have argued that 
the diverse values of Liangguan heritage place can better be articulated in terms of the 
antique texts, because historical texts can manifest themselves in particular Confucian 
thoughts on various topics of governance in the traditional context. So with scriptures 
in mind, the spirit of place could be spatially and textually identified, activated and 
sensed by the visitors as experiential as well as intangible aspects of a heritage place 
(e.g. Munjeri, 2004; Steiner & Reisinger, 2006). As Tuan (1977, p.9) argued, “to 
experience is to learn; it means acting on the given (the heritage place or encounters) 
and creating out of the given.” In this sense, the revelation of the sacred on a place is 
not through its attached material objects, but an interactive learning experience of the 
travelers in terms of “being experienced to be a heritage” (Smith, 2006, p.47). Such a 
sense of place has “its ability to order and to focus human intentions, experiences, and 
actions spatially” (Seamon & Sowers, 2008). Building on this premise, I argue that 
the Confucian places in Qufu were described by the ancient scholars as sacred spaces 
(shengji, 圣迹) where intellectual visitors could actively enter and interactively learn, 
involving their interpretive acts of the canonical texts on the spotsas well as “(re-) 
constructing individual memories” (Light, 2015, p.155). Chen Kangbo (陈康伯,1907-
1165), a Confucian elite from the Southern Song Dynasty, regarded such touristic 
learning experience as “traveling through the sacred space of the Five Classics and 
1 Liu, Z. H.刘子翬(Author from Song Period, 960-1279), Chapter One.
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Four Books” (优入圣域于五经四书)2. It indicated that the ancient literati who had 
mastered the Confucian Classics preferred to read into the space through their own 
interpretations of learnt scriptures. As Sloane (2017, p.163) noted, “Qufu represented 
a sacred space (in the textual cannons) eliciting profound affective, intellectual, and 
performative responses from travelers.” Site-visiting thus implied that the ancient 
elites were interested in reading and interpreting scriptures via “place inspection” and 
interacting with whatever they encounter there. 
And so for the visitors, a textual form of the place in regard to its past (including 
the Confucian Classics, the local gazetteers and related archives) remains to be alive 
and can be constantly activated as part of the present life. As Lowenthal (1985, p. xv) 
argued that “each particular trace of the past ultimately perished, but collectively and 
spiritually they are immortal”. In the pre-modern time, “the archetypes of antiquity 
has dominated learning and law, informed the arts, and infused the whole European 
culture. Antiquity was exemplary, beneficial, and beautiful. Yet its physical remains 
were in the main neglected or destroyed.” (Lowenthal, 1985, p.xvi) Similar to what 
Lowenthal described, the Confucian places and their associated texts were playing the 
same divine role of transmitting “the archetypes of antiquity” in the pre-modern China 
too. When visiting Confucian places, Chinese intellectual elites did not seek for the 
well-preserved physicality of the heritage sites, but they tended to give meanings to 
and organized a spiritual space of Qufu (including Liangguan) by taking account of 
their learnt Classics. So this chapter proposes to perceive such experiential ways of 
obtaining “spirit of place” as the interaction among the past, the present and people, or 
the reciprocal learning between texts, place and the visitors. I will investigate various 
modes of touristic interactions between the classic texts, sites and ancient Chinese 
elites who purposefully traveled to historic places. With two cases, I will particularly 
see how the interaction generates political and moral meanings as the cultural heritage 
to inform the present. In short, my purpose in presenting the intellectual visitors’ on-
site interpretations is to argue that Confucian heritage experience can best be thought 
of as various modes of interactions between place, visitor and the past (in the form of 
memorable texts); such interactions can help me to re-conceptualize the idea of “spirit 
of place”, making it cogent and productive in the Qufu context.
2 Chen, K. B. 陈康伯(Author from Southern Song Period, 1127-1279), Outer Section from Chapter Twelve. 
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This chapter has two key sections. The first section is to examine Confucius’ own 
heritage experience of visiting the place – Liangguan, and see how he generated 
inspirations from this site through actively interacting with the past and rooting the 
Chinese social ideal for future enlightenment. The heritage of Datong (大同) that 
Confucius had proposed on Liangguan has been continuously influencing the Chinese 
politics up to today. The second section investigates the travelling essay of Yang 
Huan (杨奂, 1186-1255) who visited and interpreted a number of Confucian places 
(including Liangguan) with his learnt scriptures in mind. It aims to see how Yang had 
bodily and interpretively experienced the city of Qufu as an interactive learning 
process to engage with the canonical words, revealing the sacred sense of place. 
4.1 Interaction with the Past through Spatial Encounter
To understand the premise of this section, I need first to introduce Lowenthal’s 
two different ideas of treating the past. One theorizes the concept of cultural heritage 
as a “foreign country” by focusing on its materiality which has evolved from common 
European views since the 19th century. This past is not speaking to the present at all 
but well preserved as materialized/built heritage, and appreciated as the foreign and 
exotic lands endowed with nostalgia and unique personalities (Lowenthal, 1985, p. 
xvi). The other one is “the presence of past” where the past is the lessons and closely 
related to us or the present. It provides us a chance to make creative uses of or learn 
from the past. With the second opinion, Lowenthal said “during most of history men 
scarcely differentiated past from present, referring even to remote events, if at all, as 
though they were then occurring” (ibid). The first view has long been respected and 
used as the rationale for today’s popular Authorized Heritage Discourse (see section 
1.2). But Confucius’ experience of visiting Liangguan represents the second. This 
section is therefore to show how Confucius himself dealt with the interaction of past 
and present through the mediation of the Liangguan place. 
Liangguan was turned into a site of memory perhaps after the State of Lu was 
overtaken and defeated by the Chu State (楚国, chuguo) in 323 BC. However even in 
Confucius’ time (551-479 BC), place itself played a role in preserving and 
encountering the past by its function to show sage-kings’ decrees dating back to the 
Three Dynasties (2100-256 BC). When Confucius served in the office of Lu, he once 
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walked with his disciple to the place. By standing on the site of Liangguan, Confucius 
interacted with ancient six decrees that were supposedly suspended on the xiangwei, 
another architectural name for Liangguan (see section 3.3). These antique decrees 
were later compiled by Confucius as the scriptures in the Book of Zhou Rites. Rooted 
deeply in soil of antiquity in his heart, Confucius had a conversation with his student 
on site and formulated his celebrated idea of Great Harmony (大同, Datong) – the 
ultimate ideal world that existed in the very remote ancient China, in which everyone 
was able to lead a satisfying life. This society, inspired by this antiquity, is actually 
harmonized without recourse to laws or even Confucian rules of propriety. Following 
the Great Harmony, Confucius further portrayed a lesser good world which was called 
Xiaokang (小康), variously translated as “Small Tranquility” or “Lesser Prosperity”. 
It was the second best world which was governed by rules of propriety, and not very 
far from Confucius’ own time. The ideas of Datong and Xiaokang are treated in this 
section as heritage products formulated by Confucius based upon his re-interpretation 
of the past mediated by the place of Liangguan and antique texts. 
The concepts of Datong and Xiaokang, understood as the product of Confucius’ 
heritage experience, have continuously influenced the Chinese pursuit for an ideal 
society. Even in the modern Chinese political thinking, the ideal “serves as abinding 
thread connecting different modern social reform movements and revolutions” (Lu, 
2011, p. 172). For instance, driven by a nationalistic impulse, both Kang Youwei (康
有为, 1858-1927), the first reformer in modern China, and Li Dazhao (李大钊, 1889-
1927), modern China’s first Marxist, tried to integrate the Confucius’ ideal of the 
Great Harmony with modern ways of life or visions of the world developed in the 
West in an attempt to devise a solution for the crises devastating ancient China 
(Callahan, 2015, pp. 994-995; Lu, 2011, p.176). Kang Youwei wrote a book entitled 
Datong Shu (《大同书》, the Book on the Great Community) in which he put 
forward a creative interpretation of Datong. The idea was adopted by the Public of 
China (1904-1949) in its “Three Principles of the People” (三民主义, Sanmin Zhuyi) 
as the political philosophy for making China a free, powerful and prosperous nation. 
And for the past several decades, the term Xiaokang was assimilated by Deng 
Xiaoping (邓小平, 1904-1997) and later Hu Jintao (胡锦涛, 1942- ) for their 
blueprints and economic policies drawn for present China’s modernization and 
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reformation. Recently, Chinese president Xi Jinping regarded his vision of “China 
Dream” as the mission following the fulfillment of Xiaokang – a stage of lesser 
prosperous society leading towards a world “achieving a rich and powerful country, 
the revitalization of the nation, and the people’s happiness” (Zhong, 2013). Such a 
celebrated Confucian living legacy (i.e. Datong and Xiaokang) was actually emerging 
from Confucius’ dwelling on the space of Liangguan, a product of the interaction 
between place and texts, the past and the present. This elusive moment of regenerating 
the place heritage was recorded in the Book of Rites, a Confucian classic that was 
compiled in the Han Dynasty (202 BC-220). To know how the space contributes to 
Confucius’ conceptualization or heritagization of the ideal world, I will first examine 
the text from the Book of Rites in detail. The whole text read as follows:
Formerly, Confucius was taking part in the winter sacrifice; and when it 
was over, he went out the hall and walked backwards and forwards on 
the terrace over the gate of Proclamations (Liangguan), looking sad 
and sighing. What made him sigh was the State of Lu. Yen Yen was by 
his side, and said to him, “Why should a man of virtue sigh?” Confucius 
replied, “I never saw the practice of the Grand course, and the eminent 
men of the three dynasties; and yet they inspire my ambition.”
昔者仲尼与于蜡宾,事毕,出游于观之上,喟然而叹.仲尼之叹,盖叹
鲁也。言偃在侧曰：“君子何叹?”孔子曰：“大道之行也,与三代
之英,丘未之逮也”,而有志焉。
When the Great Way was practised, the world was shared by all alike. 
The worthy and the able were promoted to office and men practiced 
good faith and lived in affection. Therefore, they did not regard as 
parents only their own parents, or as sons only their own sons. The aged 
found a fitting close to their lives, the robust their proper employment; 
the young were provided with an upbringing and the widow and 
widower, the orphaned and the sick, with proper care. Men had their 
tasks and women their hearths. They hated to see goods lying about in 
waste, yet they did not hoard them for themselves; they disliked the 
thought that their energies were not fully used, yet they used them not 
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for private ends. Therefore, all evil plotting was prevented and thieves 
and rebels did not arise, so that people could leave their outer gates 
unbolted. This was the age of Grand Unity. 
大道之行，天下为公，选贤与能，讲信修睦。故人不独亲其亲，不
独子其子。老有所终，壮有所用，矜寡孤疾皆有所养。货恶其弃于
地，不必藏于己；力恶其不出于身，不必为人。是以奸谋闭而不兴，
盗窃乱贼不作。故外户而不闭，谓之大同。
Now the Great Way has become hidden and the world is the possession 
of private families. Each regards as parents only his own parents, as 
sons only his own sons; goods and labour are employed for selfish ends. 
Hereditary offices and titles are granted by ritual law while walls and 
moats must provide security. Ritual and righteousness are used to 
regulate the relationship between ruler and subject, to insure affection 
between father and son, peace between brothers, and harmony between 
husband and wife, to set up social institutions, organize the farms and 
villages, honour the brave and wise, and bring merit to the individual. 
Therefore, intrigue and plotting come about and men take up arms. 
Emperor Yu, kings Tang, Wen, Wu and Cheng and the Duke of Zhou 
achieved eminence for this reason: that all six rulers were constantly 
attentive to ritual, made manifest their righteousness and acted in 
complete faith. They exposed error, made humanity their law and 
humility their practice, showing the people wherein they should 
constantly abide. If there were any who did not abide by these principles, 
they were dismissed from their positions and regarded by the multitude 
as dangerous. This is the period of Lesser Prosperity.3
今大道既隐，天下为家。各亲其亲，各子其子，货力为己。大人世
及以为礼，城郭沟池以为固。礼义以为纪，以正君臣，以笃父子，
以睦兄弟，以和夫妇，以设制度，以立田里，以贤勇 知，以功为
己。故谋用是作，而兵由此起。禹、汤、文、武、成王、周公，由
此其选也。此六君子者，未有不谨于礼者也。以著其义，以考其信，
3 In this section, the translation from the Book of Rites was done by referencing a number of papers on the topic of 
Datong (e.g. Callahan, 2015, pp. 994-995; Lu, 2011, p.176).
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著有过，刑仁讲让，示民有常。如有不由此者，在埶者去，众以为
殃。是谓小康。(Dai & Wang, 2008, p.103)
The first paragraph quoted above depicted the spatial context where Confucius 
dwelt himself in the place of Liangguan endowed with the spirit of antiquity. 
Accompanied by his disciple, Confucius was moving from the ancestral temple to the 
site of Liangguan. The two conversational passages followed were the descriptions of 
his ideal society that emerged from the interaction with the past through a spatial 
connection. The commentary book provided extra information for us to understand 
the intimate heritage connectivity among people, space, and time. Confucius’ spatial 
movement from the Temple to Liangguan critically determined the heritagization 
process of formulating meanings of his Datong and Xiaokang ideas. Before turning 
into this discussion, I will thus first present a picture of the spatial locations of 
Confucius and map out his spatial movement towards Liangguan based on a photo-
graphical picture of the Forbidden City4 in today’s capital Beijing. I can put the two 
places into a comparative illustration, because both Liangguans in Qufu or here 
marked in Beijing (see Figure 9) were embodied with the same spatial ideologies of 
social governance derived from the same antique scripture in the Rites of Zhou. My 
focus is on the center area of the forbidden palace. This place has been read as the 
center of world in the ancient time, and the political center of China today. Tuan 
(1977, p.39) read that the prestige of this area was well established through position, 
pattern, and naming of architectures, in the sense that people there has “the belief, 
quite unsupported by geography, that they live at the top of the world”. I could mark 
the space of the Forbidden City shown in the picture using the architectural names 
coming from the records about the State of Lu at Qufu. The spatial structures of Qufu 
Palace in the Lu State were the same as those used in the Forbidden City because they 
were constructed following the same governmental and ritual principles recorded in 
the Rites of Zhou. Considering the naming of the space, only the gate of Zhimen (稚门) 
was an exception, which was called the Wumen (午门) in Beijing. Meanwhile, the 
Great Ancestral Temple (太庙), formerly an important part of the Forbidden City, is 
now renamed as “Cultural Palace of the Working People”, a token representing the 
4 The Forbidden City is a cultural heritage site known as imperial palaces of the Ming and Qing Dynasties (1271-
1912) inscribed on the World Heritage List.
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transformation of the place meaning. On its west side is the Sheji tan (社稷坛), the 
Altar of Land and Grain. The Rites of Zhou prescribed the principle to construct the 
city,
When designing the city of a state, he makes a square nine li on each 
side; each side has three gates…. On the left is the Royal Ancestral 
Temple, and the right is the Altars of Soil and Grain. The court is at the 
front and the market at the rear. 
匠人营国,方九里,旁三门… …左祖右社,前朝后市. (Zheng, Jia & 
Peng, 2010, p. 1663)
Figure 9: The Spatiality of Confucius’ dwelling on Liangguan – an imagined space 
depicted based on the picture of Forbidden City in Beijing
The picture of Figure 9 was intended to better illustrate the spatial meanings of 
Liangguan in Qufu and the spatial historical context in which Confucius used to work, 
walk, and talk. According to the commentary in the Book of Rites, Confucius once 
walked to Liangguan after he attended an important winter sacrifice held in the Great 
Ancestral Temple located outside the palace on the east. His spatial movement is 
indicated in the marked traces. According to the commentary book, the ceremony 
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Confucius took part in was called Zhaji (蜡祭), held at the end of each year in the 
Ancestral Temple, in thanksgiving for all the crops that had been reaped. It was the 
occasion to worship ancestors. Confucius was said to serve officially as the ritual 
assistant at that time. The Analects mentioned several times that Confucius’ manners 
in the temple were depicted as with great sincerity, respect and caution. After the 
ceremony, Confucius walked from the Ancestral Temple to Liangguan, climbing up 
the double watchtowers. This was a spatial movement from the present into the past, 
or from what Confucius had experienced bodily as a mournful, and even depressed 
ritual performer then to what he looked for and admired on the watchtowers of the 
antiquity. When situating on Liangguan, Confucius sighed sadly. And Confucius’ 
conversation with his student could be conceived as amutual calling of the remote past 
into an imagined future (a world of Datong) that was mediated by the antiquity of 
Liangguan. The commentary explained that Confucius sighed firstly “for the Duke’s 
violation of the rules of propriety (鲁君之失礼)”, and secondly “for the abandonment 
of ancient decrees (旧章将亡)” (Zheng & Kong, 2008, p. 874). The first layer of 
meanings was counted as present situation Confucius experienced in the temple. As a 
ritual assistant, what he saw was the Duke’s violation of the rules of propriety. While 
the past embodied in his heart was a distinct contrast with what Confucius 
experienced in the ancestral Temple. The place that could symbolize the past was 
Liangguan. As I have elaborated in the previous chapter, Liangguan was also named 
as xiangwei, where the illustrated copies of the laws and decrees created by the 
antique sage-kings were suspended. The society regulated and harmonized by the 
decrees was what Confucius looked for in terms of the past. The terrace where 
Confucius stood and sighed was the place between two watchtowers, which was 
called que (阙, gap), meaning “reflecting upon the faults of state affairs”. So 
Confucius moved from the Temple to the Liangguan, indicating a temporal interaction 
of the past and the present. In the place, the interaction between past and present was 
taking place deeply in Confucius’ heart. It was conceivable that Confucius’s bodily 
movement was not an incidental or aimless leisure walk, but a deliberate engagement 
into the dialogue with the past through the spatial connectivity. According to the 
commentary, Confucius’ sigh had a deep implication because he seldom sighed. So 
his disciple asked “Why should the man of virtue sigh?” instead of “Master, why are 
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you sighing?” In the Analects, Confucius said many times to his disciples about the 
qualities on “man of virtue” (君子, junzi), who would not groom or whip about the 
outer things. He said, “the man of virtue is satisfied and composed; the mean man is 
always full of distress” (Zheng & Kong, 2008, p.877). So the sigh of a virtuous person 
could be interpreted as a strong expression of both disappointed and admirable 
feelings, representing a moment of the intended encounter between the past inscribed 
in the place and the reality that Confucius experienced during the sacrifice. 
Confucius’ encounter with the past generated the cerebrated idea of Datong, an 
ideal world that could be shown to the later generations. Datong was actually 
formulated through his bodily movement between two places with enlightenment of 
the past. So the spatial encounter was not merely a simple communication between 
the visitor and place but the revitalization of the antiquity for the present. The concept 
of Datong emerged from the interaction between the remote past and the present 
mediated by the two places – Liangguan and the Ancestral Temple. It was by the 
thoughtful reflection at the que that the elusive moment of the past drew near to 
Confucius. Here I would explore further to discuss the meanings of Datong and 
Xiaokang in the perspective of different stages of the past. 
In the conversation, Confucius made a clear distinction between the social order 
of Datong and that of Xiaokang. One was of the best as “Grand Unity” and the other 
was the second best as “Less Prosperity”. They were described well in the second and 
third quoted paragraphs above. They were portrayed as two forms of the civilized 
societies that referred to two ages of Chinese history. In the Datong world, all the 
members of a society shared and pursued the common good, as contrasted with the 
one in which people sought to benefit themselves and their families. In the Xiaokang 
period, the great sage-kings arose to regulate and harmonize the conflicting relations 
by ritual and righteousness. This was called the period of Lesser Prosperity. In his 
description of two ideal worlds, Confucius presented two ages of the past in 
comparison with the Confucius’ present time. This was a clear sign of contrast 
between the past and the present. At the beginning, Confucius lamented for the 
greatness of the Three Dynasties which he could not catch in person but was able to 
get access to it through texts. This period of past referred to the dynasties of Xia 
(2100-1600 BC), Shang (1600-1046 BC) and Zhou (1046-256 BC), which followed 
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the legendary times of Yao and Shun. Confucius himself lived at the later period of 
Zhou. This was when the Less Prosperity society emerged, known as Xiaokang. 
Moreover the commentary interpreted that the age of Datong actually existed even 
before Three Dynasties when China was ruled by the five legendary emperors 
(referring to Huang Di 黄帝, Zhuan Xu 颛顼, Di Ku 帝喾,Yao 尧 and Shun 舜). At 
that time, the rulers were chosen on the basis of their merits and abilities rather than 
inheriting a hereditary aristocracy. It was Emperor Yu (禹帝) in the Dynasty of Xia 
whose son succeeded the monarch. This was the beginning that the world was in the 
possession of private families. When the Datong had collapsed, each only regarded 
his own parents orhis own sons, and the conflicts had to be solved by force and wars. 
It was against this situation that the Emperor Yu, kings Tang, Wen, Wu and Cheng 
and the Duke of Zhou arose to create and use the rules of propriety to harmonize the 
conflicts. The six sage-kings and their ministers during the Three Dynasties were thus 
regarded as the eminent rulers. However, what they promoted and realized was only 
the world of Xiaokang. The greatness of the sage-kings before Three Dynasties was 
their vision of holding Datong in mind and their ability to solve the social problems 
by rituals and righteousness. Throughout the conversation, Confucius admired highly 
for the remote past before Three Dynasties. But why did he not directly refer to the 
earlier dynasties when the Grand course had prevailed? This could be explained by 
the availability of texts as a form of heritage. 
At the beginning of the conversation with his disciple on Liangguan, Confucius 
was questioned to give more information on the topic of rituals. Instead of talking 
about rituals, Confucius diverted the topic to the heritage, which could be only felt by 
interaction of the living and the recorded (see section 2.1). The detailed descriptions 
of the Datong age when five legendary emperors lived were expected but Confucius 
avoided describing this period for there was no extant text left for his quest of the 
antiquity. Nevertheless Confucius mentioned that “I never saw the practice of the 
Grand course, and the eminent men of the three dynasties; and yet they inspire my 
ambition (zhi, 志).” (Zheng & Kong, 2008, p.877) The Chinese character zhi also 
meant the books and scriptures as well as the ambition to record it. With the books or 
scriptures, Confucius would be able to tell in what ways the grand Way was in 
practices and the world was shared in good faith and people lived in affection. So the 
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exegesis of this sentence explained that though Confucius was unable to see the 
practice of the Grand course and the sage-kings before the three dynasties, yet as long 
as he had books to record them, he could be able to talk more about them. He could at 
least talk about the traces of rituals in the Xia, Shang and Zhou Dynasties. In this 
sense, heritage as a form of texts was vital for the revitalization of a Datong world, an 
ideal society. This could be seen from the interactive dialogues between Confucius 
and his disciple on the site. At the end of the talk at Liangguan, his disciple Yan Yan 
asked how they could hear the full accounts of the ritual legacy handed down from the 
Three Dynasties. 
Yan Yan again asked, 'May I be allowed to hear, Master, the full 
account that you would give of these rules?' Confucius said, 'I wished to 
see the ways of Xia, and for that purpose went to Qi. But it was not able 
to attest my words, though I found there "The Seasons of Xia." I wished 
to see the ways of Yin, and for that purpose went to Song. But it was not 
able to attest my words, though I found there "The Kun Qian." In this 
way I got to see the meanings in the Kun Qian, and the different ritual 
steps in “the Seasons of Xia”. (Dai & Wang, 2008, p.104)
言偃复问曰: “夫子之极言礼也，可得而闻與？”孔子曰：“我欲
观夏道，是故之杞，而不足徵也；吾得《夏时》焉。我欲观殷道，
是故之宋，而不足徵也；吾得《坤乾》焉。坤乾之义，夏時之等，
吾以是观之。”
The Three Dynasties of antiquity Confucius admired greatly were preserved in 
the three states – Qi, Song and Lu, where Confucius either visited or lived. The 
commentary explained that Qi was a minor state ruled by the royal descendants of the 
Xia Dynasty, and Song was the state where the remnants of the Yin royal line lived. 
Confucius visited the two states in order to see their ritual heritage and assist to revive 
the Xiaokang tradition. Unfortunately, the rulers of both states did not have the moral 
capacity to fulfill the Grand course. But Confucius acquired two books there in which 
he could see the ritual descriptions in the Seasons of Xia (《夏时》), and the ritual 
explanations in the Qian Kun（《乾坤》）. With regard to Lu, it not only possessed 
the classic documents such as the Rites of Zhou, but also possessed the worthies such 
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as Confucius himself. Here, Confucius reiterated his outlook of heritage in terms of 
reciprocal callings of wen (文, texts) and xian (献, worthies) as I have explored in 
Chapter 1. So a heritage site was the place where both the texts in terms of meanings 
and the persons of virtue in terms of living legacy were inhabited. This above 
dialogue gives us a glimpse of the kind of heritage as texts Confucius had sought in 
Qi and Song. He mentioned twice that the texts he found in the two states were the 
source of heritage. This explained the important role that the texts had played for 
producing an experiential heritage. The ancient commentary thus explained that 
“Confucius was born in the time when the Zhou Dynasty was in corruption and 
decline. He could not know the Grand course of previous dynasties in person. 
However, though he was unable to see it, he had books to record it. By reading them 
he could still know it.” (Zheng & Kong, 2008, pp. 877-878)
So a comprehensive outlook of heritage experience should have three dimensions: 
including the texts, place and people. And for Confucius, the interactions among the 
three elements by visiting the site generated the celebrated Confucian legacy like the 
Datong or Xiaokang. Texts granted values and meanings to Confucian heritage, and 
the place wasits physical space where the spirit from the past resided. By entering the 
space, people could bring both texts and the place, the past and the present into the 
interaction and recreation. In this way the heritage was authentically experienced. In 
the modern time, however, people prefer to classify the heritage into the tangible or 
intangible ones. People are positioned as the subject to gaze upon or consume them. 
But when Confucius entered the space of Liangguan antiquity, he acted as a serious 
listener to hear from the heart the voices of the past. In dealing with the place of 
heritage, the texts should be taken seriously as part of the heritage experience which 
could be regenerated from the interaction with the past through a spatial connection. 
That was why Confucius visited Liangguan and brought the past into the future, the 
ideal world of Datong which still influences today’s Chinese political thoughts.
4.2 Interaction between Visitor, Texts and Heritage Site
After showing Confucius’ heritage experience of visiting Liangguan, this section 
will present another visitor’s experience on the site to further explore the dialectical 
relationship between the space and texts and its inherent connection to the Confucian 
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heritage. In 1252 Yang Huan (杨奂, 1186-1255) – a retired official paid a 13-day trip 
to Qufu and left a travelogue entitled “My Eastern Trip” (东游记). This traveling 
essay was regarded as a valuable and rare historical record and one of the most 
important travelers’ manuscripts describing in detail heritage experiences in Qufu 
(Wei, 2015, p.4). Zhao Fu (赵复), a Confucian scholar during the Yuan Dynasty, once 
wrote a preface to Yang’s works and commented on his journey writings to Qufu as 
the outstanding pieces, because it had continued the learning of the Way (daoxue, 道
学) and “follow(ed) principles of adhering to and transmitting the Six Confucian 
Classics (折中于夫子六经)” (Li, 2016, p.16). It meant that the contents of Yang’s 
writings about the places were actually organized by referencing the Confucian 
Classics5 to convey “the historical presentations of the Confucian past” (Wilson, 1994, 
p.4). And because of such textual values, I find many Qufu gazetteers cited Yang 
Huan’s travelogues for giving the cultural meanings to heritage sites. This section thus 
adopts Yang’s traveling essay as a window to see how the Confucian texts can be 
perceived in an interactive and mindful way for attaching values and meanings to the 
heritage places.
Yang Huan lived around the upheaval age from the Jin Period (金代, 1115-1234) 
to the Mongol Period (1206-1368) when China was governed by the ethnic regimes6 
(Li, 2016, pp. 94-95) . Since his childhood during the Jin Period, Yang had studied the 
Confucian canonical books and read many historical books from previous imperial 
ages. Yang once took part in the Imperial Civil Service Entrance Examination (keju, 
科举) which required him to expound the Confucian knowledge and give credits to 
the imperial rules on the basis of Classics. In the examinations, Yang achieved 
outstanding results. But quite concerned about the downfall of the Jin regime then, 
Yang virtually gave up his official position of the Jin government and instead he 
secluded in the remote villages. Nevertheless, Yang was recognized and appreciated 
5 For this opinion, Wilson noted that the tropes and idioms in the Confucian scholars’ writings are enunciated and 
intelligible only through the readers of the Confucian texts. People who would like to grasp the meanings of Dao 
in their writings need to trace the embedded canonical texts. He said, “Confucian Dao was believed to be 
intelligible largely by means of delineating sagely lineages or tracing the transmission through history of those 
doctrines which purportedly correctly expressed the Dao.” (Wilson, 1994, p.5)
6 During the Mongol Period, the northern ethnic regime known as the Mongol Empire was founded in 1206. The 
Mongols defeated many ethnic regimes in the north of China.The Jin minority regime located in the north-east of 
China was defeated in 1234. In 1271, the Yuan Dynasty was established by the Mongolian ruler, Kublai Khan. The 
mongols defeated the Southern Song Dynastyin1276 and began to rule the whole China.
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by a number of Confucian-gentry elites. They actively encouraged and provided him 
the allowances to serve the ruling government again. After the establishment of the 
Yuan regime, Yang took part again in the exclusive Civil Service Examination 
organized by the Mongolian authority and successfully attained the highest degree as 
Jinshi (进士) for serving the state bureaucracy. So he served the Mongolian 
government for ten years as a highest respectful Confucian official. (Li, 2016, pp. 94-
95) After his retirement, Yang purposefully made his first traveling to Qufu which 
was described as a sacred spiritual land. What’s more, Yang also wrote a remarkable 
traveling essay where he attached profound affective and intellectual sentiments to the 
Confucian places on the basis of his classical reading experiences. (Xi, 1987) In “My 
Eastern Trip”, Yang mentioned on the onset of the journey that he made a round way 
tour accompanied by Confucian scholars and officials, starting from the city of 
Dongping (东平). They traveled to Yanzhou (兖州), crossed Qufu, Zoucheng (邹城) 
and came back on the original route. In the journey, Yang visited the Confucian 
Shrine Complex (孔庙), the Confucius’ Centenary Grove (孔林), the Tomb of the 
ancient sage-king Shaohao (少昊林), the historic sites of Song Dynasty (i.e. the 
birthplace of the Yellow Emperor 寿丘 and the Jinling Palace 景陵宫, etc.), the 
Confucius’ parents’ tombs, the cemeteries of Lu dukes, Mount Ni (尼山), River of Yi 
(沂河), the site of Liangguan, and many other historic places  of Confucius’ followers, 
such as Yanzi (颜子) and Mencius (孟子). This traveling itinerary (See Figure 10) 
covered a lineage route of Daotong heritage places that the local people today can still 
identify and are preserved well in Qufu.  
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Figure 10: A bird view of Yang Huan’s traveling to Confucian heritage sites
4.2.1 Sacredizing the Space with Scripture
To experience Qufu’s sacred environment was primarily through the visitors’ 
association with the textual cannons rather than the physical locations, structures, and 
relics. To have a close look at the essay – “My Eastern Trip”, I can see how Yang had 
put his life-long accumulated canonical knowledge into experiential interpretations of 
the historical landscape in Qufu. Immediately after he crossed River of Si (泗水, 
Sishui), he read the sacredspace with canonical meanings derived from the Confucian 
classic – the Book of Poetry. He wrote, 
After four to five miles, we crossed the River of Si and came to a flat 
plateau high and open. From here, the mounts of Fu and Yi were caught 
in our sights on the south. They submerged in the cloudy mist and trees 
ahead of us, and seemed thoroughly clear. 
不四五里，过泗河，地颇高敞，南望凫峄诸峰，出没于烟芜雨树之
表，使人豁如也 7。
Yang inexplicitly referenced the scripture from the Book of Poetry regarding the 
Fu and Yi mountains to frame the heritage space that he was about to enter. The two 
7 Lu, Y.陆釴(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Five.
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mountains of Fu and Yi were both located within the realm of the Lu State (Qufu) and 
to its south lay the barbarians. The two mountains were actually situated over 50 miles 
away from where Yang stood. It was impossible for Yang to see both mountains on 
the bank of Si but he described the space as if the mountains were in his full view. 
This was because his interpretation of the landscape was based on canonical meanings. 
And the values embedded in the Classic outweighed what Yang actually positioned 
geographically. This geographical zone was depicted in the Book of Poetry to speak 
highly of Duke Xi from the Lu State as he once led the people establish the state 
boundaries of the Lu. The verse from the Book of Poetry acclaimed that the Duke of 
Lu “brought peace to the area between Fu and Yi mountains (保有凫绎)”8. The 
commentary on this scripture said that the poem was to praise Duke Xi for his 
achievement of pacifying invaders and creating benevolent governance by education9. 
The area from the River of Si to the Fu Mountain was later described in the Chinese 
history as the sacred space in which not only Confucius once lived but also the 
Chinese civilization originated. It has been best preserved. When coming close to the 
ancient city of Lu, Yang expressed his delightfulness and could not contain his 
excitement as soon as he saw the remnant city relics in the far distance. In the 
travelogue, Yang said, 
That which had beenpulled down; was that the Lu capital? That which 
is luxuriant and dense; was thatthe Confucius Forest? I could not help 
but be overcome with delight, which spilledout into my eyes.10
见曳而断者，其鲁城欤? 郁而合者，其孔林欤 ?不觉喜色津津，溢
于眉睫也 11。
Notably Yang took great pleasure once the sacred Confucian landscape came into 
view. His memorized scripture relating to Qufu was essential to turn his travelling 
experience into a canonical reading of the landscape. In his traveling essay, Yang 
demonstrated a thorough training in using the Book of History and the Book of Poetry 
and the Rites of Zhou which largely affected his ways of interpreting the spatial 
heritage. 
8 Mao, H. 毛亨(Author from Han Period, 202 BC-220), Chapter Twenty.
9 Ibid. 
10 Translated by Jesse Sloane(Sloane, 2017, p.169).
11 Lu, Y. 陆釴(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Five.
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When he was about to enter the Lu, the Rites of Zhou offered him a spatial skeleton of 
the ancient city of Lu because Yang briefly accounted the twelve city gates according 
to the principle “three gates in each side” (旁三门) recorded in the Rites of Zhou. He 
particularly mentioned the reason why he entered the city through the gate of Guide 
(归德, the return of virtue). He saw his travel as the return to his spiritual homeland. 
Yang commented that “the ancient elites under Heaven usually enter the city from this 
gate, so the Lu people named the gate as Guide”12. Many of the twelve gates he 
described no longer existed, but they formed an important part of the constructions of 
heritage meanings. So Yang actually began his description of the space from this 
canonical text instead of physical remains, with an intention to show that scriptural 
meanings were keys to understand the Confucian urban landscape. In the commentary 
book, this pattern of city gates described in the Rites of Zhou asserted the kingly 
standards of the construction, which was allowed only by the State of Lu for its 
special privilege in the Zhou Dynasty. The spatial layout of city gates stressed the 
cultural resonance between the natural temporality and the human governance: the 
city had four corners symbolizing the four seasons, twelve gates standing for the 
twelve months of the year or the twelve hours of the day (Zheng, Jia & Peng, p.1663). 
Yang’s mentioning of the gates reflected values of heritage he appreciated in the 
Classics. He interpreted the Book of Zhou when seeing the Guide gate while entering 
Qufu, a historical urban space. And the number and representations of gates were 
actually recognized as the corresponding officials of the state bureaucracy where the 
son of Heaven was inhabited in the center (ibid). So for Yang, his writing of the 
twelve gates in Qufu was more than a physical presence of the past but indicated the 
ritual order underlying the city remains. As he entered the city, canonical texts could 
thus be activated in his bodily experience – an interactive process where the spatial 
encounter was embedded with canonical meanings in his interpretations. 
4.2.2 Ritualized Visiting Experience
Yang Huan’s travelling experience was also highly ritualizedin accordance with 
Confucius’ ritual principle, which could be interpreted from the Book of Rites. The 
Kong clan’s custodianship of the heritage sites made them de facto hosts of ritual 
12 Ibid.
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guides for Yang’s visit. While entering Qufu, Yang described that he was welcomed 
by a group of the Kong clan in accordance with the rituals. The head of Confucius’ 
descendants waited for him on the west side of the Confucius’ Temple, indicating a 
signal that he was formally received by the Confucius’ family. Together with the head, 
Confucius’ descendants bowed to Yang in reverence and assisted him to get down the 
horse13. This was a typical ritual symbol of welcoming the guest as recorded in the 
Book of Rites. It recorded, “the president on the occasion bows to the (coming) guest 
as he receives him outside the college gate.” (Legge, 1885, p. 435) Today we can still 
see an erected stone named “off the horse” standing in front of the Confucius Temple. 
This tablet, a heritage remain, marked the space as the sacred place where the visitors 
were reminded that they should “get off the horse” and prepare in respect to pass the 
temple. After that, Yang further described that Confucius’ descendants led him cross 
three doors whose names were filled with the canonical meanings. For instance, the 
name of Yansheng door (燕申门) was derived from the Analects. The scripture said, 
“in his leisure moments, the Master was composed and yet fully at ease.” (Slingerland, 
2003, p.65) This reminded the descendants of Confucius that in the time of leisure, 
one should always be alert to theritual behaviors. The space of Yansheng heritage was 
thus seen as connecting with the ritualized leisure meanings. Yang also described the 
banquet hall which once witnessed that the Duke Lu Gong (169-127 BC) recovered 
invaluable copies of the lost Confucian canonical scriptures in the wall relics. Yang 
then narrated the ritual banquet he attended there: “I was invited to drink wine with 
the guests in the banquet hall. The hosts and guests amounted to a number of 25 
people. The ones who were the members of the Kong family initiated three rounds of 
toasting to me.”14 This was another glimpse of how the local Kongs treated Yang and 
his companions in the welcoming banquet in accordance with wine rituals recorded in 
the Book of Rites. It recorded that “they enter and thrice salute each other till they 
come to the steps. There each thrice yields the precedence to the other, and then they 
ascend. In this way they carry to the utmost their mutual demonstrations of honor and 
humility.” (Legge, 1885, p. 435) This canonical record indicated that the scripture and 
living showed in harmony for the presence of Yang as a form of experiential heritage. 
Yang was greatly impressed by ritual manners that Kong’s family had demonstrated 
13 Ibid.
14 Lu, Y. 陆釴(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Five.
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at the dinner. He gave an exclamation,
Can you believe! The Confucius’ legacy is alive. Brought up under the 
long-time of cultivation and Confucius’ enlightenment, they behaved in 
such a polite way that showed me the most refined manners. Is it the 
reason why the family bred Anguo as a great exegete and Buyi as an 
outstanding magistrate?
信乎！遗泽之未涸也。焉知教养之久，明诏之下，人物彬彬 15。不
有经学如安国、政绩如不疑者乎?
Yang’s mentioning of Kong Anguo and Kong Buyi echoed with Confucius’ idea 
of heritage in respect to wen and xian, which have been discussed in Chapter 1. Wen 
referred to the recorded literature and xian meant the living local worthies. With the 
mutual verification of wen and xian, the “spirit of place” could be sensed and treated 
as valuable and sensual living heritage. Kong Anguo and Kong Buyi, both referring to 
Confucius’ descendants, represented the living aspects of heritage preservation from 
different times. Their life achievements indicated that the heritage of Confucius was 
not dead objects but embedded in their bodily performances. They made contributions 
to the Confucian transmission by devoting their life to continue both wen and xian 
heritage. Kong Anguo (孔安国, 156-74 BC), the 11th generation of Confucius, was 
raised up in Qufu under the spiritual nourishment and influences of Confucian values 
in the Tang Dynasty. Kong Anguo devoted to the preservation and transmission of the 
Confucian texts from the perspective of wen. His interpretations of the canonical 
scripture were regarded as the original and most authoritative exegesis of the Book of 
History for over a millennium. And Kong Buyi16 (孔不疑, 941-986) – the 44th 
generation of Confucius was the eldest son of Kong Renyu (孔仁玉, 912-956) who 
survived the cruel exile and social turmoil in the warring periods. From the angle of 
xian, Kong Renyu was historically treated as the only survived blood-line to carry on 
the Confucian tradition. There was a well-known legend among the Kong family clan 
that, during the warring period, the retainers murdered and killed most of the Kong 
people taking advantage of the chaos. But Kong Renyu (Buyi’s father), who was 
15 Ibid.
16 Kong Buyi referred to Kong Yi (孔宜, 941-986). Buyi is Kong Yi’s literary name (zi, 字) chosen by himself 
and this name was usually addressed informally among literati.
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fortunately brought away to his grandma’s village by his house nurse, avoided being 
killed in the slaughter. Though living in hardship, Renyu later raised up four sons. 
And his eldest son – Kong Buyi (孔不疑) – turned out to behave well in the civil 
exams, entered the officialdom and made outstanding achievements by serving the 
new Song regime in a time when Neo-Confucianism was established. As the linear 
descendants of Confucius, both Anguo and Renyu were mentioned as two eminent 
exemplars to demonstrate living continuity of the Confucian heritage as Confucius’ 
blood-line descendants. In his traveling notes, Yang thus commented “their gestures 
of subtle coming forth and back movements by giving precedence to me shows the 
courtesy and civilized manners of the hosts”17. This ritual process manifested itself as 
revelation of Confucius’ ritual idea of heritage (xian) embodied in thelocal worthies 
from the Kong clan family. Thus the sacredness shown in the canonical ritual texts 
could be bodily experienced by visitors in the highly ritualized and interactive 
performances. This was why Yang mentioned that upon the day of arrival, he did not 
dare to enter the temple because in accordance to the ritual taboo, the day was the 
Kong familial private bogey (是日私忌).
The next day, accompanied by the ringing of the big bell (a ritual practice), Yang 
walked in solemnity into the Temple of Confucius. He delivered an elegiac address in 
front of the Confucius’ spiritual tablet. In the addresses, Yang talked as if he was 
reported to his teacher. He first described the way how Confucius taught her disciples 
as if he himself was one of them. Yang said, “you had dialogues with disciples on the 
topics of benevolence for seven times, the filial piety for four times, the gentlemen for 
three times and politics for nine times. Each time when you responded to the question, 
you always gave different answers.”18 What Yang described were the conversations 
recorded in the Analects. He made a speech in the Confucius Temple as if he met his 
teacher in person. And by referring to the Analects, he eventually obtained the 
opportunity to give a report about his outside the “classroom” experience of learning 
the Confucian Classics before. By the end of the speech, he talked emotionally with 
both his voice and body lowering down:
Today, I can eventually crawl in front of you. I feel I can die without 
17 Ibid. Chinese version: 进退揖让，礼貌可观。
18 Lu, Y. 陆釴(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Five.
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anything to regret. I have travelled far away from home without 
bringing you gifts, but I would like to present you my most sincere heart. 
今日何日，匍匐庭下，死而无憾矣。羁旅悠悠，礼物弗备，敢荐以
诚 19。
From his address, I can see how Yang carried out a heart-to-heart dialogue with 
his “teacher”, who was inhabited in the heritage place, and mediated by the texts he 
had been memorized in the heart for a long time. He was not a tourist to look around, 
but immersed his body in the heritage space through ritual movements. In the Temple, 
Yang also came close to an ancient tree to smell its fragrance20. The tree was said to 
be planted by Confucius. Also, he went to each hall to pay tribute to the spiritual 
statues, such as Confucius’ parents, Confucius’ contemporary disciples, as well as 
those of later generations who had virtually made important contributions to the 
transmission of Confucius’ thoughts or the heritage in Chinese history. In the 
following journey, Yang visited all the sacred sites around the city in a similar way. 
4.2.3 Defending Confucius’ Moral Judgment
This section will further investigate how Yang read his idea into Liangguan and 
emotionally defended Confucius’ ethics as heritage through his references in other 
historical texts. Though he had never been to Liangguan, Yang read historical books 
concerning the place for a long time. It is well worth noting that, his traveling essay 
gave Liangguan site the largest portion of description. In Chapter 2, I have argued that 
scriptures of a fire event recorded in the Spring and Autumn Annals were an important 
constitutive element of the Liangguan’s sacred heritage. But for Yang, the Confucian 
ethics represented in a controversial legal case (the death sentence of Shao Zhengmao, 
see Introduction) occurring at Liangguan should be given credence as a heritage too. 
When approaching the site, Yang described his first encounter with Liangguan as if he 
was interpreting the heritage space with another Confucian text, the Family Sayings of 
Confucius (《孔子家语》, hereafter the Family). The Family was said to be a 
collection of sayings on Confucius as the supplements to the canonical scriptures – the 
19 Ibid.
20 Lu, Y. 陆釴(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Five. 
Chinese version: 手植桧三、两株在赞殿之前… …而香气特异。
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Analects. This work assisted Yang to re-place the Confucian ethics on Liangguan 
within its historical context. He said,
I was walking back at sunset to Jimen and saw two mound towers like a 
vault. The scene reminded me, Shao Zhengmao – an evil hero was 
kicked off with laughter when Confucius was appointed the position of 
Crime Minister on the 7th day.21
薄暮归自稷门，望两观穹然，以少正卯之奸雄，而七日之顷谈笑剔
去。
Obviously, Yang was seeing two mounds of Liangguan standing in the afternoon 
sunlight. Such life scene gave rise to a significant event of executing Shao Zhengmao 
(少正卯, not sure-496 BC). What Yang expressed above was probably influenced by 
the Family, where Liangguan was defined as a historical setting in which Confucius 
made this judicial judgment. It said, “after holding court for seven days, Confucius 
executed Shao Zhengmao who undermined the politics of the state and suspended his 
dead body in the court for three days.” (Wang, Yang & Song, 2009, p. 11) This event 
was supposed to be seen as a very serious judicial case. Examining Yang’s writings, 
however, I find that the rhetorical way that Yang used to comment on the case was 
very strange, because he used the term “laughter” to describe death. Why? Yang’s 
expression was probably influenced by the Family. In the Family, it recorded, “when 
Confucius was acting as the Minister of Crime for the Lu State, he expressed 
happiness on the face.” (ibid) The pleasure shown on his face was noticed by 
Confucius’ disciples, and according to the Family, Confucius’ disciples skeptically 
questioned him, “I heard the man of virtue would not show fear over the unexpected 
disasters or the happiness on the fortune. Why you seem so cheerful after only a few 
days being on the position of the Minister of Crime?” (ibid) Confucius responded, 
“Yes, indeed. But have you also heard that is it not nice to express the inner pleasure 
if an official-scholar (a man of virtue) works so well with his servants in a 
condescending manner?” (ibid) In this passage, Confucius outlined an ethical standard 
to enlighten his student on the issue of judging “men of virtues” (Wu, 2013). The man 
of virtue (君子, junzi) was constantly portrayed as the ideal exemplar for a good 
21 Lu, Y. 陆釴(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Thirty Seven.
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society throughout the records of the Confucian Classics. Yang’s adoption of a term – 
“laughter” to describe death execution indicated that Shao Zhengmao was actually not 
a virtuous person. 
Liangguan as a heritage place thus enabled Yang to appreciate his intuitive moral 
and ethical responses to support Confucius’ judgment. As described by the Family, 
Confucius’ simple conversation was followed by his long explanation on the reasons 
of executing Shao Zhengmao. This was where Confucius’ standards of making the 
moral judge could be actually seen and interpreted. Yang’s “laughter” expression 
could be seen as Yang’s admiration and respect for Confucius’ judge. In the Family, 
Confucius’ disciples skeptically questioned Confucius’ decision of executing Shao 
Zhengmao. Confucius responded by claiming that Shao Zhengmao was endowed with 
five worst traits. He said,
There are five worst traits for people to have, and being a robber or a 
thief is not among them. The first is having a heart with penetrating 
insight and using it for dangerous things. The second is carrying out 
deviant acts and doing so with resoluteness. The third is speaking 
falsely and arguing well. The fourth is memorizing foul things and 
presenting them as broad learning. The fifth is following along with 
what is wrong and making it seem smooth. If there is merely one of 
these five in a person, then he cannot avoid executing by the gentleman, 
but Shao Zhengmao had them all. (Wang, Yang & Song, 2009, p.11) 
Confucius’ reason of executing Shao Zhengmao was that Shao was a possessor 
of badness in both his heart and behaviors. As described above, Shao Zhengmao’s 
personalities manifested just opposite to the Confucian ethics such as those virtuous 
characters and conducts that he constantly discussed with his disciples. Shao sounded 
like to craftily betray all the cardinal virtues composed in Confucian culture. In the 
Family, Confucius thus commented that “such a one is an outstanding evil hero for 
petty men (此乃人之姦雄者也); I have to put him to death.” (ibid) To examine 
Yang’s rhetoric with this, being a virtuous man in accordance with Confucian ethics 
was firmly adored by him. That might be why Yang also chose the phrase “evil hero” 
(奸雄) to denote Shao Zhengmao, apart from the term “laughter”. The word “evil” 
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and even the style of the tone were derived from Confucius’s discourse in the Family. 
Throughout the Chinese history, Confucius’ execution of Shao Zhengmao was 
controversial but remained a highly-valued and assured legal case. The place of 
Liangguan was imbued with an unclear but important ethical message of Confucius. 
The Yuanhe Maps and Records of Prefectures and Counties22 (《元和郡县志》), the 
national-level geo-historical records in the Tang Dynasty (618-907), first quoted the 
Family to designate Shao Zhengmao’s execution as part of heritage on Liangguan. 
The text confirmed a word “killing” (lu, 戮) to describe the relationship between 
Confucius and Shao Zhengmao. This was a sign of confirming Confucius’ moral 
judgment regardless of the controversy on Shao’s death. So after the Tang Dynasty, 
the death-sentence case of Shao Zhengmao wasquoted in many local gazetteers by 
succeeding dynasties in reference to Langguan heritage. The Shandong Provincial 
Gazetteer in the Qing Dynasty under the reign of Yongzheng (雍正, 1678-1735) 
however did not admit the Shao Zhengmao case as heritage of Liangguan. Since the 
Southern Song Dynasty (1127-1279), some Confucian scholars23even held Shao 
Zhengmao’s case was a forgery because the act of death sentenceran counter to 
Confucian ethics of governing by education and was not recorded in any Confucian 
classic (Ma, 2007). They would rather believe that in the Analects, Confucius had 
convinced a chancellor to avoid using execution for governance. Confucius said, “in 
your governing, Sir, what need is there for executions? If you desire goodness, then 
the common people will be good. The Virtue of a gentleman is like the wind, and the 
Virtue of a petty person is like the grass—when the wind moves over the grass, the 
grass is sure to bend.” (Slingerland, 2003, p. 134) So some modern scholars argued 
the interpretation of the word zhu (诛, usually understood as the execution) was not in 
relation to death sentence. It was argued just as an oral rebuke (e.g. Bai, 2012; Yang, 
2014). Some others thought this case negatively and showed Confucius’ character 
defects, and could be used as a proof of the bad deeds conducted by Confucius (Yang, 
22 This gazetteer was compiled during the “Yuanhe Zhongxin (元和中兴)” period inthe Tang Dynasty (618-907). 
Composed of 42 volumes, the book is treated as one of the earliest and most complete gazetteers of China. Many 
succeeding gazetteers directly quoted from this gazetteer to designate the Shao Zhengmao case as the heritage of 
Liangguan. 
23 It was Zhuxi(朱熹) – a prestigious Neo-Confucianist in the Southern Song Period(1127-1279) who first 
questioned about the existence and authenticity of the Shao Zhengmao’s death case(Ma, 2007). 
Zhuxi said: “若少正卯之事，则予尝窃疑之。盖《论语》所不载，子思、孟子所不言, 虽以《左氏春秋》内
外传之诬且驳而犹不道也, 乃独荀况言之，是必齐鲁陋儒，愤圣人之失职，故为此说以夸其权耳。”
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1974). That was why the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) witnessed how the local 
people used it to denounce Confucius. And there appeared many posters putting on 
the Liangguan site where “Confucius arrested the Lu revolutionary and theLegalist 
Shao Zhengmao.”24 Here words of revolutionary and Legalist were the implicit verbal 
attacks to condemn Confucius. From modern political views of revolution, Confucius 
himself was hypocritically described as a “brutal dictator”. With these comments, the 
five ethics alleged by Confucius in the Family were weakened. Nevertheless, Yang’s 
visit to Liangguan aroused his emotional commitment to re-elaborate the Confucian 
ethics and to defend Confucius’ moral judgment. By responding to the comments on 
this case, Yang further gave an example of Shun on site full of good emotions and 
sincerity: 
This is how I get to know why Shun penalized the four fierce statesmen, 
and the people under Heaven unanimously acknowledge his decision. 
How could some people question that the sage kept two hearts [criteria] 
in the judgement of the same situation? The later generations learnt that 
Cao or Yi endowed with evil hearts passed away at their old age. This 
was unfortunate for the society.25
则知舜刑四凶，使天下翕然服之明矣，孰谓圣人而有两心哉?后世
如操、如懿得全首领于牖下，不为不幸矣。
Yang’s argument could be viewed as a historical support for Confucian ethics on 
Liangguan, where he drew on two ancient cases before Confucius and defended 
Confucius’ moral logic of executing Shao Zhengmao. Yang pointed out that the great 
sage-king Shun (舜) was also widely known to have executed and exiled four 
criminals. Shun’s judgement was the same as Confucius. In addition, recalling later 
Chinese history, Yang presented the examples of Cao and Yi and felt regretful and 
sorrowful because they survived execution.
What Yang mentioned about Shun was the supplementary information to support 
24 I have collected many posters and articles published during the Cultural Revolution. The photos or pictures of 
Liangguan site were used as a background to openly re-confirm the death of Shao Zhengmao and denounce 
Confucius. The above quote was from: Anonymous. (1974). “The evil life of that Dickhead Confucius.” Shanghai: 
Shanghai People’s Press. Retrieved from: 
http://people.reed.edu/~brashiek/syllabi/Poster/photos/CR%20Confucius%20poster%2012.html
(Accessed 2018/03/03).
25 Lu, Y. 陆釴(Author from Ming Period, 1368-1644), Chapter Thirty Seven.
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Confucius’ ethical judgment. According to the Family, Confucius explained further 
that his moral judgment of Shao Zhengmao followed previous lawsuits where another 
seven historical rulers and governors punished their contemporary politicians in the 
same way26. And Confucius said “these seven all lived in different times but had the 
same kind of heart, and so one could not but execute them.”27 According to Yang’s 
writing, he stood on the site of Liangguan and added the 8th case of Shun to support 
Confucius’ judgment. Shun (舜, 2277-2178 BC) was historically accounted as a 
legendary sage ruler who held a great esteem among the Chinese. He was said to 
receive the mantle of leadership from respectful Emperor Yao (尧帝, 2377-2259 BC) 
and was glorified for virtues to his parents and leadership. During his reign, Shun sent 
four state ministers (i.e. 共工、欢兜、三苗与鲧) who were then the loyal gentries 
into harsh exile (Zhou, 2008). The way how Shun identified and punished these evil 
officials was appreciated by the ancient, as they believed Shun’s judgment would 
bring peace and social order to the world (ibid). Facing Liangguan, Yang reiterated 
Shun’s case to question the appropriateness of suspecting Confucius’ judgmental 
ethics. He believed Confucius deserved the same confirmation as Shun. Yang thus not 
only activated the spirit of place by referencing the Family, but also justified the 
reasonability and legitimacy of Confucius’ judgment. 
Meanwhile, Yang put up another case of Cao and Yi to confirm the continuing 
significance of Shao’s death sentence. Confucius’ ethics as living heritage were used 
to comment on the fate of similar historical figures like Shao Zhengmao. In his essay, 
Yang claimed Cao Cao and Sima Yi were evil-hearted but escaped being executed. 
Both of them passed away without any punishment. This was commented unfortunate 
to the history. According to the historical records, both Cao Cao (曹操, 155-220) and 
Sima Yi (司马懿，179-251) were classified as evil heroes. They lived in the Three 
Kingdom Period (220-280) when China was then divided into three separate regimes. 
Their actions of splitting and grabbing lands and properties at that time were totally 
immoral. Cao was originally the Chancellor of the Eastern Han Dynasty (25-220) who 
rose to great power as a warlord in the final years of the dynasty. He laid foundations 
26 After he presented the five defects of the human characters, Confucius argued in the Family that, “for such 
reasons, Tang executed Yin Jie, King Wen executed Pan Zhi, the Duke of Zhou executed Guan Shu, the Grand 
Duke executed Hua Shi, Guan Zhong executed Fu Liyi, and Zichan executed Deng Xi and Shifu.” Quoted from 
Wang, S. 王肃(Author from Three Kingdom, 220-280), Chapter One.
27 Wang, S. 王肃(Author from Three Kingdom, 220-280), Chapter One.
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for the State of Wei for his own family. And Sima was originally serving Cao’s court 
as the strategist of the Wei State. Later, he formed the ambition of owning the private 
land property and subsequently paved way for the establishment of the Jin Dynasty 
(265-420). The New Tang Book (《新唐书》) commented, “both Cao and Si were 
outstanding as they were capable to accumulate the armed forces and train troops to 
put a brake on the Kings’ power. Though they addressed themselves as the subjects, 
they displayed ambitions to usurp the throne.”28 Both of them held the evil hearts like 
Shao Zhengmao judged by the moral ethics described in the Family. They were 
viewed as evil sponsors for the escalated civil wars and social chaos. If assessed by 
“carrying out deviant acts and doing so with resoluteness”29, Cao and Sima should not 
have avoided being executed by the sage in Yang’s opinion. 
The heritage of Liangguan seemed to play a role of judging immoral yet powerful 
politicians throughout the Chinese history. In the Tang Period (618-907), the Book of 
Governance (《群书治要》) demonstrated the exact same idea as what Yang had 
written down about on the site of Liangguan, 
Never in the history could the ancient sage-kings govern without using 
the death penalty. That was why Shun sent the four ministers into exile 
and Confucius executed Shao Zhengmao on Liangguan. By doing this, 
the benevolent governance could prevail.30
自古明圣未有无诛而治者也，故舜有四放之罚，而孔子有两观之诛，
然后圣化可得而行也。
The meanings of Liangguan were self-evident. By deliberately placing the case 
of Shun with that of Confucius, the ancient court used Confucius’ ideas reflected in 
the Family as the highest principle to regulate politicians, stabilize social relationships 
and avoid crimes. In the later history after Confucius, many similar events as arresting 
and executing the evil heroes in the name of Shao Zhengmao occurred and were also 
recorded in numerous historical books. So after Confucius, the death sentence of Shao 
28 Ou, Y. X.欧阳修 (Author from Northern Song Period, 960-1127), Chapter One Hundred and Seventy Five, 
Section Seventy in the Autobiographies. 
Chinese version: 操与懿皆人杰也，拥天下彊兵，挟弱主制海内之命，名虽为臣，势实为君。
29 Wang, S. 王肃(Author from Three Kingdom, 220-280), Chapter One.
30 Wei, Z. 魏徵(Author from Tang Period, 618-907), Chapter Fifteen.
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Zhengmao actually set an ethical example to legitimate the punishment of a certain 
politician. In the imperial Chinese court, Shao Zhengmao’s case became the political 
heritage serving to legitimatize legal lawsuit against the evil-hearted politician. Within 
this tradition, the place of Liangguan served as an unbroken link between the past, the 
present, and the future. In Yang’s essay, he seemed to emphasize the living and 
continuing dimensions of a heritage site: to recognize Confucian ethics and relate 
them to different periods of history as well as contemporary life. To ancient Chinese, 
retaining living dimensions of heritage to support legal activities was thus considered 
as important as its material fabrics. The spirit of the place was hence later rhetorically 
developed into a Chinese idiom known as – “the Death Penalty on Liangguan” (两观
之诛).  
4.3 Summary
This chapter presents the way of experiencing the heritage by referencing related 
canonical texts. I argue that the location, local people and objects of the place were all 
not passively displayed but could be actively interacted as the entrance to access the 
past. The site treated by the ancient as a learning space could be re-activated as fabrics 
of doing things recorded in the Classics. To visit a place was to experience heritage by 
re-interpreting what they had learnt about Confucian classics and communicated with 
locals (e.g. Confucius’or his disciple’s descendants) actively. The space of Liangguan 
relics meant a whole picture of the Chinese political system and ethics for later 
generations to learn. Confucius’ visit prompted a form of interaction that re-connected 
the present with the past of antiquity through a heritage site. Confucius purposefully 
went to Liangguan where he used the past of the site to echo with the present. The 
past for Confucius was not alienated as a foreign or something deviated from the 
present, but could play an active role in producing his Datong ideal for the future. In 
Yang’s case, the “spirit of place” could be experienced as a sense of sacredness with 
his exegesis of Confucian texts about the historic places. When Yang came to Qufu, 
he made sense of the Confucian place as the canonical text. And hisscripted trip was 
shown as a desirable as well as emotional heritage experience as if he could interact 
with the sage and his descendants heart to heart. On the site of Liangguan, Yang 
apparently showed his aspirations of identifying the spirit of place and defending the 
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Confucius’ ethics as living heritage. His traveling essay revealed an expectation to 
increase the awareness of place spirit and sensitivity towards the continuity of the 
heritage.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The past was a past of words not of stones. China kept the largest and 
longest-enduring of all mankind's documentations of the past. It 
constantly scrutinized that past as recorded in words, and caused it to 
function in the life of its present1.
--- Pierre Ryckmans (1935-2014), a China Scholar
In the past several decades, the “heritage movement”, starting in Western Europe, 
has swept across the world and attained success as a “heritage fever” (Peng, 2008a; 
Silverman & Blumenfield, 2013; Hou, 2014) in many historic cities of China. Among 
them, Qufu – an iconic city of sacred significance to Confucianism – has well 
preserved its ancestral and archaeological remains for Confucian heritage tourism 
following Western standards. Western significance criteria focus on the physicality of 
those historic sites, monuments, archaeological locations and architectural ensembles. 
Esthetical aspects of the historic places are valued as the cultural assets that require 
professional protection and careful conservation. And material forms of the past are 
often presented as architecture and developed as the tourism resources for boosting 
local economy. In this way historic Confucian places are problematically understood, 
preserved, and managed as ancient buildings or artifacts conspicuous in their physical 
manifestations. Faced with land loss, indigenous living populations are ignored as part 
of local culture and disadvantaged to relocate from historical areas for the sake of 
better heritage conservation. There thus emerge many cultural conflicts in terms of the 
different heritage perceptions and unequal benefit distributions. For the outsiders, a 
subsequent problem is that visitors now cannot feel any sense of claimed sacredness 
while visiting those newly developed cultural tourist attractions in Qufu2. Within this 
given context, my research undertakes to inquiry into how alleged Confucian places 
can be re-counted and better expressed as the sacred heritage? The most obvious 
1 Ryckmans,(1986).
2 See interview transcripts of the current Qufu heritage conservation and tourism situation from Qufu Bureau of 
Cultural Heritage conducted from 9 December, 2012 to 25 August, 2013 in Qufu.
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answer is that sacred heritages in Qufu are neither physical relics of history nor 
unique natural landscapes. They are simply found and revealed as vacant but marked 
lands recorded in the Confucian Classics. Therefore, my research initiates following 
three inquiries in respect of interpreting ancient archives for presenting an indigenous 
understanding of sacred Qufu heritage. 
1. Why could an empty place be preserved, maintained and transmitted 
by the ancient as the sacred land for over two thousand years?
2. How could the Confucian scriptures constitute the innate values and 
meanings of avacant place as heritage?
3. If ancient visitors came not to appreciate material legacies of the past, 
what did they cherish and explore as the heritage experience here?
To address them, I have explored the interrelated Confucian scriptures and local 
gazetteers by illustratively examining one typical Confucian site named Liangguan. It 
has been shown that the Confucian Classics were the inherent part of Liangguan. 
They not only explain cultural significance of the place, but also play an essential role 
in bringing the aura of sacredness into view. To some degree, Confucian places were 
remembered for two thousand years because they have functioned as heritage markers 
and transmitters of the intangible Classics. With this in mind, I have presented in 
detail how those classical texts played the essential role in the cultural constructions 
of the Confucian values, meanings, physicality and the related heritage experiences. 
Chapters Two, Three and Four have already demonstrated that heritage meanings 
concerning cultural politics, ritual, and cosmology ascribed to the ancient sage-kings 
can be situated on an empty place and can be interpreted and re-interpreted through 
interacting with the sites as well as the local worthies. In the last conclusion chapter, I 
will then recapitulate three general findings of this research and further highlight the 
uses of the Confucian Classics in Chinese studies of the sacred heritage-making in 
Confucius’ hometown.
5.1 Heritage as Situated Classics
         The first finding is that Confucian heritages have to be re-conceptualized as the 
place for learning the Confucian Classics, reliving the unbroken traditions, and 
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experiencing the memories of the past. Today the definition of heritage often “takes 
its cue from the grand narratives of Western national and elite class experiences” 
(Smith, 2006, p.229). And archaeological practitioners only have exclusive interest to 
work on the material matters of the sacred sites and often dominate the reproduction 
of their heritage discourses. That means existence of old monumental legacies attracts 
professional attentions for asserting the present heritage discourses of Confucian sites. 
Chinese archaeologists in Qufu actually limit their research methods and also only 
preserve excavated objects as the cultural properties without in-depth archival studies. 
Fascinated with ancient objects, professional archaeologists have produced a body of 
claimed objectiveas well as universal knowledge which disconnected the locals from 
their traditions. Therefore my thesis firstly takes the initiative to re-identify the 
traditional ideas of heritage and re-takes the Confucian Classics into the reproduction 
of sacred heritage meanings. 
         In Chapter 1, my inquiries of how the Confucian Classics (jing, 经) – a source of 
Chinese culture – can inform contemporary heritage practice has been discussed. This 
tradition of defining a heritage place started from Confucius in his discussion of the 
idea of wenxian in the Analects. The site of wenxian poises a spatial way of thinking 
about the mutual calling between the historical records (wen, 文) and the people who 
live out the heritage (xian, 献). For the ancient Chinese, Confucius used to be believed 
to possess the spiritual line from the Heaven-mandated sage-kings and successfully 
transmitted a kind of antique Chinese culture, such as the Chinese characters, the rule 
of propriety, the compendium of literacy as well as the virtues of men. Ancient 
Chinese scholars thus attributed the composition of Confucian heritage sites to the 
Confucian Classics (jing, 经), which were compiled by Confucius. They worshipped 
legendary leaders (ancient sage-kings) of Three Golden Dynasties of Xia, Shang and 
early Zhou for the creation of Chinese cultureand Confucius for the transmission of it 
by editing the Confucian Classics. And it was said that Confucius often instructed his 
followers to think how to use the antique models to inspire innovations. And for the 
purpose of cultural continuity, the ancient Chinese aptly attached the cultural values 
carried in the Confucian Classics or living people (such as Confucius) to something 
immutable – the location of a historic event. From 136 BC to 1905, the Confucian 
Classics by and large formed the only orthodox curriculum for the any premodern 
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governors in the long Chinese history. They studied the Classics, kept visiting Qufu 
and paying homage to Confucius by reading the Confucian sites as scriptures. The 
physical locations where the Classics originated and the descendants of Confucius 
who lived out the Confucian tradition were regarded as the Confucian heritage. After 
the analysis of wenxian site, I have further explored how the ancient elites designated 
the Confucian Classics as a built-in feature of Confucian sites. In case of Liangguan, 
the cultural heritage derived from one of the Confucian Classics – the Spring and 
Autumn Annals – was represented as canonical cultural fabrics and transmitted in the 
records of Qufu local gazetteers. So places where the Confucian Classics recorded 
were inscribed with Confucius’ ideals. The ancient elites believed that the Confucian 
Classics had a trans-historical value but was deeply rooted in the interpreted place of a 
particular time. The location of Confucian places was regarded as part of the heritage, 
serving for the cultural transmission and innovation regardless of whether material 
legacies from the past still remained or not. Such a perspective of exegesis allowed 
empty space to undertake the task of sustaining literary continuity in the commentarial 
corpus. The ancient locals thus kept continuously to preserve cultural and historical 
significance of the heritage space by piling earth upon the land marked with tablet 
stones aside. This indicates that Confucian values and meanings of the Classics can be 
attached to a historic space, creating a sense of sacredness. And we can make sense 
why the ancient Chinese valued the vacant place of Liangguan as a heritage site for 
over two thousands of years.
5.2 Interpretive Confucian Heritage Values
The second finding is that the values of Confucian sites do not lie in the buildings 
but in their associated texts and the ongoing interpretations. Today value of heritage is 
intrinsically linked to the hard sciences which were “thought to reside almost within 
the stonework of historic buildings” (Papayannis & Howard, 2007, p.299). This idea 
favors the architectural heritage through its focus on the esthetical values of old 
buildings. Other cultural, social or political values of the places are circumscribed and 
even discounted. Consequently we could hardly find any cultural importance in sacred 
sites because few discernible vintages can be found there. So re-conceptualization of 
values also emerges as an important theme to be re-considered for the exploration of 
heritage on Confucian places. As Smith argued heritage is “not so much a thing as a 
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set of values and meanings” (Smith, 2006, p.11). Taking accounts of its associated 
texts, this thesis has revealed the way that the Confucian elites approached the sites by 
reading them as a constitutive part of the Confucian Classics. The Confucian heritage 
sites are best read as innate values in regard with cultural expressions in historical 
texts. It is helpful to interpret place names and its subtexts in detail in the search for a 
cultural net of classical heritage meanings.
In Chapter 2, it is argued that the inherent values of sacred Confucian heritage are 
primarily about interpretive significance associated with classic texts. The Confucian 
Classics can highlight richness of heritage meanings and the multivalence of antique 
Confucian tradition. It is not the materiality of place but its associated language and 
texts that embrace the significance and values of cultural heritage. I present a 
particular Confucian outlook of the innate value of Liangguan as a heritage space to 
be read into the associated texts. It is done not by designating the heritage on the basis 
of modern professional knowledge and its conservation, but by engaging with detailed 
exegesis of the ancient “language of spatiality”. Further more its archaeological 
evidences should also be read as a text in search for the interpretive values and 
cultural meanings rather than scientific facts. It is important to keep in mind that the 
site meanings and their values are embodied in the scriptures which are beyond the 
archaeological, esthetic and physical evaluations. In the case of Liangguan, I do not 
intend to explain Liangguan as fact but to show a broad and variegated range of 
classic texts in which we can see how Liangguan is endowed with the spirit of 
Confucianism. I have examined at least three Confucian Classics – the Spring and 
Autumn Annals, the Book of Zhou Rites and the Book of Changes – with a view to 
reveal ancient repositories of cosmological outlook. I focus on interpreting related 
texts of the guan hexagram for extracting cosmological values of the place. Then 
Liangguan is recognized in resemblance with the cosmic order and natural powers 
endowed to the loyal. Hence the interpretive space of Liangguan as heritage is critical 
to understanding social regulations of ancient governments. Views of Liangguan site 
in this way are reproduced through an array of scriptures that ascribe meanings or 
values to it. Hence the Confucian Classics are regarded as an integral and irreducible 
element for meaning-making of sacredness over sites. If denied access to studying the 
Confucian Classics, modern heritage practitioners would be unable to find its values 
to appreciate the connection and authenticity of the past. 
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5.3 Heritage Experience as Interaction
        The third aspect of my findings is that the Confucian Classics play a vital role in 
shaping the visitors’ sense of place. The scripture exegesis can be prominently re-
articulated in their traveling essays. Today touristic experience of heritage is limitedly 
explored for the authentic materiality (Wang, 1999; Taylor, 2001; Martin, 2010; Zhu, 
2012; Crouch, 2015). And contemporary tourists are not satisfied with classifying 
their tourism motivation of “recreation” as seeking for the “object related authenticity” 
(Wang, 1999, p.349). In ancient times, however, Confucian heritage tourism used to 
grow as the Confucian pilgrimage by entering the space of sacredness, instead of 
being confined in observing material authenticity. The thesis has showed two of such 
cases as a contrast to present concerns of materiality in the heritage tourism. I argued 
that tourist experience was an interaction between the present situation of visited sites 
and associated texts that travelers have already learnt about. 
In Chapter 3, I have proposed to understand the experience to heritage sites as an 
interaction between texts, visitor and the place. With the interpretation of two ancient 
cases, I argued that touristic experience is a very complex interaction (Franklin, 2003) 
among the situation of tourist sites, associated texts and an educational background of 
visitors themselves. The Confucian Classics work as a source of heritage meanings 
and can be read into the space of the heritage site as a meaning-making process for 
shaping their touristic experience. The places allow the educated visitors to engage in 
a dialogue to spiritually speak with the sages. On both literary and ethical levels, 
reading the Confucian Classics could yield such an appreciation of heritage places as 
to enable a dialogue with the past. In the case of Liangguan, this site was literarily 
made use of by the ancient elites for learning purposes. The thesis presented the 
interactive role of the canonical texts and place in shaping heritage experience where 
Liangguan heritage was re-created by interactions between travellers’ internalized 
scriptures. Underneath the ordinary descriptions of Liangguan lie an intractably 
discursive pattern of the classic texts and their political aspirations that actually give a 
sacred sense of place to the visitors. Without referencing the Confucian Classics, 
visitors today will not feel any holy spiritual connection to the place even when they 
are physically at the site. Travelers are only able to show positive responses to the 
Confucian heritage as attentive learners, familiar with the ancient past or simply 
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regarding sacred heritage as the on-site scriptures.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
       Today too many sacred places in Qufu are simply used to provide archaeological 
knowledge to confirm or verify historical facts. Numerous Confucian heritage places 
are currently displayed as the archaeological sites or are simply forgotten. Against this 
background, this case study actually intend to set an interpretive as well as alternative 
framework for the sacred places. It tries to balance “material” and “spiritual” aspects 
of the heritage sites rather than slight the tangible objects as part of the space making 
and historical making. What my research really concerns is in what senses the modern 
people can recognize sacred heritage as the situated Classics and admit the traditional 
ways of cultural heritage presentations and experiences in Qufu. In a strict sense, the 
Confucian Classics as place discussed in this thesis are actually taken as a platform 
where we can see and feel the material and spiritual balance. And the most important 
thing of all, we should differentiate clearly a place or space as heritage from “a thing 
that is physical or intangible” especially because this distinction is crucial for our 
arguments of the thesis.
Again I need to reiliterate that the designation of heritage starts a discussion of 
the authentic materiality with a premise that architectural significance of historic sites 
should be assessed as their innate values. But in reality materiality of the authenticity 
can’t positively contribute to the heritage experience of tourists, and had “undermined 
experience and touristic presentation of local identities” (Taylor, 2001, p.7). Modern 
heritage traveling always poses as the objectivism with a special power of distancing 
the exotic Other and the “truth” (Martin, 2010; Smith, 2012). Visitors can only be 
treated “as passive vessels and require that they behave in an orderly and respectful 
way” (Light, 2015, p. 156). By this means nothing can be truly felt about the spirit of 
those heritage places. So this heritage site study endeavours to find a way to reveal the 
spirit of heritage places without considering too much about the material culture. 
Heritage in this thesis does not refer to the past only. It works in relationship between 
the past and the present. And it engages many eras of the past. For example, Chapter 2 
engages at least the Song Period (976-983), the Ming Period (1408-1466), and the 
Qing Period (1644-1912). Chapter 3 illustrates the reading practice of past texts can 
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contribute to today’s place making. And Chapter 4 shows that Confucius and Yang 
Huan in their historical times had produced or consumed images of the “heritage” 
places. Therefore the place will not become a heritage place unless you read the place 
as the historical texts. And this place is connected to both the “values” and “spirit of 
place” of the ones who produced the old texts. So the historical classics and endless 
relevant semiotic texts can be used to create certain representations/imaginations of 
the site by the visitors for learning about the culture of places independently. 
Finally, this thesis needs to highlight again that the authentic materiality is not 
aligned with Confucian perspectives of heritage, but has to be treated as part of the 
semiotic texts. Surely from a neutral point of view, the physicality and materiality are 
of the same importance in the making of heritage. And a space and a place certainly 
include all the material and physical features to define and construct the heritage site. 
In fact, a lot of descriptions of both the sites and architectural structures or features 
provided in the thesis suggested pointing to the significance of both tangibility and 
intangibility of the heritage site. But the materialty is not as vital as the intangibility. 
As I have argued that sacred sites in Qufu play a vital role in the cultural transmission 
of the Confucianism. Inherent values of the Confucian sites lie in the Confucian 
Classics and related historical texts. These texts can be shined by the “spirit of place”. 
Cultural construction of the sites as heritage can thus be identified, located and richly 
illustrated in the canonical and historical texts. Taking Liangguan as an example, I 
have proposed to take historical texts of the Confucian Classics as the most important 
criteria for assessing values of the sacred places. The significance of conserving, 
repairing, renovating, and presenting those historic sites is meant to transmit and 
relive the Classical texts. Without textual interpretations, the mere fascination with the 
authentic objects has led Confucius’ hometown – Qufu to a series of archaeological 
knowledge and disconnected it from the Confucian traditions. It is hence ultimately 
suggested that we re-define three issues of heritage in Qufu related to its definition, 
values and uses in the present context. We need to divert our attention of presenting 
the sacred Confucian heritage on its textual aspects even when referring to its physical 
space. We need to be aware that it is the actual place rather than the authentic remains 
that enables the antiquity to be sensually connected with the present. And at last, we 
should remember that the sacred heritage sites always serve for cultural transmission 
and innovation of the Confucian cosmology, ritual and ethics regardless of whether 
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material legacies still remain or not.
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Appendix A
I have altogether cited six Qufu fieldwork interviews or notes (2012-2017) in this 
thesis. Below is one sample of interview excerpts cited in the very beginning of a 
narrative part in the Introduction. 
初识两观台采访(节选) 
采访中相关人物： 
在场人员：钦白兰   赵洪玉（字草根）   一群在一旁拉家常的奶奶、大叔 
时间：2013年 4月 30日下午 7点左右 
地点：曲阜 两观台 
录音：钦白兰 
誊写：钦白兰 
1 赵：这个两观台吧,它是周武王西周，这里是鲁国，鲁国的城外头啊，城外头有一个城门吧。 
2 钦：嗯啊，对对对！ 
3 赵：城门外头它有一个宫阙，这个宫阙两边要张贴布告，张贴布告呢，就需要这么一个台子。 
4 奶奶：姑娘，来，给个板凳来。[VOX] 
5 钦：谢谢谢谢。[坐下] 
6 赵：这个台子呢，就要这个官员来两边看。或者发布什么号令啦，或者奖励什么官员啦，这个两边台子，就叫两观台。
7  
8 钦：哦！ 
9 赵：这个张贴布告的地方，市里要材料，我给它写的。 
10 钦：哦！市里要这个材料。 
11 赵：要知道这个怎么回事，我给它写的。 
12 钦：哦！太好了，碰到了你！哈哈 
13 大爷：碰到了！ 
14 钦：哈哈，专家。 
15 钦：你刚才说的鲁国故城？ 
16 赵：鲁国故城就在北面，就是鲁国故城。 
17 钦：啊！ 
18 赵：鲁国故城的城门两边需要有两个宫阙 
19 钦：嗯，  
20 赵：这个宫阙，跟现在宣传标牌一样，这个标牌在二层楼上 
21 钦：在二层楼上？ 
22 赵：官员嘛，上去看，有什么布告，有什么号令。用于张贴这个布告的，就叫两观台。
 
誊写格式说明：【】:说话人动作及场景描述 ；VOX：插话 
研究使用：赵（代表普通曲阜居民）对于城池的阐释与理解，用《孟子》来描述现代考古遗址。 
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Appendix B 
The main sources for my textual interpretations in this thesis are obtained from the 
local historical documents. Below is one sample of the preface text in a local gazetteer 
which I have cited at the very beginning of Chapter 2. 
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Appendix C 
The main sources for my critical examinations in this thesis are obtained from official 
archaeological documents. Below is one sample of the descriptions in one of the 
must-referenced archaeological reports about Liangguan which I have cited at the end 
of Section 1.3. 
